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Portland Daily Press is published every
morning, (Sundays excepted), at 86,00 per year in advance.

Hates of Advertising:
Transient Advertisements, *1.00 per square,
fbr three insertions or less; exceeding three, and not
than one week.25 per square; 75 cents per
week alter. One square every other day one week,

more

•1.00; 60 cents per week alter.
Exhibitions, kc., under head of Amusements,
•fc.00 per square per week.
Special Notices, MAO per square for first week,
•1.00 per week altar.
Business Notices, In reading columns, 12 cents
|mr line for one insertion. No charge less than fifty

cents.

Legal Notices at usual rates.
Advertisements inserted in the Maine State
Feess (which has a large circulation in every part of
the State) for 88 cents per square in addition to the
above rates for each insertion.
Transient advertisements must be paid for in advance.

IV All communications intended for the paper
should be directed to the "Ed it or» qfthe Prcnt,’1 and
those of a business character to the Publishers.

|y The Portland 6aily and Maine State
Press Office, in Fox Block, No. 82J Exchange
Street, is open at all hours during tlio day and evening, from 7 o'clock in the morning to 9 in the
evening.
ST* Jo* Printing of every description executed
with dispatch; and all business pertaining to the office or paper promptly transacted on application as
above.

rendered

us

thankful that we too

Soldier.

Advice to nil Volunteers.
The following hints to all Volunteers and
militia are timely, and should be heeded
by all.

vorre^tonaencc

ol me I ren

Vetter from a Soldier.

Camp Bkiqgs, Pittsfield. Mass., 1
Aug. 81. 1802. (
Eeitoba op toe Press: Dear Sirs— In

accordance
days since,

promise made you a few
take our pen in hand lor the
purpose of Introducing ourself. While we do
not pretend to claim that our sketches shall be
either brilliant or witty, we will state that they
with a

we

may be relied upon
tered the arena as

truthful;

as

for

having en-

soldier,—exchanged

a

tiie

pen editorial for a musket,—we have no interest in rendering other than reliable statements.

We shall from time
of note

to

time, as incidents worthy

transpire, endeavor

to furnish the readbrief army letter, descriptive of the
scenery, and the characteristics of the people
of the various sections of country through
which it may be our lot to pass; general army
with

a

intelligence, comprising incidents of inarch,
battle-field, if we are so un_
fortunate as to be a participant, (which Heaven
forbid) and comments on the war policy of the
Government, and strategic movement of our
Generals, so far as snch intelligence shall not
be forbidden, as detrimental to the cause of
the horrors of the

country. As
37th Regiment of
our

connected with the
..lunu«», it

we are

expected that we can give pertiintelligence of the movements of
Maine regiments. Therefore our attention wilj
be given to war matters of general interest, as
we have already indicated.
The camp of our Regiment Is located at
Pittsfield, Mass., a pleasant village of some six
thousand inhabitants, situated amid the picturesque sceneryof the Berkshire hills, a more
genial location than which it would be hard to
find in New England. Pittsfield has been in
former years, and is now, notwithstanding the
financial depression of the times, somewhat
celebrated as a resort of people of leisure,—
who flee from the dust and bustle of the city,
|s not to be
nent local

to recuperate their weakened systems in the
free mountain air. As the neighboring hills
abound with game, and the adjacent streams
and lakes contain a

large population of the
both the sportsman and the angler
find this a place worthy their attention. The
manufacturing interests of the place are not
finny tribe,

extensive, though far from beiug neglected,—
and comprise nearly every branch of industery (except the manufacture of cotton goods)
which is common to New England. There
are two newspapers published here, the Eagle
and the Sun, which present a neat appearance,
and are well edited. The Eagle is published
by a son of Maine, is conducted in a creditable manner, and deserves, and we doubt not
receives, that support which should be the reward of merit
Out*

damn

irmnnil

la lnoatn/1 nl.n.it

an<l

m

half miles from the

village, on elevated ground,
abundantly supplied with line water.—

and is

animated appearance, and
contains about 1000 men. The tents are erectnow

presen's

an

ed in regular ordar, the streets numbered from
A to K. Nearly all the streets are ornamented with beautiful trees, evergreen originally,
but soon destined to wilt beneath the rays of
the sun, as all vegetation must, when deprived
of root. We have every day hundreds of viswho remark the order which

pervad< a

SOLDIERS.
1. Reniemlier, that in a
campaign more men
die from sickness than by the bullet
2. Line your blanket with one thickness of
brown drilling. This adds but four ounces in
weight, and doubles the warmth.
3. Buy a small India rubber blanket to
lay
on the ground or to throw over
your shoulders
when on guard duty during a rain storm.
Most of the Eastern troops are provided with
these. Straw to lie on Is not always to be had.
4. The best military hat in use is the
lightcolored soft felt; the crown being
sufficiently
high to allow space for air over the brain.
You can fasten it up as a Continental in fair
weather, or turn it down when it is wet or
very sunny.
5. Let your l>eard grow, so as to
protect
the throat and lungs.
0. Keep your entire person
this
clean;
prevents fevers and bowel
complaints in warm
climates. Wash your body each day if possible. Avoid strong coffee and oily meat. Gen.
Scott said that the too free use of these
(together with neglect in keeping the skin clean,)
cost many a soldier his life in Mexico.
7. A sudden check of perspiration
by chilly
or
night air, often causes fever and death.
When thus exposed, do not forget your blanket

Old Soldier.”
As the heat of a Southern sun is one of the
haadships our men will have to encounter,
permit an old soldier to state in what manner
the French army in Algiers guard themselves
during a march, or when standing sentry in

the

Done neatly

day time. Take a yard of thin white flansew up the end;
ribbon may be inserted, to draw and tie it
around the neck. This thrown over the
cap
or shako, and
falling behind, completely shields
the head and shoulders from the
of
the
rays
sun.
Woolen is preferable to linen or cotton,
is equally light, costs less than the
former, and
is easier washed and kept clean.

Among the correspondence recently found
on board of a
raptured Rebel vessel, says the
Newburn Progress, was a letter from a prominent citizen of a Southern State to his
wife,
who is sojourning at a distance from home.
The writer of the letter hadjustreturned from
a visit of a week or two at
Richmond, and was
writing his wife what he saw then-. The bit-

terness with which he condemns relicllion and
bewails the misery and desolation of his once
happy and prosperous section of the Union, is
poured out with ail the fervor of sincerity, and
we doubt not that he expresses the
feeling and
hopes of thousands of others, who, like him,
dare not speak openly. The letter is dated the
30th ultimo. He says:
“This aecursedatteinpt of one sertion to set
up an independent gavemmeut must sooner
or
laterxfntf and fail ignoniiniouxly. 1 atn
bound in duty to share in the burdens, and to
do what 1 may to alleviate the
sufferings which
the attempt lias brought upon those
among
whom I was born, but I will lake no office in
it—the highest would Is' no inducement—nor
.will I share in the terrible responsibility. No
words can depict the horrors which 1 witnessed both at Richmond, and upon
my journey
here and liaek. The deaths then
occurring at

Richmond

fifty

were

day.

fully equal

to

one

is

earnestly desired. Our Adjutant, Thomas Colt, appears to be the right
man, in tiie right place. Of the company officers it is impossible to speak, except in general
terms. While all the Captains and 1st Lieutenants seem to have been carefully
selected,
and admirably qualified for their positions, minor officers seem in some cases, though
rarely,
to have been appointed through the influence
of friends possessing a moneyed influence
rather than from any qualifications of their
own for the places they All.
We expect to leave for the South the pres-

week,

and all—both offirers and men—

to hail with

family
all

the

joy

ties must for

a

season

return to
hope
long, believing
to

homes ere

pro*|>cct, though
lie severed.

our

But

New England

the war will be

a

brief one; for we do not think the rebels can
withstand but a short time, the immense force

being
jection.
now

raised and

equipped for their sub-

On our return from a

week,

we

accompanied

ment from Portland to

furlongh

in Maine last

the 19th Maine

Regi-

Boston,

aud iiud opportunity to notice the manner in which American people treat the defenders of their

Crowds thronged every

flag.
station, and hearty

MEDICINES,

For sale at the above store

Lord Russell

complains of the “insults
constantly heaped upon the British name” by
American ncwspa|iers and speakers.
But
what does his Lordship say to the fact, that
almost the entire press of England has been
heaping insults upon our Government and our
people ever since the rebellion broke out?
What does he say to the fact, that the London
Post, the organ of the Palmerston Ministry,
speaks of us as a “nuisance,” that the Times
denounces us as a “mob,” that the Herald calls
upon all Europe to “suppress” us as the
“scourge and disgrace” of civilization, that Mr.
Roebuck dubs us the “refuse and scum of Europe ?”
A

Washington

letter

says:—I

never

have

seen the ideal nurse.
The nearest approach
toiler was the wife of a young Lieutenant,
who sat rattling a ni'irxjuiprr, while her
wounded husband in the bed beside her lay
writhing with pain.
This one was at least idealistic.

A case of extraordinary longevity is noted
in the Paris Journals. A man named Gallot,
aged one hundred and five years, appeared in
company with his wife, who was one hundred
and three years old, to receive his allowance
from the M inistry of War for military
services,
He was discharged from the army in 1815.
Acciiient to the Great Eastern.—The
Great Eastern, which arrived in Flushing May
on Wednesday, ran on a rock when off Montauk Point, and stove a hole in her bottom.
The accident, however, is not serious, as the
rock penetrated only the outer skin or scale
of the ship, leaving the inner one intact The
water leaks through where the iron laps at
the junction of the sections, but it is so slight
tliat her safety is not impaired. She will be repaired in New7 York.

cr-A

resemblance between the present
cotton famine in England, and the terrible calamity which overtook Ireland seventy years
ago, is traced by a London journal. The article shows that tive millions of Irish staked all
on a tuber, and half that number in
England
have staked all on a pod.

Physicians and Families supplied with Medicines and
books. Cases renewed and vials refilled.
June 24. 1862,
eod6m

Family

who liave died

SAJMJEL ADLAYI, JrM

—

6c.,

FURNITURE,
Dealer

jeSitf

THOB.

Importer aud

on

than

be found in any other
Our stock of

STATIONERY
Is selected with the greatest care from the best Foreign and American House*, and embrace** every article needed for public office*, Counting House* and
private uses, and at lowest prices.

DOLE.

J.

R.

Exchanob Stiikbt.

Jeffltf
J. L.

PORTLAND,

WINSLOW, Agent,

ealv

by

or

STEAM AND

AO YES,

and Church Collectors Rooks.

H AXSO
SIGN

We make to order every kind of RIank Rook used
by Ranks. Insurance and Railroad Companies. Hotels, Steamboats, Factories aud Countiug Houses.

66 and 58

Exchange

Portland. June 23.1862.

A. A?*

ORNAMENTAL

Commission
FLOUR AND

X «_> U

j,
John

,,
y.

Ambrotype

or

not fail to call at No. 27 Market

Square,
Dosatisfaction,
they take PERFECT LIKENESSES, and
at
vhich

where
war-

rant

price*
defy competition.
N. R.—Large Ambrotypes on/p Fifteen Cents.

CONSTANTLY

LEWIS,
Square, h'd l>rel>le

Block,

~

XL

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

C.

Notice to Wood and Lumber TIcrchantH.

STORE,

1XROM

summer.

BRYDGE8, Managing Director.
aGdtf
Montreal, August 1. 1862.
C. J.

PENSIONS,

BOOTY

HONEY,

Back Pay, Ac.,
service in the present war, obtained for Soldiers
and Sailors, their Widows and Heirs, from the United States Government, on application in person qr
bv letter to

FOR

BRADFORD &
No. 88 Kxchange

D.

DESIGNER

BROWN,

NO. 841

Cy Order, by mail

8m

destructive than their shells.—

[Boston Journal.
Newspaper

Office Destroyed. The
office of the Bloomington (Iow a) Times, a
paper with secession sympathies, lias been gutted and burned.
The editor, after taking the
oath of allegiance, refused to lie bound
by it,
which so-enraged the people that if they could
have caught him he would have been hanged
upon the s|«ot.
Arrest for Discoi rauino Eni.istmens
New Hampshire. U. !S. Marshal Ela arrested Dr. Nathaniel Batchcldcr of Epping,
N. II., Friday afternoon,
by precept from Gov.
Berry for violating the order of the War Department and discouraging enlistments. Dr.
B., who is an old line Democrat, and lias been
known lately as the “Epping secessionst,” is
now in Portsmouth jail.

rxprm

Commission

Apothecary,

promptly

Merchants,
CHANDLERS,
—

-AQRXT FOR-

PALMER’S
ARTIFICIAL LIT1BN,

Ship

<

LIMBS MA Y BE SEEN AT
•

Portland*

•

PLUMBERS,
No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.
Hath

JOHN

%• Particular attention paid to procuring Freights,
and purchasing Carg»»<■* and Charters for vessels.
d&w*5ni7
August 2, 18*52,

DR. C. H. OSGOOD,
f 1SP*T 8VROEOX t MECHAXICAL

^Bdentist,
5«. S Clapp's Block, fonimi Street,

MKKUILL.

personally attended

JOHN BOND.

f». D.

to

MERRILL.

me.

DOESKINS!
great variety of patterns. VESTINGS

GENTLEMEN’S FURNISHING GOODS,

Manufacturers. Importer*, and Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Engravings,

and warranted

IMFOBTKHS OF

PKLEO

Grrocers,

HAND,

satisfactory.

JUST RECEIVED,
A very choice collection of Fin© Engravings and
Lithograph*, which we shall be liappy to show to any
who may call.

Our Asaortment of Artists' Materials
Is very extensive, being of the best mauufactnre,
such as Winsor A Newton’s Oil anti Water Colors,
Bru*he*. lirawing Papers, Pencil*. Crayous, (.HI* aud
Varnishes. Mathematical Instrument*. Ac.
Our stock embraces all article* in thi* line, and i*
the largest and best selected in the State, and we offer the best inducement* to dealers ami uhotograpers,
both as to quality of good* anti as to price*.

WILLIAM

SIG1SL
No. ITS Middle St., Portland.

with

Will be cheerfully furnished
which contaius a complete list.

our

and perfect
shirt, please
for Mrs. A. MoFFO'IT’s celebrated Oval Yoked Shirts, made from the best cloths,
ami good custom work, at the very lowest prices.

fitting

want a cheap
measure

No.

JJ7

SHOE£^

&

RUBBERS.

No

88

MIDDLE STItEET.

generally

“understandings.”

nonnee

r

J—

to

numerou*

[public generally,
-icoinpiildory

that

during the temporary
suspension of his busines* ha

ha» nimi*bed this well-known house anew, and to
better than ever
to wait
upon hi* cu»tomer*. and hoiio* by strict attention to their want*
to merit a continuance of the i»atroi;agr which he lias
hitherto received.
£ ti. MAYO.
PaMadumkoag, June 23. 1802.
dfcwtf
ih>w

prepared

No. 7 MILK

STREET,

JOHN

PORTLAND. ME.

ROIIINSON, Proprietor.

Every Delicacy

of the Henson

Served up a! all hour*.
TURTLE SOUP. TUESDAY AXD FRIDAY.
BROOK TROUT and uII kinds of UA M K
Served to order.

PINE APPLE LEMONADE.
STRAWBERRY LEMONADE.

Served to Order.
V Meals to RltiULAR Boakpkkh at Reduced Rates.
Opeu every Sunday from 8 to 1, and from 2 to 6

Frogi

o’clock.

JeTSedtf

INS l BANCE.

ROSEWOOD

MOULDINGS,

Constantly

on

INSURANCE.

FIRE

WARREN SPARROW,
Oflier

74 Middle,

car. «f I'xrhongr Si.,
PORTLAND. ME..

hand.

Ag cut of the following

R. J. D. LARRABEE & 00.,
June 23. 18*2.

AND

No. 09 Exchange Street*
tf

Old Frames
RENEWED by

ttepuDiic
Of New York.

MORRISON k CO.

Relief Fire Inausance Company*
Cash Capital and Surplus, 8260.000.
Of New York.

Photographic Goods

H

A Chemical*.
is

com-

2»I. Market Sonare.

II.

KikstTlam Insurance Co*t:

National Insurance Company,
Cash Papital and Surpltu, 9500,000.
Of Ronton.

Be-Cilt,

II A

Y,

r ire

Cash

insurance

onipanv,

Capital and Surplus, 8812,000.

Equitable Fire and Marine In** Co*,
Of Providence.
Perfect Security, which ought always to be th«
tint nrnsidenttwn in effecting insurance, is here offered to the public, at the Unrest ratrs vf premium
adopted by sound ami rts/*m*ible companies.
Office in

“Boyd’s Building.” opposite

June 23.

Post Office.

dftwtf

1‘ O It T L A N I >

Mutual Fire Insurance Company.

JOHN W. PERKIMS A CO.,

mHlS Company continue to insure property on
X terms as lavorabie as those of any reliable com-

WlloLKftAl.lt 1IKALKI18 IX

pany.

policies

All

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

paid,

80 Commercial Street,

Those desiring insurance will do well to call and
ascertain the terms before insuring elsewhere.

Thomas

OMce

102 Middle Street*

CHARLES HOLDEN, President.
Edward Shaw, Secretary.

Block,

PORTLAND. ME.

Jul29dAwly

upon which six premiums have been
renewed annually free of premium to the
holder.

are

policy

FLUID, KEROSENE OIL, fto.,

FIKST

d3m

eod3m

J une 23.

soxs,

CLASS’

EMPIRE

SHUTTLE.

FOR FAMILIES
-AND-

Corn, Flour and Grain,
Manufacturers.

HEAD OF MERRILL’S WHARF,
Street,*

Portland, Me.
je23tf

Middle

Street,

*

Partlaad, Me*

Manufacturing Jeweler,
AND

SlLVKliSMlTIi.
Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware.

Also, Dealer in
Portland. June 23,18*>2.

GENUINE MEDICINES,

tf

AND FANCY

ELIPTIC,

Every Machine fully Warranted.

APOTHECARIES' GLASS H APE. fOREIGS
LEECHES, SVBG1CAL LSSTRI VESTS,
trusses, SUPfOKTEHS. BRACES,
ELASTIC STOUR IS GS, *c.
-ALSO——*

STORKR A- CUTLER, General Agent*.
58

ifc

juUUtf

OO

MitlilleHStreet,
1*0 KT LAND. Mk.

AND DYE-STUFFS,
KEKOSEAE OIL,
And all other articles
Paint establishment.

MUTUAL

Marine I n*iira»<T

Company.

OFFICE UNDER TI1E SAD A DA HOCK HOUSE,
FRONT STREET.
President and Directors of the Bath Mutual
Marine Insurance Company give notice that their

TI1E

Capital Stock

amounts to

#300,000;
to make Insurance

GOODS.

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,
SEOAT

WM. II. IV. HATCH,
141

HATH

IXCLISB, FRENCH AM AMERICAN PERFIIERT,

DEALER* IN

i'ommereial

-1»KA LLK IN-

Ncwing-Machincs, Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,

ALBERT WEBB A COM

E. SHAW A rO„
As usual, keep constantly supplied with fresh
SHI and fashionable Bool s and SllOKS, in every variety and style for gentlemen's and laf
^•*dies wear, and invite all their old customers
and the public
to give them a call whenever they desire to replenish their
K. S. & Co. are agents for the Leavitt ami Wilcox
& Gibbs SEWING-MACHINES.
aug5—Gmd

*

F. subscriber would very respeclfttllr
EQ&ERTII
*■
hi*
friends, and the

|

A large assortment of Oval, Gilt. Walnnt, Ebony and

j.o.tckiy.
Portland, me.
jeHU—3md& w

YORK STREET, PORTLAND, ME.
jc23dtf

place,

Orders respectfully solicited by Mrs. Moffett, who
will pay personal attention to the same.
an Kbit f

BOOTS,

23.

Sugar Refinery,

MRS. A.

MOFFOTT’S,
Market Square,

Nearest

CENTRAL HOUSE.
Proprietor.
PABBADUXKXAO, MAINE.
—»r",

60 Union, four door, from Middle Street,

ME.

joii\ b. imow \ a

GENTLEMEN,

Remember the

painter,

Shirt*.

you
IFleave
your

—

Catalogue,

KliGS, DIB STIFFS. CLASS WARE.

CAPEIA,

PORTLAND,
June

Shirts,

city.

JOSCTIOS Of fREE ASD MIDDLE STS.,

Scroll
3w

Work, &c.

augl3

T1IO*. LYNCH.

Half Way Dow a Willow Street,

Signs, Banners, Landscapes, Figures, Flowers,

i-ur/T*'.

IF-HORSES AXD CARRIAGES TO I-ET
JuIJO—3m
___

PARTIES WISHING TO PURCHASE

Ianc2*dtfw3f

AND FINDINGS,

MERCHANTS,

BAUKKh,

"1°"* central House in the
to Railroad* aud .Steamboats.

art.

—

PBOFBIXTO&

DIRIGO EATING HOUSE,

GILT
ORNAMENTAL
FRAMER.
For Oil Paintings and Lookiug Glasses.

prices

O. X. SHAW,

an-

dtf

B. J. D. L4BBABEE A CO.,

Picture Frames,

HOUSE,

BANGOR, ME.,

1

is

Partlaad, Me.

je28dtf

BANGOR

ALSU, KID AND GOAT STOCK,

GRANITE STOKES.COMMERCIAL STREET,
(Opposite head of Widgcry’s Wharf,)
LYNCH,

Trroaa Moderate by the Week ar Day.
Hath. June S3, 1383.
dtf

—

complete,
department
used in the
OURprising every article
MORRISON * CO..

Lasting*, Serges, Elastic Gussettings,

c.h.hukku.

JOHN

within time minutes walk of the Depot, steamboat
Custom House, be., being dicentre of tlie City.

Landing. Post office.
rectly In the business

BROADCLOTHS

MANUFACTURERS of BOOTS A SHOES,

JOHN LYNCH A CO„

COMMISSION

Portland,

BREED A TLKEY,
—

rite Saoadahock is one of the finest, moat
spacious. anti best appointed Hotels in the State, located

new stock are comprised Fancy Cloths for
Overcoats and Business Suits, Rich Black aud

•#*Coat and vest makers wanted.
Portland, June 23. 18*52.

-,

_from the sea. and affords one of the moat
from the dust and turmoil of oar

of all
the varieties that the market affords—Silk, Satin, Linen, and Cotton—many rare and unique styles. Also
an assortment of the nicer qualities of
a

Proprietor,

itiiijt retreats
large cities.

AND SUMMER SEASONS !

Of

nVUSEif

Carr,

AUVeJ

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING FOR THE SPRING

stock in thi*

auj?4dly

"Wholesale

—

3md& woe

CTF* All kinds of fixtures for hot and cold water
I. I>.

Long Wh’f,

JOSEPH HALM.

YEATON,

orr. old c ity hall,

Closets, Urinals, Force and Suction Pumps,
Jtoilers. Wash Botrls, Silver Plated If Brass
Cocks, t]f all kinds constantly on haml.

act un in the best manner.
All orders in city or country

BLOCK,

Corner Commercial St* and

Portland, Me.

I. D. MERRILL & CO,

Water

and Cabin Stores,

MOULTOX'S

-ALSO,-

Sheet Gatta Percha for Splinti,
AND CRUTCHES,
FOR SALE.

cyjmwjmi/.iiivuit

9

listh is one of the healthiest
City
localities on the const of Maine—delightfully situated on the Kennebec, twelve milca

Nferehn nt Tailor,

FANCY

dtf

BATH. MAINE.

and Oval Frames, with French Mirrors; Gilt,
Ebony and Imitafiou Rosewood Frame*, both Oval'
and Square, for Eugraving* and Photographs, at low

exceutod.

AND DEALERS IN

—

Bath, June 23.1862.

TIIF.

CONSTANTLY ON

8THEET,

SHIP 11ROKERS,

-and-

Rebel Shells Non-Explosive.—We are
informed by a gentleman who witnessed a two
day’s artillery fight at Rappahannock Station,
on the
Ra|>|>ahaiinoek, this week, that the
shells fired by the rebels did not burst; only
one exploded on the last
day. Whenever our
boys saw a shell fall they woitld run and pick
it up. The rebels at last exhausted their stoek
of non-explosive shells, and took to tiring railroad iron, cut in pieces,spikes, Ac., which was

or

with house.

CHANCiK OF SEASON !

Pier

VEATON A HALE.

L. H. TITCOallB,

St., Portland, Mains.

ing members of
during the past

MIDDLE

augb-odilmlamw

HERETOFORE.

Portland, July 22,18*12.

Having

f

AND

One Door East of C'annl Dank.

Flour, Prodace and Proviaion Basinets,

SPECIMEN

Upholstering,

386, Waphisotos St., Bath.
•.•Terms fl per day. Stable connected

Manufacturer* of

ENGRAVER,
WHARF,

BATHHOTEL,
By C. M. PLUMMER.

ARTISTS’ MATERIALS, Ac.

J. F. RICHARDSON,

lUfMlf

devoted our attention exclusively to the Pension business for the last twenty years, and ha\ ing a
reliable Ageucy in Washington, we are enabled to
prosecute all claims against the Government with
promptness and despatch, and on rcry reasonable
terms, making no charge uutil the claim is obtained.
FKhKMAN BRADFORD,
Z. K. HARMON.
d&wtf.
Portland, June 2b h.

Dry Goods,

Alfred Woodman,
C harles Bailey.

aug20d&wtf

oval.

No.3 UNION

-C. II. R. ■!'« mamifactnrr.SHOW-CASES, DESKS, AM) DRAWER-WORK,
Of every dneription, Including Taylor*. Ski t8CPI-ORT1NO Duawkk. the* beet Kind ever mule.
or All order* for Repairing Furniture, Varnish( hair Seating, (.lazing, &c.,
ing,
promptly attended to.
ju!31tf

ADAMS, Proprietor.

jc23—3m

CO.,

■ANIFACTIRIRS AM JOBBERS OF CL0TH1W,
Geo. W. Woodman,
Seth B. ilersey,

Where he will continue the

AS

and Domestic

dly

OR DAY.

ROBES FURNISHED TO ORDER.

J. GRANT.

and Wholesale Dealer* in

ef

sessing all the modern improvements, and
first clans in every appointment.

CIIA8. H.

BLAKE’S,

French and German, a* w ell a* the cheaper substantial fabrics.
Elegant Black and Colored,
Plain aud Fancy

A

rtrarr

TERMS MODERATE, FOR BOARD BY WEEK

For Dress and Frock Coats, embracing the nicer

No*. 54 and 50 Middle Street, Portland.

Tailor,

373 Uongreas Street,

HARMON,

Foreign

HAS REMOVED TO

NEW
November l«t. 1*3, to M»y 1st. ISfiS. the
rates of freight on all descriptions of lumber
and timber will Ik* advanced 25 |>cr cent.
No lire wood will Ik* conveyed bet w een October 1st,
18*2. and May l*t. 1808.
Au advance in the rates of fire wood will take place
next summer, but in consequence of changes in the
arrangement for conducting the wood business, which
an* about to be made, the Company will not be able
to take tire wood from certain places on the liue. so
that should auy parties make contracts for tire wood
to be carried on the railway during the next season,
they must understand that they willdo so at their own
risk, aud that the Company will not feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
from what stations tire wood can be carried next

o m

H.

--

Importer*

Portland, Aug. 8.1882.

dtf

Style,

qualities of

TRI E

EXCHANGE 8TREET.

98

J_i

No. 30 UNION STREET.
And will be <old cheaper than at any other place in
the city.

manufactur-

Packed in every variety of
•flee and Spice* ground for the trade at
short notice.
All good* warranted a* represented.

CwMgreae,

THIS is the largest Hotel in the State, pos-

In his

COFFEE,
SPUES.
CREAM TARTAR.
SALE RAT US.

ssauu|>,.u,

attention riven to

St.

or

aug4—3incud&w

A. D. REEVES,

C.

Spring

HERRS, fc., fc..
package* to suit dealer*.

CUTTING and
MAKING HOYS' GARMENTS, by
PARTICULAR

TRASK A
27 Market
July 14th, 1862.

STREET,

PORTLAND, ME.

Preble Streets.

CASKETS,

hand, and for sale, at wholesale

on

Sitnnted

To be found in this city, of every description, finish-

of (>o«»d* receutly i'mported in New York and
Boston, to meet tlie requirement* of his customer*
and the public a* to

Spice Mills,

market pric«i». in the crude state
ed, every description of

Boys, Boys, Boys.

Photograph,

PREBLE HOUSE,

137. MIDDLE ST..
Has prepared himself by selections from the New

dly

GRANTS

1

PROVISIONS,

jaanti'ini

d6w

—AND—

Tailor,

STREET,

Tortland, Aug. 6,1882.

Coffee and

LEWIS RICE, Proprietor.
Boston, January, 1862.
dTmis

COFFINS

S WEE T

PORTLAND, ME.
1 WIICUCU.
erst

Hotel, and examine.

W». C. BEC KETT.
...

EXCHANGE

-WANT THE-

Best

NAVY

Portland, me.

merchants,

85 Commercial St., opp. Thomas

I’lcaw
•

B S T

ESTABLISHMENT,

13 A 15 UNION

AXD DEALERS IX-

dtf

88

y^meiits and eunry convenience for tlie comfort and accommodation of the travelling public.
The sleeping rooms are large and well ventilated;
the suits of rooms are well arranged, and
completely
ftirnishcd for families and large travelling parties,
and the house will continue to be kept as a first claaa
Hotel in every respect.

DANIEL CLARKE.

BY

N,

TWITCH ELL * CHAM PUN,

Street.

AND

the largest and best arranged Hotel in
the New England states; is
centrally locaf'*-d. and easy ol access from all the routes of
JBfiavel. It contains the modern iiuprove-

former
them

Styles

Wo. 31 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
fF* Orders solicited.
Jo3i>—3m

BAILEY A. NOYES,

Jc23tf

ftction._

PAINTER,

STATIONERY.
letter, note. Cap and Record papers. Envelopes—
white and huff. Gold I’ens, St«*el l'ens, kc.. kc. Every article at lowest rates. W* Buy for Cash and
Fell Cheap.

AND

»*
All work being promptly and
personall) attended to, is warranted to give thorough satis-

A. D. REEVES,

manner.

Works 6 Union St., and 233 & 23S Fore St.,
jnltdtf
PORTLAND, ME.

Journals, Ledgers, Invoice, Sales, Memorandum,
Cash, Record, Dockets, Letters, Masonic

Me.

—

TAILORING

Than they have ever been sold in this place.
call at
No. Ill FEDERAL STREET,

ARK AT-

Street, Portland,

GAS FITTING,

Doue in the beet

63 EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAND.

,

Tmmm «•

ARMY

Retail.

AMERICAN HOUSE,
Bortov, Mass.,

From 15 to 20 Per Cent. Less

Portland, Aug. 1.

HOUSE.”

undersigned MpcetMly informs the
public that he ha* leased the above House,
on federal Street, Portland, and invites
the travelling community to call and sec if
he knows "how to keep a hotel." ('lean,
airy rooms, good beds, a well-provided table, attentive servants and moderate charges are the inducements he hold* out to those whose business or
pleasure call them to the "Forest
City."
JONATHAN BLISS, Proprietor.
Portland, Aug. 19.1*K.
jtf

tS

As h© docs not intend to vary from his
prices before he came to this city, he will sell

A few door, cast of U. S.

d3wJk w3m

THE

Ill Federal Street, Portland.

In tlie Neatest

Watch-Maker,

Cocke, Valve*. Pi|ie*and Connection*, Whole-

“ELM

Use,

in

ed and trimmed

L. J. CROSS,
141 Middle Steer I,
Portlaod, Me.

ME.

AM EVERT DESCRIPTION OF 1ACIISEBT,

Portland, Aug. 23. 1862.

A NEW COFFINWAREHOUSE.

DENTIST,

No. 117 .Middle
Au*. 16.
ljr

and

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,
Steam

66 AND

Work

Cereer ef Pearl aad Federal Sis,,

HOOKS!

dtf

THOMPSON,

MANUrACTUKEft OF

Portland June 23.1W3.

A

23, 1862.

Oil. H. KIMBALL,

Grindstone..

HALL. L. DAVIS,

BAILEY

June

prepared to receive orders for

Chimney Pieces, Monumental

Marble

papers—the largest stock to be found in this
market, at lowest market prices. School Books of
every kind in use at wholesale price*.

Manufactured and for Sale

138 and 140 Kiddle Street, Portland.

Work.

Marble, Free Stone, Soap Stone,

mon

ACCOUNT

SfOODT.

eodtf

Is

BLANK

FRAXKLIX C

Marble

PAPE R9

63

PRODUCE,

June 28.

Of every variety, quality and price, embracing all
the various style* of gold paper* manufactured, together with a full stock of Satins, medium* and com-

Now

T. C. DODGE,

gleasantly

CASKETS,

INT A SUPERIOR STYLE.

Assortment of

THE

PORTLAND, Mr.
ANDREW T.

ROOM

CORN AHD

AND

con-

subscriber lias opened a Warehouse for COFFINS and CASKETS. A large assortment conon hand and manufactured at short notice

attention of purchasers is invited to the
large
and desirable stock of
House-keeping Goods now
iu store, as above, comprising as it does
nearly
every
article usually needed in the Furniture anti
Crockery
Departments. Being one of the largest slocks in the
State, purchasers can find almost any \ariety of rich,
medium and low-priced goods, suited to their different wants.
Those commencing housekeeping can obtain a complete outfit at this establishment, without the trouble
aud loss of time usually attending a selection of this
kind; and the subscriber is confident that. combining
as he does the various branches of
house-furnishiug
business, he can offer goods at price's that will uot
fid! of proving satisfactory on examination.

merchants,

No. S Oalt Block Commeroial Street,

establishment in the

can

State.

FLOUR,

Cnngmw Street, keeps

all the various kiuds of

And will make to order Anvthing of this kind that
may be ordered, at short notice, fVom the cheapest to
the VERY BEST. By giving my strict and undivided
atteution to the manufacturing, lining and
trimming
of the above, I can furnish them cheaper than any
one else.
Aug. 6,
JAMES P. SLEEPER.

in

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS.

order,

variety of style and finish. From our long
experience, we are enabled to offer to the trade and
our customers better
bargains in quality and prices,
of every

Aieneral

And

AMD WHOLESALE DEALERS IE

liand and made to

COFFINS

IriUllia Ware, Table Cillery, and Plated Wait,

DOLE A MOODY,

Commission

rear of 411
on hand

•tantly

THE
China, Crockery & Glass Ware, stantly

H. POOR.

GENERAL

Premium Blank Books

AND —

Boaidoncc

PORTLAND.

Arinmwl the
proprietorship of
promises to s|«r«* no pains to
accommodate its former patrons, as well as
his old friends and the public
generally
Having hail an experience of sixteen yearn
he thinks he can now "keep a hotel."
This house is one of the best in the
city, and very
located on Congress, corner of (ireen

1802._

And solicit a share of public
patronage, trusting
that by furnishing the purest chemicals and best
stock
of drugs the market affords, and a careful
attention
iu the dispensary department, to merit the
contidenee
of the public.

PAPER HANGING

Established la 1825.

IN-

Parlor, Ob.am'ber

"loro’
Ts Middle Street,
(Fox Block.) and respectfully invite public
atlarge and well selected stock of

of Gov. T’s son-in-law—in all ten, and all
gone “into the silent Laud” within a twelvemonth!

in

EVERY

and set up in the best manner, and all orders m town or
country fidthfully executed. All
kinds of Jobbing
promptly attended to.
Constantly on hand. Lead Pipes and Sheet Lead,
aud Beer Pumps of all kiuds.
July2Ddly
•-—--—__-1

arranged

-DEALER

HOTEL,
li£\,XO
this house,

JAMES P. SLEEPER,
FURNISHING UNDERTAKER,
No. Ill Exchange Street,
Portland,

tention to their

—AND—

Governor Trumbull; Governor T’s wife; his
brother, Jonathan Trumbull; bis soil in law
F. Robinson; bis daughter Mrs Robinson;
his grand daughter, Mr. Robinson's daughter;
his brother-in-law, Judge Storrs; JudgeStore's
brother; Governor Trumbull's sister, Mrs.
Lanman, ami D, F. Robinson, Esq., the father

much more

No. 124 Exchange Street, Portland, Mi.

Drug Store!

CHAB. ». CBOBXAX.

WAREHOUSE !

CLOSETS,

Warm, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash Bowls, Brass
and Silver Plated t'twks.
Description of Water Fixtnre for Dwelling Houses, Hotels, Public Buildings, Ships, &c.,

TE W-CUSH-

Drugs, Chemicals, Fancy Goods,

BLANK BOOK AND STATIONERY,

CITY

AM AHA

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER

CROSMAN Sc POOR,

EXCHANGE ST.

53

HOTELS.

-MAKER OF-

Exchange Street, Portland.

New

MISCELLANEOUS.

A. PEAKCE,
PLUMBER,

LP" Hair Mattresni s renovated. Furniture repaired and varnished. Chairs re-caned in an improved manner. Second-hand Furniture bought
sold or exchanged.
juiaodCm

by

Remarkari.k Morality.—The Hartford
(Ct.) Press announces the death of Mrs. L. F.
Robinson, daughter of the late Gov. Trumbull.
the

148

MATTRESSES,

NO e3

WILLIAM

FURNITURE,
Lounges, Bedsteads,
IOXS, fc., fc.

1862.

_rz——

Mnnfaciarer of

S PR IN G-II EDS,

4,

BUSINESS CARDS.

UPHOLSTERER

asgth

SEAVET.

M.

hundredand

More than seventeen thousand
sick and wounded are now in Richmond hosThe
recent seeming success, of our
pitals.
arm* will „..lj wrte to accelerate the downfall
of our short lived Confederacy.”
a

year.

promotion

usual.

as

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC

nel, fold it together once, and

there has as yet been no breach of the’peace.
Major Oliver Edwards is at present in command of the Regiment, and it is, with igood
reason, believed that he will be our Colonel
His urbanity, intelligence, ami patriotism, have
made him a favorite with the Regiment, and his

we

Book •Binding and Picture Framing,

-an

The Times mentions the follow

seem

TO No. 92 EXCHANGE STREET,
Next door above the British and American
Express
Office, where lie will accommodate all who may be in
want of goods in bis line, at
very low price*.

TO OUR YOUNO

ramp. No intoxicating liquor is allowed
upon the ground, and (we think for this reason)

our

ent

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PICTURES,
Picture Frwes, Paper Hangins* Fancy Goods, kt., tc.,

SEPTEMBER

F.'PABKJErT

WILLIAM

Has removed hfs stock of

MORNING,

BUSINESS CARDS.

8. H. rOU’.SWOKTlIV,

a

COMMUNICATIONS.

itors,

journey

exhibited the beat of the

were a

FOSTER A CO.

*fn«

It

of the

great pulse of the American people in healthy

Terms:

er

events

hall,

name

BOOKS & STATIONERY.

passed in at the car windows, were received
with cheers and blessings for the donors. The

I* publjjhod at No. 82) EXCHANGE STHEET,
in FOX BLOCK,
by
yoaTKii, oilman and

men, and the waving nr hand-

kerchiefs and flags by the ladies, rendered the
trip a pleasant one. Refreshments and boquets

T.

THURSDAY

And that
are prepared
mutual principle, again*! marine risks,

they

not

on

th«

exceeding

$10,000 in any One Risk*
DIRECTOR*:
Win. Drummond, <*. E. R. Fatten,
Sam'I I Robinson, E. K. Ilarding,
J P. Morse.
M. E. Oaunett, Arthur Sc wall,
David I'atten,
J. ||. McLellau. Lewis Blackmer.
J.
Jameson.
Jas. E. Patten. S. A. llougbton,
E. K. IIARDINt*, President,
E. C. HYDE, Secretary.
dtiiu
Bath, July 8, 1*2.

John Patten.
Oliver Moses,

LARD OIL.

usually kept

in

a

Drug and

Book, Card

&

Fancy Printing,

N EATL Y EX ECI TED
IF* State Agent for DAVIS & KIDD S MAG*
eoUAwtoctl
NETO-ELEC Title MAC HINES.

AT THE OFFICE OF THE

PRESS,

>

THE DAILY PRESS,
rKit II.A Ml, UAISK.

‘■And Satan came AMO.”“-We were sorry
to notice on Monday evening, at the sword
presentation, that some of the speakers ((the
editor of tlie Press among them). eouHn’t fail
to tug in the everlasting nigger and malign the
Democrats, of whom a very large number of
the battalion are.—[Argus.
So tar as the aliove delectable item refers t-o

j

--—-—-

Thursday Morning, Sept*

4^<W»

REPUliLICiK NOMINATIONS,
FOR

ABNEll COBURN,
OF SKOWHROAX.

Rcprwentativca

For

there Is not a particle of anything hut falsehood iu It, unless It be
The editor of
mixed largely with malignity.

j

tlie Press did not allude to the “nigger” either
directly or indirectly, in any shape or manner,
nor could any words of his be tortured into so

to Con grew.

First District. .JOHN N. GOODWIN,ofS.Berwick.
Second District.HII)NKY l'KKHAM, of Paris.
Third District JAMES G. BLAINE, of Augusta.
Fourth District .JOHN II. KICK, of Foxcroft.
Fifth District. FREDERIC A. PIKE, of Calaia.

Old

Second District—ivtcancn,
THUS. A. D. FESSENDEN,

much as an allusion to the negro, or to any
question of “niggerism.” We would stop here
bat for the baseness of attempting to fasten
upon us a breach of propriety of which the
Argus' own Mends were alone guilty. The

of Auburn.

For Senators,
Jsrfrojtroa's f II AIII.ES F. JORDAN, of Poland.
Aroostook_ISAAC HACKER, of Fort Fairfield.
Cumberland.. SAMI EE E. SPRING, Portland,
JOHN H. PII11.BRICK, Standiab,
DANIEL ELLIOT, Brunswick,
LEVI CRAM. Ilridgton.
Franklin
WILLIAM II. JOSSF.E VN, of Phillips.
Hancock.AARON EMERSON, of Orland.

brougnt in, but by
“everlasting nigger”
whom? First, by Mr. Ex-Quartermaster Patten, late of tlie Maine cavalry, who resigned
before he was brought face-to-face with the
dangers of the battle field, and before he had
seen an enemy!
Mr. Patten denounced “niggerisin,” called upon the young men of the
battalion to say if they were going to fight for
tlie “nigger.” and was lavish in his expletives
and illustrations, some of which, uttered in the
presence of gentlemen, and in the immediate
hearing of ladies, regard for common decency
forbids that we should repeat
Second, the
“everlasting nigger” was dragged in by Mr. J.
T. Emery, who assured tbe young battalion
that while they were going down South to put
was

....

JOHN M II.LI KEN, or-.
Kennebec.NOAH WOODS, of Gardiner,
PEI.EG E. PIKE, of Fayette,
DENNIS L. M11,1.1 KEN,of Waterville.
GEORGE A. STARR, of Tbomaston.
Knox.NATHAN A. FA RWF, EE. of Rock laud.
Lincoln.ISAAC REED, of Waldoboro.
Oxford.RUF US S. STEVENS, of Pans,
GF;o. B. BARROWS, of Fryeburg.
Penobscot....JOSFIPH E. SMITH, of Oldtown,
JOHN A. PETERS, of Bangor,
CHARLES BEALF:. of Hudson.
TNsrofoouis. .THOM AS It. SEA BURY, ofl'arkman.
Sagadahoc.. .JOSIA1I MERKOW, of Bowdoinhatn.
ASA W. M( o litE, ofSomerset
DAVID D. STEWART, of St. Albans.
Waldo .It. M. ROBERTS, of Stockton,
JAMES P. WHITE, of Belfast.
IFosAinoton. JOHN PLUMMER. of Addisou.
WII.I.IAM DUREN. of Calais.
York.JOHN WENTWORTH, of Kittery,
GIDFX»X TUCKER, of Saco,
LUTHER SANBORN, of l’arsonsfield.

down secession, lie and others would stay at
home to “put down tlie mother of secession,—

abolitionismThese

only gentle-

tlie

were

present who, in any way, referred to the
negro or niggerism, and as they arc both the
men

For County Commissioners,
Androscog'w. RO It E RT MARTIN, of Danville.
Aroostook_THOMAS J. BROWN, of llodgdon,
NATHAN S. LUFKIN, of Eaton Gr't.
Cumberland.. KFX'ltFIN HIGGINS, C. Elizabeth.
Franklin
.OLIVER PFVTTFINGILL, of Wilton.
Hsncock.BARNEY S. HILL, for full term.
RUF'US II. SIESBY. for vacancy.
Kennebec.EZEKIEL HUBBARD,Knox.N ATI CL ALFORD, of Hope.
Lincoln.BENAIAII S. CATE, of Dresden.
Oxford.ELIAS M. ( ARTF'.R, of Bethel.
Penobscot... .C. It AT( H ELDL li, of——,
Piscataquis.. R. A. SNOW, of Atkinson,
Sagadahoc.. SUMNER ADAMS, of Richmond.
Somerset.BKNJ. F TEA1 tltKITF.il. ofWaldo.EEl ltF.N W. FILES, of Trov.
ITashinqton. DANIFIE It. HOBART, of Deanysvillc.
York...'..DIMON ROBERTS, of Lyman,
ALF RED HULL, of Shapleigh.

friends of the

sworn

Argus,

we

paper will consider it all right.
“ifalign the Democrats l”

...

them ?

suppose that

Democrats;

did

How malign
not

allude

a

to

;*mentioned them in no way whatever.—
He did say that while his age excluded him
from participating in the active works of the

them

recruits, he hoped to aid iu recording their gallant deeds, and in seeing that full credit is
awarded to their patriotic labors, anil that
while they were conquering the rebels iu Virginia, lie would aid in taking care of rebel
sympathisers in this State—if unfortunately

.Sheriffs,
Aroostook_WILLIAM SMALL, of F'nrt Fairfield.
Cumberland. THOMAS PENNFILL, llarpswell.
.OKKF.N DAGGKIT. of New Sharon.
Franklin
Kennebec.JOHN HATCH of Augatta.
Knox.S. W. LAUGHTON, of Appleton.
Lincoln. JAMES EltSKlNE, of Bristol.
Oxford.HORATIO AUSTIN, of Canton.
Penobscot.IOHN S. CHADWICK, of Bangor.
Piscataquis..ELI AS J. IIA I.FI, of Foxcroft.
Sagadahoc.. .ALBION J. POTTFIK, of Bath.
smnrrset.ABNEll P. POWERS, ofWaldo.J. D. TUCKER, of Bcllust.
Washington. It.AV. FARRAR, of Chcrrvfleld.
Fort.GEORGE GOODWIN, of Wells.

such should be found here—who may set lip a
fire in tlie rear ol our noble soldiers, and as-

..

perse their honor by decrying the

war

in which

they

one.

This is

engaged

arc

as

an

unholy

what lie said, and he was not a little astonished
to discover that any individual should be restremarks, and betray evident
that he was ill at ease.
All that wc can

less under such

signs
say is,

A tlornoi-a

nothing |>ersonal

that

was

intended,

and

Cumberland..MOSES M

if any gentleman present felt that he was hit, it
must have been owing either to liis excited im-

For Clerks of Courts,
Hancock.PARKER W. PERRY, of Ellsworth.
Kenneltec.WM. M. STRATTON, of Augusta.
Lincoln.GEORGE B. SAWYER, of Wise asset.
J*iscata*/uis.. RUSS ELL KITHIDgK, of Milo.
Somerset.lilRAM KNOWLTON, of-

spots almut him.

BUTLER. Portland.
Franklin
SAMUEL BELCHER, of Enriuington.
Knor.L. W. HOWES, of Rockland.
Waldo.E. K. BOYLE, of Unity.

For County Treasurer*.
Anrfroncotf’n.ISAAC C. CURTIS, of Lewiston.
Aroostook-SAM’L BRADBURY, of N. Limerick.
CumW/amL YHOMAS If MEAD. Bridgton.
Franklin
LEONARD KEITH, of Enrinington.
Hancock.WILLIAM II. PILSBURY.of-.
Kennebec.DANIEL PIKE, of August*.
Knor.ALDEN SPRAGUE, of Rockland.
Lincoln.EDM UN D B. R< >WM AN, of Wiscassct.
Oxford.W ILLIAM A. PIDGIN, of Pans.
Yiscataquis..H. DEARBORN, of FoxcrofL
Sagadahoc. CHARLES COBB, of Bath.
Somerset.ALBERT LEAVITT, ofWaldo.S. A. HOWES, of Belfast.
Washington.IGNATIUS SARGENT, of Machias.
York.JOHN HALL, of North Berwick.

agination,
•

Ids

to

or

having some very sore
only add that “the
has the personal assurance

We will

editor of the Press"

of officers who received presents on the

occasion, or that was not received
bp the members of their company.

of the

Yesterday,
sister city on

3d,was

the

proud day

the lower Kennebec.

all business

ternoon

a

suspended, the CusBanks, and other pubclosed, and the people en mnsse

lic

places

were

gave their attention to the one great interest
of the hour. The bells of the city were rung,

{'*-rnTd.alden' <vhX
Prnnbtcot.JOHN IIAMlill 1
PitcataquU.. HA vrn s|i kI'i/fuH

In the evening another great
held at Columbian Hall, which

Judge of Probate,
Oxford.ENOCH W. WOODBURY,
For

of Sweden.

Register
Probate,
Lincoln.JOSEPH J. KENNEDY, ofFor

of

WARD

CAUCUSES.

of Portland, and all other
who sustain the State and National
THE Republicans
to

citiAdmeet in their several

zens

ministrations,
wards

requested

are

on

Thursday Evening, Sept. 4,

7j o'clock, for the purpose of selecting seven delegates from each ward, to meet in Convention to

at

nominate four candidates lor Representatives to the
State Legislature, to be supported at the election on
Mondav next.
Ward 1 will meet at the Engine House.
"
*'
2
Ward Room, Congress street
"
**
*'
3
Ward Room, Myrtle
*•
4
Old atV Hall.
**
•*
"
'*6
Ward Room, Sonth
**
**
**
fl
Ward Room. Spring
"
7
Ward Hihmii. Brackett
Per order Republican City Committee.

Portland, Sept.2, 180.

scpt3

W estbrook—C aliens.
The Republicans ami all others in Westbrook, In favor of sustaining the Government are notified to meet
in caucus at the Town House, on Thursday tin* fourth
day of September at 4 o'clock P. M., for the purpose
of nominating a candidate for Representative to the
Legislature, and the transaction of auy other business that may come before them.
Per order Town Committee.

Westbrook. Aug. 29, ISA

(*eneral I nion Democratic Caucus.
Democrat* and a I other* who are in ffcror of th<^
election of General * ham ep D. Jamkpox for Governor, are reuueafed to meet in (ieneral Camus in
the .Senate Chamber. New
Ituilding. oti Friday
Evening next, 8ept. 6tb, at 7j o'clock, to nominate
four candidates for Kepresontativo* to the state Ia*eiftlature, and to act ou »uch buMiicw a* may be
before the meeting.
lVr order Union Democratic City Committee.
Sept. 4th, 1WB.

City

brought

AN

The Recent News from the Army.
We will not do violence to our own feelings
by saying that the recent news is not most de-

pressing. It is plain that we have been suffering severe reverses. The old story of surprises, auperior numbers, Ac., is repieated, hut
it is time such things were played out. We
are, or should be, carrying on offensive operations. Our troops are in the enemy's country.
We should expect them to take advantage of
every weakness; to fall upon every exposed
position, and to strike at any moment.
We should, therefore, he prepared for assault ; prepared to resist all attacks; prepared
for any emergency, and we have no right to
be surprised or taken unawares. More than
this: With double the population of the
rebels, with the right on our side, with exkaustless resources, and with the disposition
which animates our whole people, what excuse
is there for pleading that we are outnumbered?
It is shameful. If the President needs more
men, let him call for them, and call speedily.
And if

they

not

forthcoming

once, then
let the draft be resorted to, and done promptly
and effectually. If the President wants 300,000
or

500,000

arc

men

he

can

at

have them.

The

people

ask for measures that shall tell; that the rebellion be strangled. And it never will be
done by half-and-half measures.
It is Note

or

A'eerr.

Delays

are

dangerous.

Blows thick and fast are needed. A great deal
of work that we thought was done is now to
We

only hope that the next
news may appear brighter, and that the
hojies
of our loyal people may bo raised.

be

done over.

a

promilitary—was formed, and
the principal streets to the

marched

through
Park, where eloquent and patriotic sjieeches
were made by Hon. Lot M. Morrill of Augus-

ta, and others.

packed—as

it has been every

meeting was
was densely
evening (or over

gentlemen, citizens and strangers. It was
proposed to give a supper to the newly enlisted recruits, at the Sagadahock House, and wc
presume the proposition was carried Into effect. Bath has done nobly. Herquotaof ninety
men is now full.
The city voted $1*0 bounty
to each man, and a private subscription was
made to give tItem an addition of $80 each;
but in consequence of the shameful unwillingness

of a few rich men to contribute

to this

subscription, it is now understood that the
City Government will increase the bounties of
tha city to $100 per man, and thus not only
relieve the patriotic gentlemen whoso promptly and so lilierally suliscribed, but compel the
shirks, the misers and those of even less enviable
full

qualities—if
proportion.

there be

such—to pay their

that the announcement of the death of Gen.
Appleton of Ipswich, (who lormerly resided
in this

city,

where he had many friends) will
sadden the hearts of many In every part of
New England who were his friends, liis genial

character, his dignitled courtesy, his private and public usefulness, commanded a respect and affection not often enjoyed. In early
life he was a member of the Legislature of
Massachusetts. During the last war, he rendercd important service as a Colonel commanding at Gloucester. Sebsequently lie was
a member of the Legislature of Maine, and a
candidate for several years for the office of
Governor of that State.
He took a very
prominent part in moral and philanthropic diswas

them with his voice and pen.

the first one, we

the absolute

prohibition

cating drinks, and

was

believe,who proposed
of tlie sale of intoxitlie first to advocate

what is well known as the Maine law, in an
elaborate re|>ort on the subject. Those who
differed from him in opinion recognized in him
an able and courteous
opponent. He w as n patriot and

a

Christian,

and after a

long and usefathers, in

ful life, has !>een gathered unto his
the hope of a glorious resurrection.

A CONFKDRBATK WaK STL AMKH OFF THE
Coast of Cl'ItA.—The Boston Journal of last

evening, states that the barque S. W. Holbrook, at that port, from Havana, Aug. 25th,
brings information from the U. S. Consul at
that place, that a confederate screw steamer,
(man-of-war) with three masts.am horedamong
the Cardenas keys night of Aug. 19. The
to any U. S. war vessel which the Holbrook might fall in with, giv-

Consul addressed

a

note

ing

tlie above news, and requesting immediate
action in regard to the confederate steamer.
Capt. Small of the Holbrook, also reports
that a schooner from N’assau, N. P., arrived at

Havana

Position and object of tiie rebels.
last the hulk of the rebel army extended from Manassas up to the soutli
bank ol tiie North Potomac. They were in
force at Leesburg, Drainsville, Vienna and
Fairfax Court house, down to Manassas Junction— in short they had thrown themselves
completely in the rear of Gen. Pope, and in
front of the fortifications at Alexandria and

By Wednesday

Washington.
This is, by all odds, the most remarkable
The
feat of military strategy in history.
throwing of an entire army into tbe rear of
another army, and cutting oil’ all supplies ami
the line of communication, and obtaining complete possession, in short, of its entire rear,
was a maneuver worthy of any of the great
captains of history. Tiie celerity of movement and dextrous handling of troops displayed military abilities of the very highest order.
Tiie apparent object of the rebels was to
force Pope to retreat toward Fredericksburg
tiie line of tne Potomac. At either of those
places it would be impossible for his army to
be transported to Washington or Alexandria
in time to be of use in opposing the invasion
they expected to make on Maryland. Their
or

object

was to cross

at

Leesburg,

or

perhaps

at Great Falls, a feat they could easily
perform, as the river is not more than knee
deep at cither of those places, and a rapid
march upon the Relay House and Baltimore
would have placed Washington at their mercy,
as it is understood to be completely undefended in tiie rear.
The scheme was a bold one and exceedingly dangerous, as with projier precautions being
taken by our generals ami a superior force attacking them, their entire army was liable to
capture. They evidently hoped to confound
and bewilder our generals, take advantage of
the panic, and seize Washington if possible.

even

WIIAT GENERAL

Pope, however,

PO^K I>ID.|

is a man of undoubted
pluck, and not at all afraid to take the responInstead
of
sibility.
retreating upon Fredericksburg or the Potomac, as the rebels evidently wished, lie boldly changed front and
inarched hack toward Manassas. It may he
that he was instructed to do so by Gen. Ualleek. As, however, communication was cut
off for a couple of days, ami as the movement
was executed in tiie meantime, it is more than
probable that he advanced to attack the enemy
of his own motion. It was well he did so.
THE BATTLE OF WEDNESDAY.

We have heretofore given accounts of the
attacks on tiie enemy on Wednesday, by Gens.
Hooker and Taylor, where the latter General,
witli the New Jersey brigade, was driven hack
from the batlle-ground of Manassas to Staunard’s Station, fighting all the way; while at
noon the same day, Gen. Hooker, with that invincible division of his, left Warrenton Junction. where he had been encamped, followed
uy iren. ivcaruey, wttn Ills division as a reserve, and inarched directly against the enemy
at Bristow,s Station, utterly regardless of the
nature and extent of the opposing forces, who
were under the redoubtable Stonewall Jackson, whose name in itself is a tower of strength.
Coming up within sight of them some time
after three o’clock, they immediately opened
lire upon him with the field pieces they had,
as well as
keeping up at the same time a welldirected infantry fire; our men promptly returned it, the firing being brisk and rapid on
both sides for some three-quarters of an hour.
At this <ien. Hooker ordered a charge. The
boys gave one of their loud, terrific cheers,
which are peculiar to this division, charged
bayonets, ami started on a full run directly in
the face of the enemy. Of course the enemy
broke, started for the woods, nor did they stop
until reachiug Manasses.
BATTLE OF THURSDAY*
Jackson
the
was
withdraw his outer lines, and concentrate
force at Manassas Junction, where he held

during

night

compelled to
his
the

old rebel fotr, and defended it by artillery taken from the New York battery the
previous
Monday night- The attack on him was renewed on Thursday morning, Hooker having
been reinforced by the residue of Ilcintzclman’s corps and by the corps of Fitz John
Porter, which had come up and taken ]iositiou
that morning. Jackson was driven trom Manassas with heavy loss, and fell back by the
Ceutreviile road, retreating first to Ceutreviile
abandoning that position precipitately, and
continuing his retreat towards Vienna.
Gen. Buford's cavalry brigade pursued the
flying enemy and occupied Ceutreviile.
.Simultaneously with this brilliant success,
the corps of Longstreet, w hich was advancGap, to the relief of Jackson, was met, attacked and defeated by the combined corps of Sigel
and McDowell, at Gainesville. Part of Longstreet's routed troops are said to have attempted to escape by way of Warrenton, but his
main column is supposed to have fallen back
through Thoroughfare Gap, to unite beyond
the mountain with Jackson, the two pursuing
their retreat together to the Shenandoah.
Gen. Pope's dispatch of Saturday's date, however, says: “The enemy are still in our trout,
but badly used up."
Gen. Pope captured a large number of prisoners and great quantities of
baggage.
Tiie army of Jackson was said tube in great
distress from want of supplies. They carried
with them only three days’ supplies, moving
with iut wagons, and relying on the arrival of
Longstreel’s supporting column in season to
furnish provisions. They expected also to
have found plentiful commissary stores at Manassas, hut it is now reported that they captured in Hi whole not over 50,000 rations. As
much of this was wasted and destroyed, the
supply cannot have been sufficient for two
days for the whole army of Jacksou.
The army correspondents of the PhiladelPrem give full accounts of the battles of
Friday and Saturday. We copy:
■

The late Gen. James Appleton.
Tlie Boston Courier says, in a late issue,

lie

EXBeCTIVK IJBPAUTM KKT.
I
Augusta. August 2", 18*3. J
adjourned session of the Kxrcutirr i'fmnxil
will la* huld at the Council ('handier, in Angus,
tm. on Tuesday ttie twenty-third day of September
next.
Attest,
JOSEPH B. IIAI.E.
aug21dtd
Secretary of State.

flags,

cession—civic and

cussions, aiding

Stole of Haiiir.

In the af-

was

the streets were decorated with

Sagadahoc. .JANE
Somerset.SAMUEL HOPKINS, of SkowKegmu.
Waldo
MARSHALL DAVIS, of Brooks.
Washington.J. C. ADAMS, of Cherrvfield.
York.SAMUEL C. ADAMS, of Alfred.

for our

tom House. Postofflce.

For Registers of Deeds,
Androscog'n.XKyi. F. GARCELON, of Lewiston.
Aroostook... .1A)UIS CORMIER, Northern IHstrict,
•I. 0- A- BARTON. Southern District.
Cumberland. THOMAS HANCOCK. Gray.
Franklin ...S. P. MORRILL, of Farmington.
Hancock.JAMES XV. DAVIS, of-.
Kennebec.J. A. RICHARDS, of Augusta.
inwim.W. WHITE, of R<»cklai)d.

H.

with

Great Demonstration in Hath.

....

5h?f*
nf°sS«-bec.
TL.
"ltV> UMv'... "f

occa-

sion referred to, that not a word was uttered
by him in violation of the strictest proprieties
favor

up a general account of the four days’ fighting
in Virginia last week, with tiie exception of
such details as we have already published.

Gen.

The editor of the Press said not

word about

F'or

rnnoFv

Press,”

the “editor of the

GOVERNOR,

THE BATTLES IN VIRGINIA.
We extract from the Boston Journal, and
other papers, such material as goes to make

the lsth, and communicated
another schooner, and left immediately.
on

w

ith

The

remaining schooner

was shipping all the men
that could be found, and the supposition was
that they were for the war steamer alluded to

above.

Wau Meeting

in

Piiifsiuhg.—An ad-

phia

TUF. BATTLE OF FK1DAY

On Friday alter a tedious night advance,
McDowell, Sigel and Be no came upon Jackson
six miles west of Centerville, as he was retreating to Uainsville, and a severe pitched battle
took place, which lasted all day, and the field

was stoutly contested.
Tills was a drawn battle, but Jackson's loss was very heavy, and
the
that
bad
been set for him,
oliserving
trap

he endeavored to retreat across Bull Buu

on

Friday night, but from some cause he did not
get his army entirely over. Our force* moved
alter him that night, and by daybreak Saturday morning had driven the enemy over Ca-

tharpin Creek. Up to the date of General
l'opc’s dispatch, headed “Groveton near
Gainesville,” we had captured all of Jackson's
baggage, wagons and camp equipage, and a
large number of prisoners. The fields were

said to have been full of reliels overcome with
and thirst, who readily
gave themselves up. Some of these men stale
that they started out from Thoroughfare Gap
in light marching order, with tenday’s rations
of very poor quality; and that this had oil
been consumed.
The enemy had now retaeated for some distance and was bark of Gainsville. McDowell,
Sigel and Reno still held the enemy at bay,
and waited anxiously for the arrival ol Geu.
Porter’s corps of fresh troojw from Manassas,
hut from some unaccountable delay lie did not
arrive. The probability is, that his men have
been oveatasked w ith long marches and want
of proper comforts, they having left their camp
equipage and overcoats behind.

exhaustion, hunger

THE BATTLE O.N SATURDAY.
seemes to have met w ith a temreverse
He was successful-

Gen. Pope
porary

yesterday.
enemy during yesterday, whom

ly driving
he sup|H)sed to lie under command of Gen.
Jackson, but about 4 o'clock a tremendous
cloud of dust was seen on the right, and General Pope became convinced that heavy reinthe

forcements for the enemy had

succeeded in

getting through Thoroughfare Gap, aud were
marching toward his right, with a view of
turning it and setting in Ids rear. He accordingly wisely determined to withdraw his jaded troops from the immediate Held of action,
which tlie enemy at once took posession of.
It was mortifyug for Geu. Pope to do this, but
necessity knows no law. and Sumner and Porter had not arrived to save the day.
This morning the reliels renewed the battle
at daybreak, and it has been raging
furiously
all day. An attempt was made to turn our
but
the
brave
with
his
right,
Sigel,
trusty Germans and the bait lies he
to maneuvru, was at once

knows so well how
ordered to the right
and the enemy was driven back with heavy
loss. Sigel head :d a bayonet charge in person, it is said, and in this new position distinthe town had filled her quota, and had some to
guished himself. Then a bold stroke was
K/iare. Patriotic speeches were then made by
made at our centre, which was handsomely
the chairman, Mr. Samuel l). lieed, and Mr.
by McDowell. After this a desperrepulsed
Hans .1, Sedgehurg, a gentleman of foreign
ation was fearfully evident among the rebels,
birth, and over whom the storms of sixty years
and there soon emerged from the dust a long,
have swept; he declaring that, if the governsolid mass of men coming down upon our poor
ment would allow him, lie wanted no higher
worn-out army at a bayonet charge on the
honor than to fight for the flag of his adopted I double-quick.
Ily the description of those who
lie
was
The
meetloudly applauded.
country;
| saw this line of bayonets I am satislicd that,
nine
die.
P.
then
C.
L.
l
in the distance, it must have presented a specing
adjourned,

journed war meeting was held at the townhouse Tuesday evening, w hen it was announced, amid tlie most tremendous applause, that

tack at once awful,

whelmingTIIE

sublime, terrible

and

over-

REBELS CHARGE.
demons, as if

On came the
emerging from
the earth,in well-caparisoied myriads, reaching
in solid column as far as the limit of human
vision. But we were fully prepared to meet
this onset properly, and our men stood, pale,
but full of courage, awaiting the result, fully
determined to die nobly lighting for the stars
and stripes, if die they must; and they saw no
safety, in retreat.
The rebels came up handsomely within good
range, and taking our tire a commotion was
observed in their ranks. While this encouraged our men. General Pope saw what was
the intent of it all.
THE REBELS TURN OUR

LEFT.

Almost as quick as thought the bugles sound-

ed the order to the rebel phalanxes, and instantly the huge mass of the rebels was hurled
against our it'll wing. The gallant divisions
ot Reno and Schenck—heroes ami victors of
other Helds—stood their ground for a short
space, but were soon overpowered, and gave
way. Setting up a yell of triumph, the rebels
pushed over piles of their own dead men, and
the corpse of many a patriot, using the bayonet at close quarters with our troops.
PORTER COMES

UP.

Our reinforcement' are in sight at last.
Sykes, with his invincible regulars, is in sight.
It is the vanguard of Kits. John Porter's corps.
They are coming up from Manassas to give
the rebels some of the “touches” they applied
Ills
to them so artistically at Game's Mills.
Hre is delivered in the enemy's Hank, and the
rebels stagger back.
BUHNER IN SIGHT.

The rebels seem three to our one, when
cheering is heard in our rear, and the dust rises
in clouds seemingly for miles in extent. Half
an hour passes by and puts Sumner with his
augmented and regenerated corps in the advance.
The Iroojrs that have fought so hard
and so tong fall back to Ocntreville for rest.
Many o them sank right down, and cooled by
the rain that was falling, were soon fast asleep,
dreaming of home and all that is lovely and
beautiful in life, while tiie roar of cannon was
still ringing loudly in their ears, stupiUed with
the sudden relapse from extraordinary excitement of the past week.
Shortly after noon to-day Franklin’s corps
moved on from Ccntreville and took au advanced position.
Generals Schenck and Sykes have both been
wounded in the hand—the former severely,
and the latter |iainfu!ly, but not seriously.
Among tiie troops that distinguished themselves in the recent Iwttlcs, I cannot forget to
mention the brave division of Ohio troops, recently in Western Virginia. The war worn
veterans seemed to light almost for the love
of the thing; they stood their ground everywhere nobly. Gen Pope called them his
“trusty reserves.”

[From our Regular Correspondent.)
Letter from the State Capital*
Editors Press:—I send you the following
hospitals in and near

list of Maine men in the

City, forwarded to Governor WashCol. Frank E. Howe, Military Agent

New York

by

in New

LADIES’ HOSPITAL.
2d Reg’t.—Joseph Bergtoll, Orimville, D, wounded
in arm; I II Sylvester, Castine, 11. fractured thigh;
J T Durgin, Veazie, II, wounded in leg.
7/A Reg’t.— R
Portland, D, wounded in
foot; Sam’l Young, New Portland. E, fever.
8/A Reg /.—1> W Ingersol, Lincoln. It, diarrhea;
N Duntou, Hope, II. debility; M E Rusher, Freedom. I, liver complaint; A N llawes, Jackson, II.
debility: Pat Garvlu, South ford. Conn, E, debility;
G R Bean, Dixmnut, D, rheumatism; Geo S Dutch,
Brownfield, F. diarrhoea and liver complaint; Dan’l
Litchfield,
D, diarrhoea:
Ricker,
A R Clement, Montville,
Livermore, C,
I, swamp fever.
9th Reg’t.—D Tibbets, Glenburn, I, diarrhtea and
liver complaint.
11/A Reg’t.—A Meeder, G ; W B Davis, Enfield, D,
rheumatism and pneumonia.

Berry,

Newport,
dysentery;

Westly

DAVID’S ISLAND.
2rf Reg’t.—L II Snow. G, debility; II It Crowl, A,
rheumatism; R Hutchins, Castine, B, debility-; Geo
Collins, Castine, B, debility; FLGriudle, Brooksville. B, rheumatism; F Morris, drum major. Vca
zie. F, diarrhoea; A K Lewis, Springfield, K. rheumatism; Jas M Adams. Lincoln, K, debilitv ; J Severance, Sebec, D, debility; Joel S Crosby, Benton, C,
Clias F. Nickerson, Brewer, C, diarrlera;
debility;
F A Piper, Monroe, I,
poisoned legs; A C Deeriug,
Brewer, C, cut foot; LJ Madriocks, Ellsworth, 1,
debility; ( has Bridges, serg’t, Castine, B, intermittent fever; John Kittredge, Milo, D, debil ty; John
F. Severance, Milo, I), sunstroke and rheumatism.
3d Reg’t.—Chas Berry, I. debility; Asa Thompson,
C, debility; Dau'l Eaton, North Viualboro’, H, diarrhoea.
4/A Reg’t.—Wm
from fever; Dan’l

Metcalf, Lincolnville, A. debility
Barker, Troy, II, debility; E Overlock. Liberty, G, rheumatism.”
7/A Reg’t.—Chas W Pierce. Bangor, II, deb litv;
W W Douglas, D, debility; Frank Gulliver, West
brook, G, rheumatism.
11/A Reg’t.—Thoa Winship, Weston, I. debility; B
W Betts, Weston, D, debility; A Kdlins, Rebec, B,
debility; K II Cross, Barnard. II, debility.
BELLEVUE HOSPITAL.
4/A Reg’t.—11 T Mitchell, Bo kland, B, rheumaReg’t.—Thoa Dougherty, C, diarrhoea; John

Lee, A, debility.

BEDLOE’S ISLAND.
2d Reg’t.— Horace Hyman, E; Lieut J C Collins,
B; Thus Griffiths, A: T Whitney, Augusta, K, debility; L Vickery, Bangor, F; Geo Miller, Bangor, C,
F A Dinsmore, Stetson, G, rheumatism.
debility;
&/A Reg’t.—Oliver Cillev; Saco, A, lame back.
6/A Reg’t.—M H Hall. Jr, Ellsworth, B, debility.
7IA Reg’t.—Capt J W Freeze, Iloulton, A; Lieut
Walker, Portlaud, A, debility; G W Conners, Littleton, A, debility; Thos Lowell, llallowell, B, diarrhoea.
11/A

Reg’t.—L W Ilarriman. G.
NEWARK (N.J.) HOSPITAL.
3d Reg’t.—L M ('ornwright, I.
6/A Reg’t.—K P Clarke, llangor, I, debilitr; C C
Titcomb, Garland, A. rheumatism; Chas Nicholson,
Holden, R, debility; L Bobbins, Lowell, K, debility,
Leauder Pierce, Itucksport, E, debility; Jas Moore,
Milton, D, suustroke; B Park man. Corinna, K, dc-

wear as

long a*

In

surgeons,
nurses &c., which have left tbisjeily within the
last twenty four hours, a large uumbvr of medical gentlemen arrived here this morning
from Philadelphia, and were immediately sent
forwurd to the receut doubly-bought battleground to relieve those who have given up
from exhaustion,
HOW THE PRESIDENT

RECEIVED THE NEWS.

The intelligence of Pope’s reverse, received
early this morning, had a visible effect upon
the President, and he continued uneasy until
General llalleek informed him of tbe eoueen-

“StetME

After-

noon.

Chief Magistrate has the most tiiidoinided confidence in tlie ability of Generals Ilalleek and Pope, and it is said that he will take
< >ur

ocra-ion to |>ci8»nally thank the generals who
have distinguished themselves in these battles.
STRATEGY OF REBEL GENERALS.

Washington correspondent of the Philadelphia Im/uirer says;
“The audacity of the relicl troops in approachii g so near to Washington a« they have,
hgs led t> ( peculation as to their probable object in doing so, ttieir purposes, and the means
at their command for accomplishing the same.
The

The relicl army

now

holds both sides of the

Rappahannock, in strong force. On the southern side they have some forty-three thousand
troops.and about as many ncgroes.atl of whom,
whites and blacks,are busily engaged, working night and day, in building new fortifications, and in enlarging and making stronger
those works which already exist. When these
works are completed, it is not too much to say

that tile reiiels will then have a chain of forts
along the entire south bank of tile Rappahannock, from the Itattlcsnuke Mountains (southwest of Warrenlon) to Fredericksburg, a distance of thirty-five miles.
The object of these
fortifications cannot lie misunderstood. It is
to make the future passage of the Rappahannock by the Union forces almost an impossibility. The forts will command every fordaud
crossing place on the river.
Wnr Meeting In Brunswick.
A patriotic demonstration came off in Brunswick on Tuesday evening. The bells of the
town were rung for half an
past (

o

clock

AlcI,ellaD

s

hour,

and at a little

Hall

was

densely

parked, tlie ladies 1 icing largely represented.
The meeting was called toorder by Geo. B. Tenney, Esq., on whose motion Dr. Isaae Lincoln
was

called to the Chair.

Hon. J.

H. Drum-

city addressed the meeting for an
followed by Kev. H. W. Kugg of
Bath, and J. T. Gilman of the Daily Press.
Before the speech of the latter gentluman the
Star Spangled Banner was sung by a beautiful young lady of B., whose name we did not
learn. The audience was attentive, and much

mond of this

hour, and

was

enthusiasm

was apparent.
The quota of
Brunswick is 46, and less than 20 of the number remains yet to be made up. The town has
voted $100 bounties, and there seems to be a
fixed determination toevude the draft by time-

ly volunteering.
[From our Kegn'ar Correspondent.)
Letter from the State Capital.

Augusta, Sept, ad, 1802.
Editors Press:—F. M. Sabine, Esq., of
Bangor, recently appointed by the Governor
acting Quartermaster General of the State of
Maine, yesterday closed contracts for the manufacture of nine thousand six hundred and

ninety-nine uniform coats with II. J. Libby A
Co., Arthur Noble, and Altord Dyer of Portland, at one dollar each, which is sixty-two
cents less tluin the contracts made in Boston,
for the same tiling. Contracts were ulso made
with Wlieelright and Cl ark,Sargent and Davis
William A. Dresser and Charles II. Jones of
Bangor, for the manufacture of the same number of uniform trowsers, at from

thirty-two

to

thirty-live
each, according to the time of
delivery, which is from ten to thirteen cents
cents

less than the Boston contracts for the same
ticles.

ar-

Over one thousand dollars have been raised
by contribution in this city, for the sick and
wounded soldiers.
Skirmisher.
Old Second District.—As
this County now in the First
District

are

some

towns in

Congressional,
District, in
to be filled, it is

in the Old Second

which there is a vacancy
proper to state that the name of the candidate to fill the vacancy in these towns must be
on a

and

separate ballot, with
a

separate

return

separate ballot box
made by the officers.
a

;y~Rev. I)r. Tappan is recovering from the
injury lie received iu falling from his carriage.
£y~Wm. Colliss, of Carmel, has Irecn comvicted at Bangor, for rape upon his own daughter, a girl of 14 years.
£y~There is to be a war meeting in Saco
this evening, to be addressed by J. T. Gilman,
and others.

”Jf~War meetings,

to-morrow

afternoon,

at

three

II. M.

First

Examination at office.82 00

Each

subsequent sitting at office.

JiO

City Patient*, lirst Examination at residenoe,...
Each subsequent visit at residence,.
August 16, 1862.—tf

2 50

est

and

officers.
of war.”
His

successful

most

He has been

of

styled

of the bold-

our

American

“thp thunderholt

lie lost an arm in the Mexican war.
ill live as long as the history of

name w

gallantry

shall endure.

The Draft.—A
it is

Washington Despatch says
period of drafting

understood that the

will be left with the Governors of the respective States to decide for themselves, as the Government is not disposed to push the matter
unless the emergency should be such
der a single day’s delay fatal.

as

Sal*

W. lhdierts, of the
as reported, in the
The same

despatch says the loss to the
2d, killed, wounded, aud missing, is 75.
1 tic w orcester 1

days since,

and

we

ransenpt

copied

Maine

stated

a

row-

the

paragraph, that
police
drunkenness, and com-

‘•Artemas Ward” had been la-fore the

city for
mitted to the lockup. There must be a counterfeit Artemas somewhere, for we have very
positive evidence that Charles F. Brown, the
only real “Artemas,” is in Waterford, iu this
of that

court

State, where, for

more

been

and

rusticating,

than

taking

a

month he

has

life easy.

regiment, which
left Bangor Sunday, Aug. 44, and passed thro’
this city the same night, arrived in Washington Wednesday, and were marched to Fort
Magner. On Thursday it removed a short
distance to Fort Baker, and on Friday it reThe 18tii Maine.—This

moved to Fort Massachusetts, about live miles
north from the Capitol, where at last accounts
il was encamped, being engaged iu guarding

bridges, picket duty, and digging trenches.—
Regiment was good.

Tile health of the

Moke Vioor Demanded.—The New York
World says, that the “news from Virginia
to till up the quota of all the States with-

ought

in tin- present week. The capital is again in
real danger, but the rebel armies are now within

striking

enough

distance of our

can

forces,

ami if

men

be rustled into the Held w itbin the

coming two weeks, the rebel army of Virginia
can lx- utterly destroyed, and Richmond captured immediately afterwards. Let the war
committees now go to work with a will, and
the ranks can soon be tilled up.

Push on the

levies.”
The Soldier’s Respect for Woman.—
One of tlie female nurses from Maiue, w ho lias
been in active service now for more than

a

year, lioth in the Held and in the hospitals
states that during that whole period site lias

improper or offensive word addressed to her, and never has received aught
but tlie most respectful attention from all in
the army, privates, as well as officers.
never

had

an

After one of Uen. McClellan’s battles, as
she was at work in the Held among tlie w ounded, site approached a squad of Irish soldiers,
who

lay wounded,

geons;

as

she

and

came

waiting

near

for the sur-

she heard

one

of

them, with the strong brogue of his people,
turn to tlie others near him, and say, “ah, hoys,
here comes one of the holy Marys to help us.”

for loading 2Sth. John H Elliot, Tucker,
for New York; 16th, Sylvanus Blanchard, do; Pe*auot. Davis, and Richard A Ison, fordo; Kddystoae,
Dyer. Point de Halle and
Ar at London HMb, Progressive Age, Hill, from
Trinidad.
Cld 17th. Premier, Kidd. New York; Ellen Maria.
Hall, for Newport and St Thomas.
Cld lHtli, Patrick Henry, Moore. New York.
Off Dover 17tb, ( axilda. Stafford, from Rotterdam
for Baltimore.
Off Brighton 16th, Uarraseeket, Waite, from London for Now York.
In the English Channel 16tb, Angelo Brewer,Chaso
from ( ronstadt.
Passed Torbay 16th, Jenny Lind, from London for
New York.
Amt C ardiff 16th, Luzon. Trott. Bristol.
Sid fm do 16th. a W Horton, Sleeper, Now York:
17th, Oswego. Norton, do.

AkyaV

BROKERS’ BOARD.
Stock*.—Boston, Sept. 3,1862.

op

^

8 5 Boston and Maine Railroad.113]
6 .do.114
8 Eastern Kailroad.744
7 Old Colony and Fall Fiver Kailroad.109]
25 Michigan Central Railroad. 684
19.500 United States Coupou Sixes (1881).100
6*0110.do.1004
21,600 .do. 99?
750 United State* 7 3-10 Treasury Notes.1024

.Sailed from Flushing 18th nR, John A Parks,
Rich,
and Alice Venuard.
Kelley. Cardiff; Triumph, Morphy. New York.
Sid 14th, E Bulkier, Born, New York;
16th, Edw
O'Brien, Seavcy, Callao.
Below Cuxhaven 16th nit. Maverick,
Ellis, frmo

England.
Ar at Bremerhaven 13th alt, William
Woodbarr
79
Mclx>l)an, Akyab.
Ar at Cadiz 6th alt, Renshaw, Pierce, New York:
7th, William Chamberlain, do; 8UVL M Merrill
Berir, do.
SW 8th, Charlotte, Lombard. New York; 6th Volaut, Bray, and Imogens. Ayres, do.
Ar at Allicante 6th ull. Black Swan. Podcer Huflt
7th, Bam'I Webb, Almeida, New YorkTCdraio la!

15,200 .do.ion
310 United State* Demand Note*.1084

1,200 .do.108}
61.000 .do.1<*/
300 American Gold ...117]
2.256 .do.1174
24,841 .do.1171
21.000 .do.117J
41,250
6.000

Hopkins. Antwerp.

.do.117]
Chicago Municipal Sevens.1(W]

Sid 13th. Brilliant, Colbora, Malaga; Comet, Roc
r
ers. New York.
Amt Marseilles 14th aR, Atlas. Knowles, llamaeoa
Ar at Genoa 13th ult, Pocahontas. Delano. Cardiff.
Sailed fm Newcastle, NSW, Jane 12, Sarah

MARRIED.

(Per steamship Asia, at Halifhx.]
Ar from New York, Caroline Nesmith, at Bristol*
J McIntyre, and Amy Warwick, at Lisbon; A Boraton, and J 1* Wheeler, in the Clyde; IJxrie Homan
and Investigator, in Half Stream; W F Stover, CoaVanguard, and A E Thompson, at Liverpool.
I aria, at Uueenstown.
Ar from Philade phia. Saranak, at Liverpool.
Ar from Bangor, Majestic, at 1 ill.
Ar from East port. Chandler Pierce, and Wared ale

Iueror,
at

DIED.

Ar from SackviU*, Havelock, at Oieewtowi.
Ar from Cardenas. Aberdeen, at
Ar from Portland. Crimea, at Havre.
The ship Brazil, from Liverpool for Bangor, pot
into gucensfowu with lorn of rodder bead.
The ship Ma/atlan. which pot back into
Newport
on the 16th of August, has been sold.

____

Liverpool.

In this city 2d inst, Mr. Francie Shepard, aged 72
years 5 mouths.
In Wise asset 31st ult, Mr. John B. Mange, nged

81 rears.

In Oldtown 2d

inst, Mrs. Deborah, wife of Nath’l

Dillingham. Esq., aged

80 years.

SPOKEN.
Ang 7, Int 44 17. Ion 21 49, ach Caroline, eteeriaw

PASSENGERS.
In the steamer Europa for Liverpool: Mrs. 1* Pendleton and two children, of Searsport, Me; 1 apt. L.
Cooper, of liallowell.

East.

July 1. no lat Ac, bark Evangeline, from ITOstoo.
Aug 2. Int 42. loo 46. brig Amy Warwick. Smith, IS
days from New York for Lisbon.
Aug 11. lat 41. Ion 48. ship Uolden Era, (of Rockland) from Rio Janeiro for Bristol.
Aug 21. lat 26. Ion 83 28. sch Ocean EagI*. An New

IMPORTS.

York for Matanza*.
Ang 24. lat 86 40. loo 7945, bark 8 W Holbrook,,
from Havana for Boston.
Aug 25. lat 42 86. Ion 86 68, was seen ship John Banyan. Carver, from London for New York.
~h E-1* —

MATANZAS—l>r brig Tornado, at Holmes’ Hole,
190 hhds molasses, 25 tes do, to H I Robinson.
Three bbis sugar, 2 bbis uto.asses, to F Behrens.

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
Mails are forwarded by every steamer in the regucall at
lar lines. The steamers for or from
Queenstown, except the Canadian line, which call at

Liverpool

NEW A D V ERTIS E M ENT&

Londonderry.

Look oat for

TO ARRIVE.

City

of Washing’n.Liverpool.New York. .Aug
North American. Liverpool.Quebec.Aug
Asia.Liverpool.New York. Aug
Borussia.Southampton. New York Aug
Etna.Liverpool.New York Aug
Australasian.Liverpool.New York. Aug

Norwegian.Liverpool.Quebec.Aug
York

Edinburg.IjverjMx*!.New
Arabia.Liverpool

Chaco,

Evans, Shanghae.

In this cltv 31st ult, by Rer. Alex. Burgeta, Mr.
Dexter M. Brackett to Miss Rebecca H. Augers, both
of this city.
In St John NB. 27th ult, Mr. William Irvine, of
this city, to Miss Eli/a J. McAfee, of St. John.
lu Bath 3d inst. by Rev. ti. W. Durell. Mr. Theodore lieed of Fall Kivffi*, Maw., to Miss Clara, daughter of Capt. Robinson Fogg, of Bath.
In Dixraont 31st ult, Mr E. D. Bartlett to Mis*
Catbmriue ltatchcldor, both of Newburgh.

.Sept
Boston.Sept

Scotia.Liverpool.New York..Sept

30

Bargains this Week!

21

AT-

23

MARKET SQUARE.

13

27
27
30
28
3
6
13

MoOOT
!•

kickiug Bp the dnat again.
of hia

one

How

Hover!

or

VWt ht» ilnn

iikw Ltrr or raicaa.

and gat

Improve you Chinee 1

TO DEPART.

Glasgow.New York .Liverpool.Aug 30
Hatisa.New York. Bremen.Aug 80
Anglo Saxon.Quebec.Liverpool.Aug 30

Europa.Boston.Liverpool.Sept

Hammoiiia.New York.. Hamburg.Sept
Citv of New York.New York. .Liverpool.Sept

Hibernian.Quebec.IJver|M>ol.Sept

Great Eastern.New York. Liver|>ool.Sept
l'<r*ia.New York
Liver|»ool.Sept
City of Washing’n.New York.. Liverpool.Sepi
Asia. .Boston.Liverpool.Sept
Teutonia.New York.. Hamburg..
Sept

MARINE

The

Wedaetday* Sept. 3.
ARRIVED.
Sch Avon, (Br) Kenny, I’ictou NS.
Sch EJias Dudley, Hopkins, Eh/ahethport.
Steamer Lewiston, Knight, ll«»»tou.

of the article*
one week at

which ho Will

tW' Call and get

a

list.

Now is your Timr for Bargains!
LOOK OCT FOR A

Y'ork, by

13

Cooper'll Shop

ON

W ar

Policies

to persons

entering
GRANTED
Natal Service, by

the Military

Mutual Life Insurance

or

Company,

-or-

NEW

YOKK.

C«u«h Fund fW.SOO.OOO.

BALTIMORE—Ar 31st, bark Laconia. Bearso, fm
Boston; sch Kingfisher. Ciavci, Com Island.
Ar 1st inst, bark W’adiiugtou, White, Rio Janeiro;
brig Ambrose Light, Stahl, Bostou; sch Henry Payson, Crowell, Fortress Monroe.
Also ar 1st, brigs J E A rev.
Sprague. Providenoe;
below, brigs Chattanooga,' and Echo, from Porto

(Eight

«ad

B

half Million Dollar. )

W. D.

aepS—tf

LITTLE, Agent,
< Slier

31

Exchange Street.

THE OLD PORTLAND

Rico.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 30th, brig Mary E ThompHavener. East Caicos.
Ar 1st, bngs Rodiac, Peterson. Cienfacgos; ChiooPiukhain, Poit Royal SC; sch R A Paine.Jones,
iport; Albert, Baker, do; Albert Treat, Bowdom
Portland; C A Stetsou. Rich. Provirne owu; Ann 8

BAND,

RKORGANIZED.
t. COLE.
.....
I aalrr.

son,

C,

COLE, and the member, of the Portland
Band, hsi iagrrtarned from tk, war the Bud
haa been rewganired and ewaaolidaied an
the old boh, and ie aoar prepared to Ihratek

#MR.

Browu, Brown; Damon, Pitcher; Robert, llight;
Eloise, Kelley, and John Dorrance. Rice. Boston.
Cid 30th, sch* Kleaunr. Renner*. Jamaica; Edwin,
Bacon, Auuapo.is; Cameo, l’eudleton, Harrison’s

MUSIC TOR THE MILLION,
Engage menu may be nude with
J. COLE. Lfadrr. 19) Market Sqaara,

I

at ahort notire.

ELIZABETH TORT—Cld 30th. brig Emelini .Snow
Baugor; sch Aun Maria. Ellsworth. Providence.
NEW YORK—Ar 1st.
Brazil. Week*. New
Orleans; Molocka. .Ylarfiti. Boston: barks Emma F
Matanzas 1‘Jth ult; La Ciguena, Adie,
Chase,
CienAieros 13th ult; Harvest Home, (of Stockton,)
New Orleans; Harvest Hoou, Ijtinpher, do; Wave
Crest, Harmon, do; brigs Auua D Jordau, Abbott,
New Orleans; Alfaretta, Lansing, do 19th; Frontier,
Sltedd, Grand Turk via Newport RI; schs Forest
King, Briggs, Now Orleans; Medora. McClure, do;
Warrouton, Lord, Ellsworth; Julia A Rich, Crowell,
do; Ocean Star, Ham, Rockland; John Adams.
Hatch, do; Mouut Hope, Kensington, do; Panama,
Clayton, Boston.
from Liverpool July 30;
Below, ship
bark Heury, from Marseilles.
Cid 1st, ship Janies Foster, Jr, McGill, Liverpool;
schs Mary Alice, Perry, Saco; 1» N Richards, Joy,
Boston.
MYSTIC, CT—Ar 3>th. sch Connecticut, Dean,

ships

Or C. L.

Sept. 1, dlw.

Gilkey,

CCKTI8. Serretmiy.

FAMILY UKUUERY STORE.
JOHN PURINTON,
S*. 183 r«r Street. Perlltai,

Kovp« conMautljr
prime

hand

on

FAMILY

Kitty Floyd,

a

general anaortiaent of

GROCERIES,

at Wholesale and Retail. Ilia old fHeoda and cm*
turner* are invited to give him a call.
(aug30-3m

New Works !

Bangor.

Sid 30th, sch Jane. I.aupher. New York.
STONINUTON— Ar 20th, sch PjnK'x, Post, Phila-

GaSEY'S

delphia

PROVIDENCE—Ar 1st. schs Anna M Edwards,
and Expedite, Beebe, Roudout; Georgia, Gilkey,
Belfast.
NEWPORT—In port 1st, brigs May Flower, Henderson, for Philadelphia; John Batch, for Havana.
Idg; schs Win Stevcus, Pauli, Bangor for New York;
Caroline, Dyer, New lied ford for I reenport; William. Denham. Bath for New York; Bmliaut. disg;
J Perkins, Rich, Winterport fordo; Defiance, Harrington, Portland tor Fortress Monroe ; Harriet
Newell. Rich, Boston for Philadelphia; West Gleam,
Carr. New York for Kockporl: Delaware, Richardson, Rockland for New York; Comet, Johnson, Portland for do; American Chief, Murphy, do lor Albany; Koyul Oak, Benson, Calais for New Haven;
Fowl, Carr, for Washington Dl
Si LLI VAN—Ar $>th, sch Henry Clay, Blaisdell,

U.S.

Adopted by the

War

Telegram
Host map

TACTICS,

Department; also,

War

Nlap,

published for IS eeata.

HALL L. DAVIS,
53 Eirkaite Street

Aug 39.1SSJ.

dtf

WHOLESALE AHD RETAIL

Q-oods

IDry

Store,

163 MIDDLE ST., PORTLAND.

Prov idencc.
HOLMES’ HOLE—Ar 2d inst, brig Tornado, Rittal. from Matanzas for Portland.
FALL RIVER—Ar 3l)th, sch Washington, Fergu-

H.

C.

Elizabcttiport.

LOVELL

A

SON,

Having purchased the atock of

NEW BEDFORD—Ar 2<1, sch Strangor, Handy,
Warehain for New York.
BEVERLY— Bid 2ytl», sch Georgia, Sweet, Phila-

S.

B.

GO WELL,

And taken the store recently occupied by him, would
invite the attention of Mr. tioWell’s former customers, as well as their own friends aud the public, to tbo

delphia.

SALEM—Ar 1st,schs Athea, Corson, Philadelphia;
llepzibah. Lunt; Mary E Gage. Drisko, and Cyprus;
Cole, Port Ewen.
BOSTON—Ar 2d, ship Arno, Chattield, Liverpool;
barks Growler, Watts, do; John Curtis, Alexander,
Liverpool July 27th; schs Fred Dyer, Coombs, Baltimore; Satilla, Kelley, do; N H Hall, Hamilton, ElizaU'thiiort; Saginaw, Crosby, Albany.
Cld 2d, bai k B Fountain, Fouutain, I*ictou NS;
schs F H Abbott, Smith, Washington DC; Valhalla,
Lord, Philadelphia; Pearl, Brown, Wilmington Del;
George Davis. Jordan, Eastport; Boston, Brown,

Balti-

to Let.

Commercial Street, head of Hotwou's Wharf.
Inquire of J. 11 IIAMLEN.
Office on Hobson’s Wharf.
»cp4tf

Ohio, and J P Whitney, for

FOREIU.N PORTS.
At Rio Janeiro 30th ult, bark Amazou, for
more 2 days.

Square.

sep4dlw

DOMESTIC FORTS.
ORLEANS—Sid 13th ult, sch Forest King,

ltuugor via Portland.
Ar 3d, bark S W Holbrook, ftniall.Havana Aug 21;
schs White Sea, Littlefield, aud Merrill, Johnson,
Portland.
BATH—Ar 2d. sch Louisa. Ilaskell, Actinia Creek,
Sid 2d, sch Alpine, Elliot. Boston.

GRAND RI SH AT

NTarket

FISHERMEN.
Ar at Plymouth 23*1 ult. «h» Roxana, Manter, fin
Bank Quereau. with 27.UDO lish.
Ar2*th ult. sch Juvenile, Long, Bank Quereau,
with 7U0 title tish.
Ar at Hellflett 9th ult. sch* Edward Stanley, Burrows. Bay Chaltur, MO bbis mackerel; Vineyard,
Stubbs, do. 250 bbis mackerel; Idle wind, Paine, Mt
Desert. 207 bids mackerel.
Ar at tiiugham 29th, sch Exchange. Gardner, from
Rav ( lialeur, 100 bids mackeiel; a so a sch from the
Eastern shore, with 300 bbU mackerel.

son,

aell for

Beside* the above, we have hundred* of artieleo
which we have not room to specifr, all of which will
be offered for one week at extreme.y low price*.

CLEARED.

Briggs, New York.
At SW Pass 9th. ships
New York, wtg a tow

are some

Extra fine five yard worsted braids, at old price. Aw
this week only ; serpentine braids; spool cottons; liuen threads; pins; needle*; pearl button*; silk dm-*
buttons; a great ariety of rubber bnttona.
Stationery; perfumery; tooth bras he*; hair brashes; china toys and vases.
A great variety of toilet soap*. 60 per cent, lower
than the regular prices at other place*, such as Wors>
do.: Robinson’s palm oik
ley’s honornumace
soap; (.leu’s
ami silver soaps; Imvia’
gfreerine.
amber
soap; caatile. roue. Ac., Ac.
Big bargain* iu linen shirt A-ont*; children’*cotton handkerchiefs. Ac.
Irali.-. •uaprndrra, the mat Mnribi*
arrangement
of IIh* times.
Rubber and horn hack combs, very handsome
styles. cheap; rubber dressing combs; side conto
and pocket combs; children's round comb*, for »
triAe.

NEWS.

Sch Novel, Clark. Boslon.
Sch C Mai hews, Mathews. Searsport.
Seh Decatur, Brown, Gouulsboro.
8 tamer
hesapeake, Crowell, for New
Emery A Fox.

following

WONDERFULLY LOW PRICES :

8
6
6
6
9
10
13
17
20

PORT OF PORTLAND.

NEW

Roberts, of that city, has
stating that his sou, Chas.
Maine 2d, was not killed,
late battles, but is safe.—

delphia
Entered

Physician and Scroeon.—II. a. LAMB, M. D.,
Office, corner of Congress and Chestnut Streets,
Portland, Me.
Particular attention paid to Surgery, including
disease* of the eye and ear.
aug7—Omd

to ren-

Col. Roberts Safe.—The Bangor Whig
says Hon. Amos M.
received a despatch

Rid

Dkntirtby.—Dr. JOSIAH I1EALD, No. 241 Congress Street, lirst door east of 1st Parish Church,
Portland, Me.
augTdly

ers.”

Philip Kearney, re-

[Per steamship Bremen, at New York.)
fm IJverpool 16th, Trimonntain. Field, Shang.
hae; Armada. Jeffrey, Calcutta; Clara Hickman.
Cardeuas; Chancellor. Spencer, New York; Jennio
Br-als, Crocker, Boston; Atlantic, Dins mo re, Phila-

100

and Catarrh, and all diseases of
Lungs, successfully treated by Inhally C. Mokhk, M. D.,
Corner Smith and Cougreas SU.

lation,
aul8 '62 cod

deserts, his “employer” is to serve
place. This is looking after the main
chance, certainly, hut is rough on the “employ-

was one

Machias; Arno, Crockett, Providence
Ar at St John NB 80th, sch LaJlah Kookh, Ritchie
Portland.

A{^“Consumption
the Throat aud

substitute

Virginia,

BEARCE,Treasurer,

him.

iu his

killed in

Kami

DU. P. I*. QU1MBY, would give notice that he ha
returned to Portland, and can be found at hi* Room,
No. 13 International Horan, Tu«**day, Augu*t
12th, where he will attend to all wishing to consul

£3T“Tlte rebel legislator; are shrewd fidlows. They have just enacted that where a

Gen. Kearnev.—Gen.

Tipped

The

..

4 o'clock, at Hollis, and at Buxton Centre in
—oum meetings to be addressed
.u
by
Hon. J. 11. Drummond, and J. T. Gilman, Esq.

cently

without,

Boot* and Shoes are sold by all Shoe Dealers in the
United States.
American Shoe Tip Co., 108 Pearl Street, Boston.

OUR LOSS ON FRIDAY.

7th
Chickey, Skowhcgan. B, poisonPersons who have arrived from the immedied right arm; X Boynton, Monmouth, K. kidney;
ate vicinity of Manassas to-day, report that | L Haines, Pascoag. C, debility; J. F. Adams, Auburn, K. diarrhoea; J Ballet) tine, Winthrop, K, kidour loss in killed and wounded is very heavy,
(inSf Sis r*iinnenlit*
flats# ouplil
tK/silu.
ney; J W Libby, K; L J Tanner, Lincoln, C, fever;
J W Adams, Lewiston, K, debility; Beuj E Burgess,
and is too low a figure. Hut all agree in sayKeuncbutik, D; E P Adams, Newfleld, D; Jacob
Jos F Lvon, Lincoln, C; ('R
ing that the enemy's loss far exceeds ours, ow- Holmes, Swanficld, Cj Wm
Ayers, Portland, D;
Smith, A; N A Munroe.
ing to the siiporioi arms of our soldiers and
K ; I II Chase, K ; R W Morris, II; H MitAuburn,
their determined valor and terrible enthusichell, D; John Adams, K ; A C Brown ; Rich’d Bvrasm.
na. Lewiston, K, water on brain; D Downey, K;
I) W Freese, A; L II Evans, Bangor, F, heart disOUB WOUNDED.
ease; John Cochrane, West Waterville, K, liver disIt was not a little remarkable to notice
ease; Kich'd Norris. II; J D Williams, A; B. Parleading citizens of secession proclivities send- sons, A; Dan’l D Allen, A.
9th lirg't.—C Ayer, D.
ing their horses, wagons, and indeed every11 th Rrg't.—Geo W Sweet. Gorham. F, debility;
thing they had, to the government in this one
Edward Gould Williamsburg, II, debility; Serg’t H
of its saddest extremities, The iaet is worthy
Houston, H, debility; J S Stevens, New Gloucester,
of note, that one prominent citizen, at dayII, debility; Rob’t Brown, Augusta. F, debility; A
light this morning, had his fifty omnibuses nil Murray, Presque Isle. E. rheumatism; J. C. Spaulding,
Bradford, E, laine stomach; Tims F Gordon, G ;
horses
and
the
decorated
gaily
geared up,
Clarke Lelly, D. diarrho*a and rheumatism; Moses
witli American flags; and having driven to
Hubbard, Fairfield, I. debility; John C Campbell,
the War Office, lie tendered them to the govMedford. E, general debilitv; H P Noyes, Atkinson,
K, debility; C H Rogers, Rxeter, II, lung disease;
ernment for such services as it might deem
John
Howard. Brownsvilte, K, kidney complaint;
proper. Accordingly, this afternoon about 4
Ira G Taylor, Effingham, N. II.. A, liver complaint;
o'clock, a grand cavalcade of fifty omnibuses
H L Wyman. Brighton, K, debility; J B Clough, Efarrived in town accompanied by about two
fingham. N II, A. phthisis; N B Scott. Denmark, A,
jaundice; Serg’t II Knowles, Comma, K. debility;
hundred and fifty wagons, from Centreville,
G W Young, I; J It Bridges, Charlotte, D, debility;
loaded with such of our wounded as were not
G P Munson, East Machias, C, rheumatism; JasParseriously injured. It was astonishing to ob- ker, E.
serve what good spirits these poor fellows
were in.
They cried out, ns they passed the ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.
crowded corners, “We ain’t whipped!”
ARRIVAL OF SURGEONS
addition to the thousands of

nfce*«Jph

pair

will

sepl*6w

Skirmisher.

tism.
7/A

tip*

for the State of Maine.

York,

A‘ Cb
alt. bark Elhu Pike, Lang, for
New York next day ;
brig ltenj Burge. .Snow, for
do next dw; Black Hawk. Grace, abt rwutr
Na ed from Havana Zld
ul», bark. 3 W Holbrook.
Small.
At Sagoa Mat all. brigs John
Pierce. Morton, nne;
A'hl. r. Tbewtrup. for Uoaton. Ida; H p
Brown,
mood, do for Newport: VeaU,
Kailer.ldg.
* unc; John
Stevens. Ilopkins, fiom Boston, just ar
Amt Salt Cay TI, imi» ult,
Chastelain Han.
brig
dy, from Barbados,
Arnt Pictow Slat nit, brigs J D Lincoln.
Webb,
Fort and; Eliza M .Strong, Strong, Damariscottawhs Starlight, York, Boston ; Julia Ellen, Fisher’
Portland.
Ar 24th. brig Reporter. Ginn,
Rucksport.
Cld 26th, schs J F Carver, Rumrili, and Challenge
*
Leblanc, Boston.
Amt St John NB 28th nit, schs Dolphin. Kaler

buyinf

Augusta, Sept. 2d, 1862.

burn

"The Copper Tip."—Parents who wish to avoid
the annoyance and expense of
a new pair of
shoes ever)' month for their children, can do so by
buying the Metallic Tipped Shoes. < )ne
with the

NEW AND SEASONABLE GOODS,
Which thev have just

lected stock.

trx°

added, to their former well

trtiuhle to show
purchasing clscw here.
Aug. 29th. 1*3

goods:

call

and

see

se-

before

dtf

8ELECT_SCIIOOL.
; A Select School for Young Indies and Misaea will be
ojeni'd on Mouday, Sept, loth, at
i
No. “IN High Nlm't, Portland.

j

Instruction given in the Common and Higher English branches, Latin, French and Music.
For further information apply at No. 28 High St.
A. 11. Dl'KGlN.
augSfcodlw*

MATTERS ABOUT TOWN.

Municipal Court—Sept. 2.
JE3T“0n complaint of If. G. Cole, truant officer, two lads named Marlin McNulty,and Wm
Quinn,

brought before
former charged with being an

the Court, the
habitual truant,

were

LATEST

BY

as a common runaway.
They
sentenced to the State lteform

both

School

We
ner’s

Express, for late St. John papers.
Sy“A* the Union Democrats—the .friends
of Oen. Jameson—have no organ In this
city,
We cheerfully publish their official call for a
caucus, which will be found in this paper.
Kailway Traffic.—The
receipts on the
Grand Trunk Kail way for the week
ending

Aug. 23, were

Corresponding

*00,007.70
61,625.54

week last year,

Increase

CENTREVILLE
Reception

exempted from a draft, a petition has been got up by the fishermen of
Booth bay, praying Gov. Washburn to exempt
Suicide of a Soldier. A letter from an
officer in the 17th Kegiinent states that James
of Go.

B, 10th Maine Kegiment,
committed sultflfc by cutting his throat, and
•tabbing himself He belonged in Moutville.
No cause was assigned for the deed.
SfWe are requested to state that Company
A, Portland Battalion, will not go into camp
to-day. As soon as the necessary camp utensils are furnished, whje-h will
probably be done
before Monday next, the rompany will proceed
to the barracks.

2y-Capt. Joseph T. Chadwcjl, of this city,
has been appointed Ensign in the Navy, and
will soon be ordered on board one of the Union
gun-boats. His duties will be those of Sailing
Master. An excellent appointment for a most
young

His pay will be *1200

man.

one

Ey“McCoy

ration

still

day.

a

lives,”

as

will be seen

by

his advertisement in another column. He is
determined not to be beat in low prices—the la-

dies all seem to
agg-e to this. Mr. M. has just
received a “reinforcement” in the way of new
goods, and is preparing for another grand rush
to his favorite cheap store.

Portland Battalion.—Up

to

yesterday

afternoon 265 men had been enlisted in this
city for the Portland Battalion. A portion of

these, however,

are

towns, and

of the men will be

some

to be accredited to other

rejected,
city is not quite
are now wanted,

that the quota from this
About 30 men
and we hare no doubt they will be
so

completed.

forthcom-

ing.
Personal.—We noticed yesterday, upon
the street, Lieut. Herbert R. Sargent, of Co.
C, 10th Regiment, of this city, who was wounded at the battle of Cedar Mountain, by a musket

ball,

which struck him in the face, breaking the bridge of the nose, and entering the
cheek below the left eye, where it remained
until it was removed by the surgeon.
probably recover the use of his eye,
be seriously disfigured.

He will
and not

Invalid Soldiers in Philadelphia.—
Mr. E. F. Houghton, Superintendent of the
New England Soldiers’ Relief Association in
Philadelphia, will be at the New City Hall,
room next to the Ladies Relief Association, in
this city, to-day, Thursday, Sept 4th. Relatives

(Hends of invalid

soldiers, who may be
in that city, who desire

or

in any of the hospitals
to make inquiries or to send
can

do so

special messages,
him at the place named.

by calling on

All invalid

wounded

or

soldiers taken to

New England

Philadelphia, belonging
gratuitously nursed and all their wants carelully attended to by the resident sons of New
England io that city.
to

Meeting

Surg icons.—The

of

are

Medical

Faculty of this city held a meeting yesterday
forenoon, at the Mayor’s Office. There was
quite a large attendance. I>r. Gilman presided. Lieut. Col. Elliot of the Governor’s Staff,
was present, and stated the necessity of additional surgical help at Washington, and that

REBELS STRIPPING THE DEAD.

Washington, September 3.
The city to-night was in a state of
great excitement, and nut without most substantial
cause.
Crowds were gathered at all the lintels
aud on the streets discussing and
speculating

tlie future. It may here he said that while
the mure timid of our citizens apprehend ilanger IVoin the rebel movements, there are stout
hearts that are not intimidated.
Last night there was a scries of skirmishes
aloug the whole front, during which we lost
two of our best generals and other valuable
on

officers, according to prevalent reports.
It was Hooker's division which was mainly

if not altogether ni jkgcd in driving back the
rebels, but the one mile of skirmishing was attended with much loss of lile.
At 4 o’clock this A. M., a train of 100
wagons
with commissary stores was
intercepted by
the enemy between Fairfax and
Centrevilla,
aud driven off toward Manassas, and before
the party could be overtaken they secured the
entire train. As soon as this raid iu the rear
of our army at Centreville was known, the
necessity of guarding that direction became
apparent, and at noon the wiioie army of Virginia hud abandoned Centreville, ami was
massed this side of Fairlax Court House.
This noon they again took up the line of march,
and this eve the advance was iu sight of Munson’s Hill. The enemy's cavaly followed them
in the distance, but made no attack, aud the
entire movement was being accomplished in
excellent order at noon to-day.
Gen. McClellan rode out to meet the returning column, and was received with great demonstrations of gratification and pleasure by the

surgeons were wanted. It was
voted that those surgeons who remain at home
should attend the patients of those who may

leave to assist the army.

city, and

Fogg

have

others will

Drs. Foster, Chadalready gone from this
follow immediately. In

addition to the names of volunteers from various places, we add the names of Dr. Harvey

Yarmouth, Dr. Foster of Brunswick, and
Dr. Joseph McKeeu of Topsliam, who have
placed their services at the disposal of the
of

Governor.

sr-Gov. Washburn has gone to Washington to look after the interests of our Maine
soldiers.
Appointment.—We

fessor

E.

Whittlesey,

arc

informed that Pro-

of

Bowdoin College,

has been tendered the
tant General on the

appointment of AdjuStaff of Brigadier Gen.

Howard.
More Wounded.
Among the list of
wounded soldiers who have been brought out
of the battles of Friday and Saturday last, are
—

the

following:
Richard Robinson, Co. B; J. E. Faulkner,
Co. E; E. A. F. Pendleton, Co. I); II. E. Burgess, Co. E; C. M. Barley, do., and H. O. N icholson, Co. H, all of the 1st Maine Cavalry.
17th Kkoimknt.—A letter from an officer
In Co. G, 17th Regiment, dated Sunday evening, states that the company is at Fort Dupont, three miles south of Washington. The
company is furnished with six heavy siege
guns, two field pieces, and two 8-inch mortars,
and is

engaged

in

drill masters are

practising. Regular army
engaged daily in teaching

the officers.
SnciDK.—Mr. Ezra T.

Williams,

a

wealthy

Falmouth, committed suicide at his
house in that town about half-past six o’clock

citizen of

yesterday morning. For some time past he
has been laboring under a depression of spirits,
and has frequently told his wife that be should
make way with himself. Mrs. W. consequently
removed everything from his reach, as she supposed, whereby he could commit suicide.
But she forgot a sword cane which was in a
bed-room. Yesterday morning his wife and
•on left the house to come into the city market
with vegetables, leaving her husband with a
young daughter. Soon after she left, Mr. Williams went into the bed-room, drew the sword
from the cane, and run it through his body
near the second rib, the point coming out in
his back.

daughter

He then drew the sword out.
was

His

alarmed by the groans, and has-

tened to him.

Supposing

that he had been

seized with a

fit, she sent for
but lie died before

some

of the

neighbors,
they arrived.
Coroner Hall, of this city, held an
inquest, and
the jury returned a verdict that the deceased
came to his death by
stabbing himself with a
sword cane while in a state of
insanity.
New York Market.

1

t

New Yokk. September 3.
rotk.n-firmrr; sales, 6000 bales at 52) a 63] lot
middling uplands.
Hour—S tate and Western steady but
price* un<
Changed; .Southern unchanged; < a'nada Arm.
Armor, sale* 328700 bualiH; Chicago spring

}13

«1;i S

clul’ 1,7 * 1
arabot
Iowa 1 24 a 1 2o;red winter Western 1 31 23j;
a I 341
'urn—unchanged; mixed Western 60 a 61 for old,
for
66 a 59
eastern.
Beef—du It; mess at 8 (10 a 10 76.
Fork—steady; mew 11 8;. a 11 60
Sugars—lirni; New Orleans at 9 a 91
_

Coffee—quiet.
Molasses—quiet; llarbadoes 88; 'Mufcovado at)

I

i

ai-^gniiniaa1'!^001-,L,J“

arnu,r: fluur 88 10<!

Later from
Arrival of the

to prevent yny attempt to
the navigation of. that river.
The Cabinet meeting to-day was long continued, and the guess is no doubt true that it
had reference to our present condition.
The Government, it is apparent, is exerting
every energy for the city’s defence. It may
be safely repeated that there is no
panic here,
but of course there is naturally a
generally expressed solicitudt regarding the future.

Earning.—Eleven hundred paroled prisoners,

of whom were taken by the enemy as far
back as Thursday at Manassas, arrived late
this eveniug at Aqueduct Bridge, Georgetown,
and report that Gen. Lee has established his
headquarters three miles beyond Bull Iluu on
the Warrenton Turnpike. The oidy force at
Fairfax was Stuart's cavalry, lie being there
in person.
The rebels assisted the men in the burial of
our dead last
night, whom they Stripped of
their clothing, with the
exception of their
pants. Our men say the enemy at the time
were hungry, that they rushed for the haversucks of our killed and wounded. Our men
saw the soldiers of the
enemy marching to the
rear on the Warrenton
Turupiko towards
some

Thoroughfare Gap.
Washington is comparatively quiet, the excitement of the last two days having stiltsided.
Such disposition has been made obthe
troops
within the last twenty-four hours as to restore

confidence.

FROM CINCINNATI.

S ortliern people
than it has ever been tried as yet.

CAPTURE OF FOREST.

Cincinnati, Sept.

3.

The Paris
the French

iJVja.

Louisville—Confiscation of property.
New Yoiik, September 3.
The Tribune's correspondent states that in
of
the
consequence
threatening demonstrations
of the rebel Gens. Lei- ami Lougstreet, it was
deemed necessary on Monday
moruiug to
evacuate Centreville, which was
done, our
troo|>* retiring toward Fairfax Court House,
Gen. Heiio's division leading and McDowell's
following.
Another Tribune's Washington dispatch,
dated yesterday, says the news from Fairfax

hardly

Court House last evening states that the enemy is still pursuing, or threatening to pursue
the flanking movement to which Gen.
Hope
referred yesterday. It was believd that Gen.
Lee hud massed his troo|u on Little Kiver
turnpike, north of Centreville. Ample preparations had been made to meet liiin, and tiie
probabilities were that a great battle would tie

tbught yesterday (Tuesday)
Inquirer

says:

The excitement has lieen very high here ail
the afternoon. The citizens are enrolling themselves rapidly. Large numbers are
working
on the fortifications on the
Kentucky hill*.—
Gov. Tod arrived here this afternoon, and is iu
communication with the military authorities.
The utmost exertions are being made for the
defence of the city. The rebels, it is stated,
are from 20,000 to 30.000 strong, and
reported
to be at Boyle's Station, 30 miles from this
city. They are expected to arrive opposite
the fnrtittcations on Thursday. The 45th and
SHlii Ohio regiments are falling hark slow
ly to
Covington. Our pickets are all out.
All the steamboats have been ordered to remain on this side of the river. Gen. Gilbert's
command, which fell hack from Lexington,
reached Frankfort to-night. Some
apprehensions were felt for their safety. There is no
telegraphic communication south of Falmouth.
State

August 9th, 1862.

paid.

House,

Louisville, Sept.

2.
assembled at 12 o’clock to-

Latest IVoni

Headquarters

!

priety
to

of

serve

pose of

calling

for

out

thirty

expelling
Kentucky.

Rentes 68f 65c.

unimportant.

immediately 50.000 men
sixty days, for the pur-

or

the confederate armies from

Mr. Bowman offered the following resolution:
ltesolved. That it is the imperative duty of
those having command of our
military lorees
to take the most speedy measures to drive the
invading rebels from the limits of the State,
and that any jiolicy looking to the abandonment of the interior of the State and of removing our forces to the line of the Ohio river
is unwise and impolitic.
The Mayor's proclamation is living
nobly responded lo. Citizen* are enrolling themselves
in the wards, and the Home Guard
companies
arc ready for service.
Maj. Gen. Wright has declared martial law
in Jefferson county.
There is great excitement throughout this
city. Cotton brokers are removing their cotton across the river, and numerous citizens
are
removing their valuables, fearing that the
rebels will attempt to capture the
city.

Enthusiasm in

Washington*
Baltimore, Sept 3.
The Americau of this city publishes the following special dispatch in its evening edition:
Washington, Sept. 3.
The enthusiasm of the army on hearing of
the appointment of Gen. McClellan to command them, is represented as wildly enthusiastic. They are now ready to turn back and
meet the enemy at once.
This feeling extends
throughout the whole army of Virginia, and
even the sick and wounded join in the general
rejoicings. There is no panic here. All now
is confidence and security.
Troops

St. Louis, Sept. 2.
taken for confiscating the
property of Trustee l’olk, formerly U. S. Senator from this District.
The Chief of the U.
S. Foliee lues been ordered to seize the
same,
both real and personal, and take an
inventory
thereof. Folk’s property is estimated to be
worth $100,000. He long since placed himself
under the protection of the rebel government.

Steps have been

|

j

|

Hancock County.
Kilsworth; Alex. Fulton, BluehJll;*
Buck sport.
Kennebec County.
George Fa. Brickett, Augusta; Nathaniel R Bontelle. Waterville; James Cochran, Monmouth.
n

Aa

GOULD,

Knox
C. H.

AT

BCKLEIOH’S,

Piscataquis County.
Benjamin Johnson. Dover.
Sagaslahoc Count*.
Israel Putnam, Bath; James Mckoen, Tops ham.
Somerset County.
William Snow, Skowbegan; Charles A. Parsons,
8t. Albans; James Palmer, Anson.
Waldo County.
Putnam Simonton, Searsport; Jacob Brown, Liberty.
Washington County.
Job Holmes, Calais; George /. Higgins, Ltibec.

19 k 21 Silver Street.

QfTA HHDS. Cardenas Molasses,
«2(10 do. Muscavado do.
100 boxes II. If. .Sugar,
sale by JOHN LYNCH *

Je23-3m_For

GOODS,

FEET

rW¥G

^UUjUUU

p»np-««wod,

AT

Clothing

Hobson's Wharf.

Trinidad Sugar and Molasses.

Cost,

I

t/

BOXES Fine Yellow Snpar.
HS> hhds. Muscovado Sugar.

23
294
22
44

BURLEIGH'S.

tierces
do.
do.
hhds. Muscovado Molasses.
tierces
do.
do.
bbls.
do.
do.

Cargo Brig

MILITARY
For

Seasoned

Hemlock Hoards.

100,000 feet rough-edged Hemlock Fence Boards, at
94 per M feet. 1 or sale by
J. 11. HAMLEN,
al5dlm

of

CO.

Lumber.

Of every description,

selling, regardless

to make the same.
■ ■■.
mcii
■ppiK-aiH win De required to declare
upon hb honor to the examining surgeon, at tbe
time of lib application, that he has not been examined by either of the persons
appointed to that duty,
sul»scquent to the appointment herein made, and a
certificate refused; and if It shall subsequently appear that mid statement b untrue, tbe certidcate thus
obtained will be void and of no eflect.
IV. .Said examining surgeons will receive no applications, under the order herein given respecting
drafted men. prior to the tenth day of September
next.
V. Examinations of volunteers ofibred
by or In
anv City, Town or Plantation. In lieu of drafted
men,
will be made by th«» examining surgeons herein
ap(toiuted, upon applications therefor with an exhibit
of the rolls
which they were enlisted.
upon
VI. Certificates to drafted men, to be issued under
th« authority and in the manner herein set forth, will
be made and signed by the
examining surgeons, upon Blanks furnished from thb Office.
Blank rolls
will also be forwarded, for records of examination
of volunteers.
By Order of the Commander-in-Chief.
JOHN L. IIODSDOX,
Adjutant General.

appointed

Molasses and Sugar.

EOR SALE AT BURLEIGH’S.

Summer

Street.

19 k 21 Silver

Liwcolji. For sale by
liOrilM EATON,

I. D.

No. 1 Central

UNIFORMS,

Aug. 11, 18G2.

Wharf.

•The remainder of the surgeons' names tor tbe
comities of Knox. Lincoln and Ilseataqub, will be
inserted as soon as the appointments are made.

®d&w4w

Fruit Fans.

officers, made to order, from the best material,
dispatch, and at low prices.

•eftfdfilwtaeplO

GOOD

of Fruit Cana, both
A GlaaaandASSOKTMF.NT
Tin. female at Manufacturer,' Price,,

METROPOLITAN

By KENDALL

Of every
to fit.

description,

k WHITNEY.
Old City Hall, Portland.

July 29,1862.

CUSTOM

—

Teas.
14 And 10 Eidiuuo Street,

ORA HALF CHESTS Fine Oolong Tea,,
iso'/ 60 do.
do.
do.
Souchong
For sale by JOHN LYNCH k CO.
je23—3m

and warranted

made to order

DINING SALOON.

d2mis

WORK,

Cimnty.

William Swazey, Limerick; Dry den Smith, Biddefbrd; Theodore II. Jewett, South Berwick.
II. Compensation for their -errices wiU be made
by the Government, and no fee or reward can in anv
instance be directly or indirectlv received, for or on
account of said examination*, by the persons herein

CHEESE.

aug4d4w

iVILITARY

York

BUTTER.

Just received and for sale by
F. A. SMITH,

163 Middle Street.

PORTLAND.

AMOS SMITH,
largest

The

and best

selected stock of

READY-MADE

Gallant (Seventh Maine!

——Ever offered in

Furnishing Goods,

Maine,

be

can

obtained at-

isfaction to the

so as

BOILED.

Boiled Mutton, with
Caper Sauce. 25
Boiled Ham..18

to warrant cutire sat*

porchascr.

Recruits wanted to fill up the

SEVENTH
OUR STOCK OF CLOTHS

be sold very

quantity, qnality

low, at wholesale

Buyers will do well
chasing elsewhere, as
rise on goods.

or

it

was

Advance Bounty from State, 933.

stock before purbought before the great

to look at

our

Advance

Squash.8

5 o'clock.

Practical

Fay in advance, 913

Truss

THOMAS

O. LORIXG,
DRUGGIST,

TOTAL ADVANCE OF $M*.

JOSIAH BURLEIGH.

ALSO,

dtira

—

C’or.

$75 Bounty at the Close of the War.

of Portland.—Election Notice.

Exchange

A Federal St*., Portland.

applied without extra
TBUSSES
perfect fit guaranteed. Children
instruments for the
of bow

\TOTICE is herebv given that in pursuance of War11 rants from the
and Aldermen of the
City
of Portlaod. tin* iuabitants thereof, qualified according to law to vote for Slate and County Officers, will
meet in their respective Ward Booms, or usual place*
of meeting, on Monday the eighth day of September
next at tcu o'clock iu the forenoon, then snd there
to give in their votes for Governor, four Senators,
and four Bop resent at ives iu the State Legislature,
for County Treasurer, County Coininiseiotier, County
Attorney, Begistcr of Deeds, and Sheriff for the
County of Cumberland, and a Representative to Congress. The polls on said dav of election to remain
open until four o'clock iu the afternoon when they
shall be closed.
1 he Aluermeu of Mtid City will be in open session
at the Ward Room in the New City bunding (entrance on Myrtle Street) from nine o’clock in the
forenoon to ouc o’clock in the afternoon, on each of
the three secular day* next preceding said day of
election, and fiont three o’clock to five o'clock in
the afternoon on the last of said three secular
days,
for the purpose of receiving evidence of the qualifications of voters, whose names have not been entered on the lists of qualified voters in and for the several Wards, and for correcting said lists.
J. M. HEATH, City Clerk.
did
Portland, August 29, 1882.

having fhmilies, SI per
wife, and 50 cents for each child.

week for

Pay

Pay from $13
One hundred and

sooner

to

sixty

discharged.

&

of Land at the

WILLIAM H. LARRABEF..
Recruiting Officer.

save tex

Pants,

Ladies'
Cut.

Vests Jackets

Riding

by

EXCHANGE

98

G

COAL

STREET,

dly

entlemeii,

and

w»s

|l
-lUL

*

You

can

LECTURE ON THE NATURE, TREATMENT
AND RADICAL CUREot Six»rmatorrb«a or

Seminal Weakness, Involuntary Emission*, Sexuaf
Debility, and Impediment* to Marriage generally.
Nervousness. Consumption. Epilepsy and Fits; Men-

Come !

your order
consisting of a

a

dress

oi

1'iXehunge Street,

08

FERRY FROM

SAWYER A WHITNEY.

suit,

by band, at the Tailoring Establishment
A. D. REEVES,

No.

JulSltf

YOUR COUNTRY CALLS YOU!

dly

PORTLAND^

TWENTY
-C.n

6th Maine

h.ve

Ottawa House,

Trunks !

Carpet-Bags,
-AT-

DURA UTS

M A N U FACTORY,
No. 165 MIDDLE STREET.

4 LARCK and Fashionable Stock of the above ariY tides mav be found at this establishment, comfor a tiaveling outfit.
J. ft. DURAN.

Photographic Frames.
oval—every kind called for. These
being manufactured by ourselves, except those
necessarily imported, we can compete with any market for low prices. At wholesale or retail, at 28, Mar1
ket Square,
MUlUUSQN & CO’S.

SQUARE

or

Cushing’s

Island.

I

PLEASURE

MEN

place

in the-

Battery,--Capt. McGilvery,

immediately.
_____

OX and after Monday, August 4th,
the steamer ITTK will leave Grand
'VIP1* Trunk Depot Wharf 6. 8 and 10 A.
M.; and 1, 8, 5 anti 7 I* M. Returning, leave the
I Islam! at »;t. H and ill A. M ; and 2. 4 ami9 1‘. M.
ty TICKETS 12) CENTS EACH WAY.
auglltf
4-ill Frame*.
NOR PORTRAITS OR LANDSCAPES of any
si/e or style desired—latest patterns and best
workmanship made to order by
MORRISON A CO., 98, Market Square.

prising every description
06m
July 80, 1082.

t

Among those brave and gallant men. If applied for

-TO TH K-

-AMD-

Come !

HOURS!

have made to

Portland, August 6, 1*2.

Whf.

VALISES, PORTMANTEAUS,

Envelope.

DRESS COAT, PANTS AND VEST.

All made

The public are requested to call, as we are determined to give good bargains to those who pay cash.

Trunks!

sealed

At the short notice of

TWELVE

Maine

a

••A Room to TAommmmsIs of HHftorrrs,”
sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address,
postpaid, on receipt of six cents, or two postage
stamps, by Dr. CH. J. C. KLINE, 127 Bowery, New
York. Poor Dppicr, Box, 4686.
June 98.
is4mdAw

Tailor,

Portland, August 6, 1*2.

in

prick six ckrts.

tal and Thttical Incapacity, resulting from SelfAbuse. Ac.—By ROB’TJ. CULVER WELL, M. D.,.
Author of the Greek Book, Ac..

Habits. A&,

made and trimmed

A. D. REEVES
LOBBERY,

published,

Just

A

BAILEY, 42 Exchange Street.

G. L.

>44 Coats,

Also, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other

of

MA5HOOD--How Lost! How Bettered!

times its cost to

<

i*eod3w

SMITHS' USE.

Commercial St., head

or

any siw, style or design, of new and
elegant patterns; also eh'eap Looking Glasses and
in
re-set
old fames, bv
plates
MORRISON k CO., 96. Market Square.

any family using
it
WILL
repair Furniture, (rinse, Yockrry and
Stone H'are. Wholesale and retail bv

Pare and Free Burning.

Office,

or

|
Richards' Combined Olne and Cement

MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
HAZELTON LEHIGH,
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,
JOHN ’S,

Hard and Soft Wood.

Oval, Square
Kliptieal frames, with
WITH
Rosewood. Black Walnut
GUt finish made
order, of

to

SAVE THE PIECES!

SPRING

quality,

ROBIXSOX,
Exchaocc Slreel.

Pit-r and Mantle Mirrors.

tT" Recruiting Office, foot of Exchange Street,
over Duran's nothing .Store.
augl9dtf

JL

THESE

close

W. D.

Adjutant

DELIVERED TO ANY PART OF THE CITY.

FOR

Drums,

Wholesale, at Boaton Price*, by
20

WOOD,

Coals are strictly of the best
warranted to give satisfaction.

a

SALE.

Boys’

of the War.

FOR CASH,

CUMBERLAND

FOR

Medi-

$22 per Month.

acres

to

CHEAP

Term of

and rations from date of enlistment.

service three years unless
cal attendance free.

and

club feet. Elastic Stockings f»»r
the^cure of enlarged
veins constantly on hand.
The Poor liberally considered.
augTTdtf

To residents of Portland

Mayor

charge,

* Trusses,
also
legs, weak ancles and

cure

COAL

Fitter.

MAKING A

163 Middle Street,
Portland, July 22, 1W2.

RELISHES.
Tomatoes.6
Cucumber*..8
Onion,..8

E V Open ercry Sunday from 8 to 1, and from 2 to
julSSdtf

Bounty from U.States,937.

One Month's

Chop,.18

DRI.VKS.
Tofts.8 Tea.8
Draught Ale.6 Porter.8

Advance Bounty from Fity, 9133.

price, and will

or

Mutton

PASTRY.
Cu.tard l’le. *
Apple lie.. 8
Squash lie..6
Mince lie.6

COLONEL E. C. MASON.

retail, for cash.

Corned Beef, IS
Beef's Tongue*.M

Cold Pr’d

PL'DDIXOS.

REGIMENT,

AND TRIMMING GOODS
Are unlimited in

Dr.SHES.

EXTRA

BURLEIGH’S,
All of which will be sold

Proprietor.

...

BILL OF FARE :
ROAST.
ORDER.
Roe* Beef,
26 Beef Steak,.26
Hoaat Lamb.IS Ham and Lor",.16
Roast Chicken.
21 Pried Mackerel.
16
••
Broiled Chicken. *7
< uritlsh.16
••
llalibul,.16

CLOTHING,

-and-

Gentlemen's

Walker *

Charles A. Packard. W'aldobcro’.
Oxford County.
Rust, South Paris; Charles A. CoolIdge, Canton; D. Lowell Lamson, Fryeburg.
Penobscot County.
John Mason. Bangor; J. C. Weston,
Bangor; M.
8. Wilson, Lincoln; John Benson, Newport; Jared
Fuller, East Corinth.

Bnuer and Cheese.
Vermont

B.

County.

William A.

ST HBL8. Silver-skin ONIONS.
4 tJ 150 do. APPLES. (Sweet and Sour Boughs).
Just received and for sale by
F. A. SMITH,

-| AA TUBS Choice
-IvrVF ISOboxn

County.•

Germaine, Rockland; John
Lincoln

m

aug4d4w

t-i*
1-.
1 age,

Union.

Apples and Onions*

GREAT EXCITEMENT

Franklin Count*.
lhi,,il*: *N^>imlah H. Clark,

Faiinhigtei,1

NEW EECBUITS WANTED!

Mr. Thomas offered the fol-

lowing resolution:
Resolved, That the Committee on Military
Affairs lx1 instructed to inquire into the pro-

minimum.

at any time.

Exchange Street, to
74 MIDDLE STREET, (up stairs.)
FOR SALE, at bargains suited to war
times, Houses, House Lots, and Wharf Property.
2 two story Houses, SltOOeach; 1 fineCot_)tage, #1200; 50 1 louse Lot*, from #3*) to
00U; Houses from 91000 to #5000; 2 House Lota,
within 5 minute’s walk of the Post office, #350.
MOSES GOULD.
3w
74 Exchange St. (up stairs.)
Aug. 15

RALLY TO THE FLAG!

d’

H™"no- e «• Decker, Fort
rairfield; A rvftnmn, Weston.
Cumberland County.
f.Ardner Ludwig rortland; Thomas A.
Foster.
Portland; John D. Lincoln, Brunswick: Cvrus
K
llowker, Raymond.

tf

MOSES

’f

Uvermore”

Has removed his Office from 29

UNION FOREVER I

„Swliii

Burbank. Ecwiaton, l-hiiin
Turner; William B. Small, East
Aroostook County.

Real Estate Office Removed*

augl6d&w4w

THE GENUINE

In the

[ l-Ht.'.r via. QswnitovD.]
London money market is unchanged. There
have been few transactions below the bank

and Recruits to be Forw arded.
New York, Sept. 3.
Chas. Gould, Gen. P. M. Wetmore and Col.
Frank E. Howe of the National Committee of
this city, leave this evening to confer with the
Governors of the New England States to facilitate tile forwarding of troops and recruits to
mor.
the seat of war. They will meet Govs. AnSecretary Stanton was at the department drew and
Sprague at Providence to-morrow
to-day, attending to business. This fact is j
morning, and arrive in Boston at noon, and
mentioned as a refutation of the report that
leave for Concord, N. H,, in the
evening,
lie yes lord By retired from the conduct of the j
i thence to Maine and
Vermont, returning via.
War Department.
I Hartford.

Legislature

,,

particulars apply to
JAMES FURBISH.

Estate,

which1* nT-xemut
P

vlSES?

examined

be

may
premises
For further

an

Anrlmtrt<fi,,in >’mmlp

Alcander

lionise lo Let.

In the City of Portland, for which from 7 to 8 per

City

CINCINNATI, Sept. 2, 10 P. M.

pective.

news

3.

loss was one killed and 5 wounded.
The guerillas made an uttark on 15 men in
a stockade near the
MeMiuville, on the railroad, and were repulsed with heavy loss.

day.

eertMcatn of pliy.ical dhabiJitiM
them from military duty, by draft

DWELLING-HOUSE. No. M Free
Street, is to be let, aud possession given
during the Hrst week of September. The

TO $10,000
WANTED—$1000
On Mortgage
Real

“«*»«' Genthne.

hrrrbv ii»Doint«d bv

a

SMALL RENT, of five or six rooms, near
the business part of the city. Enquire at
this office

cent in interest will be

N./jf1"*’

BRICK HOUSE on Garden st, eleven
rooms and all other conveniences, all in
(food repair.
Aim Rouse No. ll Brackett Street,
containing seven or eight rooms all in
good repair.
Inquire at 21 Kxcliauge St., or 31 Winter St.,
dtf
Portland, July 19, 1862.
J. F. DAY.

WANTED.

Address Post Office, Box <M8.

mead quarters,
Adjutant Gknkral’* Omm, I
An*. 3», 18ffl. (
GEN ERA I, ORDER

dtf

A

MW

on

Commer-

on

To Let*

ANTED—Convenient tenements for the
accommodation of two small families, in
res|>ectable localities, and within ten minutes* walk of the Post Office. Kent not to
exceed from 9150 to 175 per annum.
Address Box 42, Post Office, or apply at the Counting Room of the Daily Press,Fox Block.
Portland, June 23.
distf

following

Nashville, Sept.
Mundy’s Kentucky regiment had a setight near Woodbury on Thursday with
Forrest’s guerillas. 8 of the latter were killed, 30 wounded aud l.'i taken prisoners. Our

Bombay mail of July 2fl, and Calcutta 15th,
has readied England. The American jiortiou
of it was forwarded in the Asia.
The news lias been generally anticipated.
The want of rain was generally
affecting
crops, Ac.
London Times notices with satisfaction the
extraordinary activity in cotton at Bombay,
and thinks it must spread into the interior and
largely augment supplies, present and pros-

Political

makes the

Col.

INDIA.

l’aris bourse is dull.

city

vere

The sentence of death against Jerrosseyuswho attempted to assassinate the Grand
Duke Constantine, was carried into effect by
hanging on the 21st.

Washington, Sept. 3.
afternoon at 4 o'clock there was
considerable lighting between Fairfax Court
House and the intermediate space towards
Washington. The rear guard consisted, it is
said, of Hooker’s and Flu John Porter's commands, who did eiiectual service in keeping
the rebels'iu check as our
troops were moving
into tlie fortiticatious
protecting this city, on
the Virginia side.
As to the report of the Chain
Bridge being
destroyed, it is sufficient to say, that several
days ago the planks were removed by our authorities as a preventative measure.
There are a very few
stragglers in the city.
The reports ol the rebels
iiaving crossed into Maryland Mini believers, but
nothing to-day
was reliably known a. to such
proceedings, it
does not seem probable, as the
troops lining
the l p|>cr Potomac shores are sufficient to
check the progress of any forces
making such
an attempt.
The weak points or defence have
been or «fe being
considerably strengthened.
To-day Gen. McClellan went over the river
with his body guard aud staff.
It is reported to-day that firing has been
hoard in the vicinity of Leesburg, but there is
no meaus of ascertaining the truth of the ru-

Philadelphia, Sept.

2.

klo,

Yesterday

TENEMENTS WANTED.

to-day.

Washington.

proclamation, declaring that

POLAND.

AT POOLSV11.1,11.

of this

or

statements:
Baton Houge lias been completely destroyed
by our troops. Gen. Breckinridge had demanded Us surrender. He had a large
army
with hun.
Falls Church has been evacuated by our
troops. The wounded who were in the hospitals at Foils Church have arrived in
Washington.
Stonewall Jaekson is on his way to Baltimore via. Leesburg, with
40,000 men. He intends crossing near Edward’s Ferry.
The latest intelligence from Muj. Gen.
Pope's
army, dated headquarters, says that his whole
column was falling back, and from theucc to

Conatitutionel, after declaring that
Hag will not recede before any

BELGIUM.

design crossing Potomac

store of KANDALL k WOODBURY,
cial Street, head Central Wharf.
June 21. 1862.

1,1862._dtf_

Lard

ed adeanee of Jackson into Maryland—
Union victory in Tennessee—Rebels within
3SI miles of Cincinnati—tears of attack on

The Senate lias adopted a commercial treaty
with England, by a vote of 20 to 8.

Leesburg.

APPLICATIONS
Aug.

If not sold before the 20th of

rooms.

Sept, next, it will be sold on that day,
at 11 o’clock, A. M at Auction, without
reserve.
Terms very easy. For information apply
to JOHN KANDALL, on the premises, or at Hie

More evacuations and falling bark—Rumor-

SPAIN.

FORTIFICATIONS.

good repair, and contains ten finished

LATEST BY EVENING PAPERS.

The Madrid journals almost unanimously
continue to denounce the terms in which Napoleon addressed Gen. Concha when he presented his credentials.

Fairfax Court

.Street.

with

the armed bands
of Garibaldi will lie dissolved by force, that liberty of the press is suspended, that commanders of divisions will assume both civil and military powers.
It is asserted that a considerable number of
officers of the royal army declare that they
will resign rather than act against Garibaldi.
A Paris correspondent says that as General
Cugia with 20,000 troops did not prevent Garibaldi from reaching the seaport of Catania,
inferences are freely drawn that the government dares not throw any
impediment in Garibaldi’s way.

Washington.

Exchange

Tallow easier at 47 «47s fid.

New Yoiik, Sept. 3.
Stocks—lower; Chicago k Hock Island 87; Cloveland A Toledo 63; Galena k Chicago 71; Cleveland
k Pittsburg 24) Illinois Centra) Scrip 62; Michigan
Southern guaranteed 62j; Michigan Central l>7; liarlem 16; New York Ceutral 98;
Hudson 51J: Krto
96’; Michigan Southern 31; 1'aciHc Mail lnUJ; Gold
118] ; Illinois Central Komis 100; Tkasurv 7 3-10 1031;
U S sixes 1881 registered 93j; do sixes 1881 coupons
99; U S Dernaud Notes 108; Missouri C's 46).

ITAI.Y.

Chicago, Sept. 3.
lie ports reach us that Winchester lias been
evacuated, the rebels having appeared in force
in the valley.
The secession programme heretofore
published seems to be the line of
consummating
as far as the
can
enemy
accomplish, viz,, by
inaugurating scenes of war in Maryland.

DUNN k SON,

will be received at the rrcM Office, for thirty days, from competent persons to
fill a vacancy as an assistant in a first class apothecary store. Address “Apothecary,” as above, with
real name and reference.

Stock Market.

The official Turin Gazette of the 21st, publishes a decree
proclaiming a state of siege in
Sicily, and nominating Gen. Cugia as extraordinary commissioner. Cugia forthwith issued

«».

dtf

Is

Rentes.

a

AppA'^kv

26.

Beef

at 31 a32* for Pots and Pearls. Rosin firmer at 24s.
Spirits Turpentine inactive at 120*. Sugar steady.
Coffee inactive. Rice advancing. Linseed still advancing. Linseed OB steady. Cod OB quiet but
steadv.
LONDON MONEY MAKKET.—Consols closc-Uxt
93 fs&98j for money.

But to crush the Idols who
would not step before the flag which has given
freedom to Italy, might bo the painful necessity jmposed by honor, but it would not lx- a solution of the military question, and would not
settle tlie political question.
The Paris Bourse was flat at OSf 75c for
menaces

KIMBALL.

For Sale.
THF. Three Story Brick DWELLING.
HOUSE, No. 8 Gray Street. It i« in

Notice.

LIVERPOOL PRODUCE MARKET. AsTie* steady

Taris.

Cal. Shackleford, of the 8th Kentucky cavovertook A. K. Johnson at Morgantlcld,
Union County, yesterday, killing and capturing a uumber ol his hand, aud is still pursuing
the remainder.

Rebels

dull.
steady at 42* 6d a43 6.

FRANCE.

alry,

on

PROVISION MARKET.
Pork dull.
Bacon quiet and linn.

The French Minister of War had freighted
some English steamers for the Mexican
expedition.
The Italian crisis excited much interest ill

Chicago, Sept. 3.
The St. Paul Pioneer of the 30th, says Col.
advance
reached
Fort Ridgeley on
Sibley's
Wednesday forenoon last. On Monday the Indians in a large body moved up the river towards tile Redwood.
They had a long train of
wagons, horses and cattle, and supposed also 10
have 200 captives, women and childrhii.

Demonstrations

LIVERPOOL

Harvest operations were progressing more
favorably under improved weather.

full force. All citizens arc compelled to enroll
themselves in their res(teelive wards, and will
be organized and put on duty on the fortifications.
Keiwrts are circulating as to the whereaiiouts
of the ruliels.
Telegraphic communication is
open to Boyd's station.
from
the camps and companies
Regiments
from the interior towns have lieen arriving all
the afternoon.
The military authorities are
very active.
The rebels occupied Lexington at G I*. M. on
Tuesday, 6,000 strong, it is not known whether the rebels still hold Ix-xington
or,not.
A train of twelve wagons was captured 12
niiles from Cincinnati this forenoon.
New York, Sept. 3.
'A special dispatch to the Herald from Nashville 2d says, reports coming from reliable
sources state that Forest and his entire command were taken last night at
Alexandria,
near Lebanon.

OUR TROOPS in the

(a 32-.

esting.

Business is still suspended and active preparations continue for defence. Martial law is in

House and

LIVERPOOL URKADSTUFFS MARKET. Richardson, Spence It Co., and others, report Flour steady
with a slight improvement, sales at 2Ko28s.
Wheat
quiet; Red Western 9t 6d%10s lid; M Southern
1 Kails 3d; White Western 11s (alls 9d; W hite
Southern 11s 9d^l2s 3d.
Com quiet but steaev;
mixed 29* 6d a29s 9d ; yellow 29* 3d^30s; white. 31

for the Continent on the 2l(th.
The English political intelligence is uninter-

WINCHESTER.

Fighting between

more

Wanted Immediately.
on Military
Equipments.

Aug.

on

and l'arris streets.
P!ck«* call and examine for yourselves
d8w
C. I*.
Auy. &)■

in treasure.

Commercial.
(Per Steamship Asia at Halilhx.)
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET.—The sales for
tho week were 113.000 bales, including 55,600 to speculators and 17.000 to exporters. Kales Fridav were
6000 bales, including 9000 to speculators and exporters.
The market closed quiet at the following quotations:—New Orleans fair 2nd; middling 23td; Mobile
Iair24jdj; middling 23d; Uplands lair 245; middling
23d. block in port is estimated at 82,000 bales, of

Queen Victoria and the junior branches of
the ltoyal family were to embark at Gravesend

Ridgeley.

UVVIIKIKLK.,

$800,000

IIUIIAIA.

or tne

now

Co^ImtIiikJ

MERCHANDISE.

New York, Sept. 3.
The steamer Northern Light, from Aspinwall 25th, arrived at 5 this P. M. She has

The Morning Herald speculates on the
effects of drolling, and thinks it will try the

temper

undrrriynr-d offl'f- r..r Mile, rnttAP. the DwellTHF.
In* Houm- he
the comer of
oeenplee,

at

Mlw

MEN to work

fjQ

MISCELLANEOUS.

tok SALE.

Arrival of the Northern Light.

ents.

of Leiinjrton by Rebels.

August 30.

City.

The Dublin correspondent of tlie Times on
the 21 st, says:—The Tuscarora has been
dodging the Ajax for the purpose of getting coal
on board, in defiance of the orders issued
by
the Admiralty. She coaled within 3 months
at a British port, and did not
as
she
proceed,
was bound to do, on her
voyage to the United
States, but remained hovering about the coast
on the lookout for Confederate vessels.
She
put into Kingstown for coals, but was unable
to accomplish her purpose in consequence of
the return of the Ajax. She weighed anchor
and steamed with all speed to Belfast Lough,
where, according to previous arrangement, she
received a supply of coal amounting to 100
tons.
Having anchored outside the jurisdiction of the Harbor Commissioners, the Collector of Customs at once took the matter
up,
and served a notice on the Federal captain to
within
24
hours.
A
revenue
cutter
was
depart
placed alongside the Tuscarora to prevent a
further violation of tlie neutrality laws, and at
the same time the matter was reported to the
Admiralty. The Belfast people ask what
would have been done if the Federal captain
had refused to leave Lough, and had persisted
in taking in coals.
The Times editorially argues that although
the latest advices from America show an
ajiparent improvement in financial matters by a
diminished premium on gold, the day must
come when the
people of the United States
will really understand the position of their
finances.
In another article the Times depicts the latest American advices in most
gloomy characters.
It considers that on all sides the political horizon grows blacker and blacker, nor
can it discover
any chance of peace except in
tlie exhaustion or impotence of the belliger-

doubtless designed

A

were seen.
He states that afte.r the 10th the
overland stages will pass daily through Denver

Asia at Halifax.

the Scotia from New York.
The ship Queen of the Exe arrived at Liverpool on the 22d from Matamoras, with 400
bales of cotton and $100,000 in specie from the
Confederate States.

interrupt

EVACUATION OF

Atchison, Kansas, Sept. 3.
Benj. Halliday, proprietor of Overland Stage
Co., arrived to-day, overland. No Italians

British Queen, Conqueror, W. F. Starr, and
Sarauack, bound in. On the 2hh, the Asia
met the Arabia from Boston, and on the
81st,

The works for the defence of Washington
all in an excellent condition,
gnd are
strongly manned by experienced artillerists.
Tile gunboats now lining the Potomac are

WANTED.
MAN to mn a .Stationary Engine. Inquire
Blake's Bakery, Congress Street.

From Kansas.

Halifax, September 3.

UllbAi

FOR SALE & TO LET.

_____

Europe.

Steamship

Sailing of the Asia.
Halifax, N. S., Sept. 3.

Steamship Asia will sail for Boston about 6
P. M.
W. D. McNeil of Halifax, died on board.
The Cape Breton paper says the gunboats
Medea and Nimble sailed to intercept the
steamer off Cape Race, for dispatches for the
Admiral, now at St. John. N. F.
There is nothing here respecting the loss of
the Lamar.

The steamship Asia, from Liverpool at 9
A. M. Aug. 23, Queenstown P. M. of the 24th,
arrived at 9 o’clock this morning, with 90 passengers for Boston. The Asia met the steamship Australasian from New York, and ships

are

From Fort

*

S.'

WANT

ers.

TWO DAYS

amiv.

Occupation

Commencement at Brown University.
Providence, R. I., Sept. 3.
At the commencement of Brown University
to-day, the honorary degree of A. M. was conferred on A. B. Meservy of New Hampton, N.
IL, and Hon. \V. I’. Sheffield of Newport, and
the degree of LL. 1). on Judge Staples of this
city. The speeches at the dinner was wholly
on the war.
Eloquent speeches were made by
Gov. Washburn of Me., Gov. Andrew of Mass.,
Gov. Berry of N. H., Gov. Sprague, Hon. B.
F. Tliomos of Mass., and others. The spirit of
all was to prosecute the war to the end, with
faith and courage and the use of all our pow-

It was understood that Jackson and Ewell
were in the Shenandoah
Valley, at the head of
a considerable force.
Only about half the rebel army was engaged in the recent battles,
but reinforcements were close at hand.
It was understood among the reliels that
Gen. Lee had succeeded in his design to turn
our ri»ht.
Adj t Daychio was captured with 10 of his
men.
He with an officer were the only ones
in the party who wore shoes, the privates
having their feet bandaged in rags, which were
blood clotted from the etTects of cuts anil
bruises, caused by walking on the streets. He
says but few regiments were better off.
The rebel army had no subsistence stores.—
The troops sulisisted mainly on green corn
found in the tiields. There was a vast amount
of suffering among them.

Arrival of Paroled Prisoners.

first class

wick and

Army.

be

that class of citizens from draft.

per year, and

the

*8,382.16

men are not to

worthy

by

Rebel Officer.

Philadelphia, Sept. 3.
Special dispatch from Washington to the
Pres*, gives an interesting statement of Adj’t
Daychio of the 4!>th Ga. regiment, who is
among the rebel prisoners. lie is a Pole, desirous of returning to his native land, consequently very communicative. He says neither
Jacksou or Ewell were in any of tlie recent
battles. The forces were commanded by Lee,
Longstreet and Johnson, not Johnston.

ABANDONED.

of Gen. McClellan

a

of Life.

Capture of a train of lOO Wagons
by the Rebels.

It having been understood that fisher-

Balchclder,

Statement of

and Serious Loss

Skirmishing

From Fortress Monroe.
Fortress Monroe, Sopt. 2.
The flag of truce has just arrived from Aiken's Landing, per steamboat Mary Benton.—
They took up Capt. McCormick, the noted
privateer, who captured the propeller Fanny
at Ilatteras Inlet nearly a year ago.
He has
been privateering most of the time during the
war, and 1 am Informed lie has been twice capcaptured and paroled. He was last captured
at Newhern, N. C.
The Mary Benton brought
down the family of Ex-Pres’t Tyler, consisting of Mrs. Tyler and six small children. A
lady from Richmond also came down,and says
there is much sickness at Richmond, and that
the city is quite deserted.

Interesting from Southern Army.

EXCITEMENT IN WASHINGTON.

Lothrop,of Tur-

indebted to A.

are

Portland Daily Press.

minority.

their

during

TEIEBBAPB,
TO THE

and the latter
were

Later.—Information has reached here that
the rebels pre making a demonstration
up the
river, and that some of them have already
reached Leesburg and are also spread between
there and the Chain Bridge, as if designing to
cross the ferry connecting with
Montgomery
county, somewhere in the neighborhood of
Poolsville. The fords are doubtless properly
guarded, additional cavalry and artillery having left here tliif afternoon for that purpose.

9930.00

BOINTY

*

ADVANCE,

Paid to each recruit before leaving the State.

$75 in

Money,

At the close of the

and 160 Acre* of Land,
Now is

war.

the last chance—

Come!
N. II.—Member* of

the Battery

are

exempted

from

picket duty.
Office 27 Market Square,
SAMUEL THURSTON,
aug97—dlw

Kocruiting

Officer.

PARTIES.

RSION1STS visiting the Islands, supplied
Trout & other Fishing Tackle.
with stores
the shortest notice.
I^XCl
Gras, Rifles, Revolvers, Cutlery and
Orders solicited.
VLSO,
Sport
goods generally.
180
attended to
usual.
and Stencil
J

at

I mu

Fore Street

near

fool of

C ALDER WOOD A

Portland, June 23.

Exehnaage.

Repairing

dtf

Cutting

G.L.

BECKETT.

42

Juno 23.

as

BAILEY,

EXCHANGE STREET.
oodtl'

The Volunteer's Wile to her Husband.
•
Don't stop m moment to think, John,
Your country calls, theu go,
Don’t think or me or the children, Jonn,
I'll rare for them yon know.
Leave the corn upon the stocks, Jonnt
Potatoes in the hill,
And tin* pumpkins on the vinPs, John,
I’ll gather them with * will.
ltut take your
go, John,
Take your gun Ind go,
For Kuth can drive the oxen, John,
And 1 can use the hoc.

gui^ud

I have heard my grandsire tell, John,
(lie fought at Hunker Hill.)
IIow he counted all his life and wealth,
His country’s offering still.
Bhall wo shame the same old blood, John,
That !iow<*d on Monmouth plain.
No. take your gun and go. John,
If you ne’er come back again.
Yos, take your gun and go John, Ac.
Our army's short of blankets, John.
Then take this heavy pair.
I spun and wove them when a girl,
And worked them with great care;
There’s a rose in every corner. John,
And here’s my name you see,
On the cold ground they’ll warmer feel,
That they were made’by me.
Take your gun and go, John, Ac.

if it be God’s will, John,
You ne’er coine back again,
I’ll do ray best for tin* children, John,

And

In sorrow, want or pain.
In winter nights I’ll teach them all
That I have learned at school,
To love the couutrv, keep the laws.
Obey the Saviour’s rule.
Then take your gun and go,

P.rtlnad

WK*lr»afc

Price* Current.

6V3)
bbl.
Ashes J’earl
6}
6] a)
Ashes, Tut.
Applet*.
Apples, Green X*bbl... 01 50 @ 2 00
6
7
lb.
Apples, Sliced
6
6 cq)
Apples, Cored pih.

Apples,

Encored

Crackers per bbl.
Crackers, fc> 100.

Marrow X* bash.
Beaus, Tea.
Beans, Blue 1’od.
Cnndle».
ft.
Caudles, Mould
Candles, Sperm.

Coal, Lehigh.
Coal, Franklin.
Cofree.

Coffee,

Java

ft.

Cordage.
Cordage,
Cordage,
Cordage,
lioltrope,

% 6 00

4 76
8 75
8 25
36

(g)
<g)

4 00
8 50
40

li %

20

14 la)

8
8
8
8

11]

11 @
36 @

00

8y2$

9

8]

8

tc§)

60
00
00
00

@
(jg
(g
(g

0 27
22

8 75
0 00
0 00
0 00
28
23

@
g

21] at

22]
none.

American.
Russia.

13 (3)
15A«

Manilla.

lOjg

Russia.

Manilla.
Cement—per bbl.

16

2 75 @ 3 00
3 00 @ 8 12]
2 62 <3 2 87

C’heewe.
ft.
< heeso, Vermont
Cheese, New.
('on I—(Retail.)
ton.
Coal, Cumberland
(«»al Whiteash.

14
16
11
16
13

15Aq>

12]g

do.

1 20 ^ 1 30

Drugs and Dyes.
Alum.
Aloes.
Arrow Root.
Borax.
Brimstone (roll.).
Bi Carb. Soda.

03 (d)
16 g
17 g
22 ry
4 g

Sulphur.

6jg)

Sal Soda.

Camphor,.

Cream Tartar.

Logwood

ex.

Magnesia.
Indigo, Manilla, lino.
Madder..

Opium.

Rhubarb.
Alcohol.
Fluid.

Cainphene.

Saltpetre.

MISCELLANY.

Vitriol.

04
25
40
26

4]
6]

6jg

6]

3 ty
4
1 60 g 1 55
35 5
46
10] ® 12
28 g
36
1 25 g 1 75
16 a00
8 00 g
1 25 g 1 30
65 g
70
93 g
95
2 50
10 g
20
12 g
00

Dycwood*.

nals—anything.”
“But,” says Samyuie,

“I never
wrote a line to a newspaper in all my life.”
“What!” says the publishing chap, almost
in a shriek, “never wrote a line to a newspaper?” Gentleman,” says the chap, looking
toward us, suspiciously, “this man can’t be an
American." And he departed hastily.
Believing that there would lie no more interruptions. Sainyule went on dying; but I
was called from his bedside by a long-haired
chap from New York. Says the chap to me;
“My name is Brown—Brown's Patent Hair
Dye, 25 cents a bottle. Of .course” says the
hirsute chap, affably, “a monument will lie
erected to the memory of our departed hero.
An Italian marble sliull, standing on a pedestal of four panels. Now,” says the hairy chap,
insinuatingly. “I willgivu you a tfomauud <i»l
lars to have my advertisement put on the panel next to the name of the lamented deceased.
We can get up something neat and appropriate, thus:—
We must all die!
but
Brown’s Dye is the best!
There,” says the enterprising chap, smilingly, “that would lie very neat and moral, besides doing much good to an enterprising
American fellow being.”
I made no reply; but I told Samyuie about
it, and it excited him so that he regained his
re

Camwood.
Cuba.
Sav an villa,.

Sapun

81®

02

Dark*
Duck, liavona.
Duck, Tortlaud, No. 3.
44

44

44

44

No. 10.
Navy, Superior, No. 3.
No. 10.
Tent Duck, U. 8. 10 oz.
44
12 oz.

..

44

F ish. Tollock.

Fisli, Haddock, new.
Fish. Hake, new.
Herring, Tickled, p bbl.
Shore.

Labrador..
Scale., p box.
No. 1.
Mackerel p bbl.
Ray No. 1.
Rav No. 2.
Ray No. 3.
Shore No. 1.
2
4 4

44

44

44

44

“(medium).
44
(small).

Raisins—

Layer.
Date's.
Trim©*..
Tortlaud

Extra.

Family.
Extra'Superior.

Western extras.
44

limey.

44

superior.

Ohio extra.

family.

44

Canada super

No. 1.

thney.

44

44

extra.

44

superior extra.

Rye Flour.
Buckwheat Flour p tb.

health.

Corn Meal.

“If I can’t die,” says the lamented Samyuie,
“without some advertising cos’s making money by it. I’ll defer my visit to glory until next
And he

gotw'ell—he got

Barley.

Straxc.e Occurrence.—A Western editon entering his office and
seeing bis apprentice boy cutting some queer capers, called
out to him—
“Jim, what arc you doing on the floor?”
“Why, sir. I’ve had a shock!"
“A shock?”
“Yes sir.”
YY liat kind of a shock ?'
B
“Why,” said the lad. gasping, “one of your
subscribers came in during your absence, and
said he owed you two years’ subscription, paid
it, and also paid another year in advance.”
“In advance?” gasjied the editor, nearly as
much overcome as bis apprentice.
“Yes sir, and it has produced such an effect
on tne that I've been
perfectly helpless ever
or,

*

since.”

“And well you may be. Jim. Rut get up;
if you survive this, you are safe, as there is little prospect of another such catastrophe in
this olficc.”
-w-

Working Rums.—One bird is a lamplighter
tor on Cape Comorin there are birds that at
night light up their habitations. These saga-,

8
2
2
1
1

Shorts p ton.
Fine Feed.

birds and frogs.
A celebrated naturalist put
four of these undertakers under a glass cover,
and supplied them with subjects mi which they
might exercise their trade,‘and in fifty days
these four beetles interred twelve carcases—
four frogs, three small birds, two fishes, one
mole, and two grasshoppers. They undermined the carcase, and let it drop by" its own
weight, and then covered It up; and in this
manner, no doubt, millions of little birds and
field mice find as decent a burial as falls to
the portion of the lords of the creation.
A Gentleman, traveling through the Xew
England States, having left an urtitle belonging to his wardrobe at a hotel where he had
stopped one night, wrote to the chambermaid
to forward it to him by express, and received
the following answer:—
dear sir, you’ll not fool hart,
frankly ti ll you all about it—
I’ve made a shift of your old shirt,

“Hoping,
I’ll

And yon must

shift without

it

Woman can't iiear control. If the Lord
had commanded Eve to cat the apple, probably she would’nt have touched it, and if she
had, she would certainly have made wry faces
over it.

2 75
2 50
1 50
1 37$

v«
•
n

25
18

7 60
6
4
8
6
3

2

25
00
32
26

oo
60
00
00
60
00
50

8
6
5
0
6
4
2

00
60 a
00 a
00 faj
75 (a

13 ®
<y

qj
>l

m

16
3>
12
85
2 50

none

15 g,

7 00

20
7 50

«

uoue.

Grindstones, Rough, p ton.
Grindstones, Brewed.
(■napowilrr*
Blading.
Rifle and

Sporting.

Hay.

llay p net ton, Screwed.
Hay, Loose.
New do.

8i

6
6
6
6
6
5

Portland

do
Portland extra Me** do.
Pork, extra cloar.
Pork, clear.

Pork, Dies*.
Pork, extra do.
Pork, Prime.
Pork, Hams.
Pork, City Smoked Hams.
Produce.
Beef p quarter, p lb.
Eggs, p dozen.
Potatoes, pbrl(new.
AwtlfS, dried, p lb.
Chickens, Spring.
Lamb.
Turkic*.
Geese.
Veal.
Pickle*, p brl.
Rice.
Kite p lb.
Ram.
Kuin, Portland distilled.
Snleratan.
Saleratu* p lb....
Salt.
Salt, Turk's Is., p hhd. (8 bus.)....
Salt, Liverpool,.
Salt, Cadiz.

Calf Skins.
Calcutta Cow—Slaughtered.
(irocu Salt.

Dry.
Sheep Felts, Green.
Sheep l’elts, Dry.
First

I

00
60
88
09
10 j

tv

00
25
50
00
60
50

® 6
a. 6
a 5
(eg 6

25
50

75

25
7 50
5 75

«

none

7 09 ® 7 75

6
6
5
6
6
6
4

12 « 6
12 a 6
02 <• 6
12 ti 6
50 a 7
87
7
25 « 4
02 a
3 50 & 3

£

63
37
97
37
25
37
50
2

75$

00

4 10
6 [/>

95
65
re
72
70
<«
ty
<rl9 00
a 24 00
«

^

pine.
Spruce.
extra

«

1 fin
1 15
9f»

a

75

a

40

§

Laths,
Fine.
Red oak Stati*s.
Mol. lllid Shooks k Heads, city...
44
bug.
44
do
country
Country Riff Mol. Hhd. Shook*....
*•

•*

Dry Riff,.

Hoops.
liackmctack
limiter,

tun.

o

a

70
16

3®

03}

3}a,

03}

51 ty

06;

6}«

06}

it)

19

a

12}
15}

18
12 i
\b
8

H>k.
Xinnl Storm.
'Iar (in keg-) |» gal.
Fitch (Coal Tar).
<

18*

9J®
10 %

10

Rosin.
Turpentine 4> gal.

On It

19

21

24}

«j
22} "5
25

16 ®

75
75
00

Whale, ref. Winter.
14

Summer.

Grand Bank and Bay cimlcur_

Shore.

Linseed.

48

@

61®
2
2
2

61

50 @ 2 75

12)@

2

12tg 2

37)

37)

1 20 (g 1 25
20

9

5)®
6)
2]
2Jg
00 @9 60
8)®

8)

61®
61 tv
6]g

5
12

7
6?

6}

5]

tv

16

<®

8]

8)@
40
24
24
24
80
75

®

42

24)

<g
@
@

Western ('lover.
Red Top.
Lin wed.

Canary.
Portland A.
**
A A.

@

8

8]

Yellow.

uono
none

Extra Yellow.
Muscovado.
in bond.
Havana Brow n.

9 *tj
61

9]

White.

11 M

9}(«$

10}

New Orleans.
Crushed.

9l«J

11}

12j aj
12] ty

13
13
13

81

9
6

12*,rt}

refined.
Rough.
Teas*
Tea, Hyson.
Tea, Young Hyson.
Tea, Oolong.
Tea, Souchong.

12

n)

6} a}

76 (a) 1 00
76 to 1 00
GO .<v
75
45 ®
60

Tobacco,
6*s and lt>’§ host brands.
6’s and W’i medium.
6’s and 10’s common.
half pds. 1h*s1 brands.
half |m!s. inediuin good.
common.
half
Natural Leaf, inis.
Fancy, in Foil.

66 (3

00
48 a]
60
42 '«>
45
60 «:
70
62 a
65
45 («-■
60
75 % 1 00
0 00 (© 1 60

j»ds.

Tin.
Jtiiuca, ca*h.

89 @

34}

00

35}

11 00 toll 60
12 75 to 13 25
9 26 v® 9 50

Twine,
Cotton Sail.
"
Flax
Bait ing.

60
40
46
26
14

..?.
Hemp
India.
Varniak*

Furniture Varnish.
Coach Varnish.
l>ainar Varnish.

(Q
n

to>
rt)

65
00
60
00

14}

2 25 (3> 2 76
8 00 to, 4 00

Hard, retail.....
«
Soft,

2 60

3 00

...

06(3 6 25
4 00 @6 00
6

Wool.
42 f*i)

.....

47}

l^unbs.

Zinc,
Pigs and slabs.

FKAXKLIft

61

6f3

9 a)
90 igf

Sheet Mosslinann.

On London—GOdajn.
Paris. ./

60
00

9}

00

1 271'n' 1 29
4 40 (® 4 45

FAMILY SCHOOL

Bor

Boys,
MAINE.

T0PSHAK,
FALL TERM of this

highly successful school
will begin Sept. 10th, 1862, and continue twenty-

THE
weeks.
For

RKrERESCBI:

Pat r* him,
Hon. W. W. Thomas, Mayor, Portlaud.
"
A. Spring, Esq..
S. C. Blanchard. Esq., Yarmouth.
Hon. J. W. Bradbury. Augusta.
Jones P. Vcarlo, Esq., Bangor.
Capt. C. H. Soule, Freeport.
L>vi Young, Esq.. Ottawa, C. W.
Wm. Jarvis, Esq., Castinc.
Prof. C. E. Stowe, Andover, Mass.

On Hand.
CONSTANT .upply of bwl Extra
Lraf, and at low rates at
2« Market

l)«*p

Gold

Sqcare.

Gilt, RoM’wood. Black Walnut and
Oak
lnwe#t cash
trade. Ship
order by

AT

nouldinet.

prices,

in

quantities to suit the

Moulding* made and finished to
MuUKlSOS CO.,
Market Square.

ST ATE

OF

iv

§

00
9 25

§32

65 ®

70

88®

00
31
00
00

23

(a)
w

®

bbl*25

87}®

3 50

00®
0 00 « 3
15 00 <*20
2 45 ta 2

80
25
00
50

9®
40®

9}
45

75
1 60 >7 1
68 a
ly a
19 60 «21
18 00 a.19
92 ®

65
70
65
5n
00
95

and Thoinastou.
Stages leave Augusta daily (Sundays excepted), for
Belfast, on arrival of train from Portland and Boston.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec & Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
& Kennebec Road*.
Freight trains run daily between Augusta and PortB. 11. CUSHMAN,
laud.
Manager and Superintendent.
Augusta, April, 1802.
junc23dtf

|

lay

1R A I \ E.

HEAD

QUARTERS,

Adjutant General's Office,
I
Auousta. Aug. 20, 1H*32.}
GENERAL ORDER. No. at.
In pursuance of the request of the Secretary of
War. cantaimsl in General Order No. 99 of that Department. Sect. 2d of which is as follows, viz:

"The Governors of the several States are hereby
requested forthwith to designate rendezvous lor the
drafted militia of said Slates, and to ap|>oiut commandants therefor, and to notify the Secretary of
War of the location of such rendezvous, and the
naim s of tin* commandants:”
Jt i* ordered, That the places designated in General order No. 82 of this Department, viz: Portland,
Augusta and Bangor, will Ik- the rendezvous of the
drafted militia of this State, and volunteers in lieu of
draft; and tho following gentlemen have been ap(minted commandant.* thereof, compensation to be
determined bv the War Department.
John Lynch for the rendezvous at Portland, which
will be known as "Camp Abraham Lincoln."
Geoifte W. Ricker for the rendezvous at Augusta,
which will be known as ‘Tamp K. D. Keyes."
Gideon Mayo for the rendezvous at Bangor, which
will be known as "Camp John Pope."
By order of the Commander-in-thief.
JOHN L. HODSDON,
a22d3t
Adjutant General.

Office, I
Augusta, August 23, 1802. \

Adjutant General’*

GENERAL ORDER No. 37.
1.—The enrollment required under the direction#of
General Order No. 28 will Is* made in accordance
w ith the provision# of the act of Congress of July
17. 18*52. entitled “an net to amend the act calling
forth the militia to execute the laws of the Union,
suppress insurrection# ami repel invasions, approx ed
February 28th, 1795, and the act amendatory thereof,
ami for other purposes," which provides that the enrollment of the militia shall in all cases include all
the aide bodied citizens between the ages of eighteen
and forty-live, and General Order No. 28 is amended

To Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit,
Toledo, St. Paul, La Crosse, St. Louis,
New Orleans, or any part of the

companies,

WEST, SOUTH

OR

NORTH

WEST,

BY THE

ERIE
Via

RAILWAY.

Buffalo, Dunkirk,

and

Niagara

Falls.

provided with

gyTickets sold in Portland at lowest Boston rates

by
tY* You

W. D. LITTLE, Agent,
Office 31 Exchange Street.
save money by securing tickets at this

can

office.

lip

June 28.

On and after 31onday, Mav 5, 18fl2,
train* will leave Portland for Lewiston
ami lannington via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for l^wiston, Bath and Portland, via Brunswick, at 9.15 A. M.
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via BrunsWICK a I 11.40 A. 31.

ton.

daily

stage

o

form
oftict
the l
El*
but c

payii

between Portland and

Lewis-

covmtcnoKS.

Stage leaves Strickland’s Ferry Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Pern
and Pi x field; returning opposite da vs.
Stage leaves North .lay tor East Dixfletd, IHxfleld,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays;
returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard, New
Portland and Kiugticld, on Wednesdays and Saturdays, returning on Mondays and Fridays.
Stages leave Farmington daily, for Strong, Aron
and Phillips.
Passengers for this route will take the cars at the
Portland. Saco A Portsmouth, or Kennebec A Portland Depots, in Portland.
S. W. EATON. Sup’t.
juue23dtf
Farmington May 5, 1862.

r

Quotas of cities, towns and plantations for three
irs volunteers, under the call of the President of
l Iv 2d, to till up the old regiments, will lie received
tf paid the State and United Mate* bounties and
\anco pay, and town bounties as provided by votes
v

until the tirst day of September next, and
*t afterwards; ami in the si- place* which shall not
I ivo furnished their quotas at that time under sueh
II. a special draft w ill beordered immediately thereter for the deficiency.

t

towns,

FIFTH.

ouimander-iu-C'hief.

place

IIODSDON,
Adjutant General.

Notice.
City

op

Pouti-and.

I
I

July 28th, 1882.
COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC’ GHOUNDS will
meet, until further notice, every Saturday at 3
o’clock, P. M.,in Evergreen < cmetary.
Parties interested in any matter before the Committee, w ill have an opportunity of being heard.

11IIK

Jy31—Iw

A. h.

811UKTLEFF,

Chairman.

been removed from the office

over

Caaco

Bank,

to the office of the

June21d4m

Eclectic medical

DR.

Infirmary.
DAILY

theTadies.

to

P|E8S,

HUGHES

particularly invite* all Ladies who
medical adviser, to call at his
No.

need a
rooms.
5 Temple Street, which they will find arranged for
their
accommodation.
Dr. If.'s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will riudit invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other reiuwiie* have been tried in
vain. It is purely
nothing in
the least injurious to the health, aud may be taken
with perfect safety at all tiroes.
Kent to any part of the country with full directions,

CORNER OF MIDDLE AND EXCHANGE STS.,
FOX BLOCK,

especial

by addressing
No. 6 Temple Street,

Directly orer the Magnetic Telegraph 0*ee. Fonrth
Story, where all varieties of

bR. HUGHES.
Middle, Portland.

Plain and

of

corner

be promptly attended to

Will

Job Work,

Fancy

N. B.—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
own sex.
A lady of experience in constant attendance.
j u 11 —3 in

the meet

on

liberal

terms.

a boy who was cared by
DR. H. M. BOYNTON,
Scrofulous Ophthalmia, as the following fhets will

Remarkable Case of

Of
•how:

"r mt a

long

ENTRANCE

dot s eye-mis nan
His cast* was considentirely
almost hopeless. The bov was put under the care of Dr. B., and alter great patience and perseverance, with his electrical treatment
and with other curatives, he was able to lift his eyelids, when it was discovered that a false membrane
had formed and covered the entire eyes. This was
removed by Dr. Boynton, and the boy’s eye-sight is
now
restored, and his eyes stronger than ever before. This should be known to all persons who
are
afflicted. Although I understand that
tlx-Doctor lias for many years, in liis operations on
these delicate organs—the eye and ear, met with eraiuent success, 1m* has not deemed it necessary to keep
blazing before the public his surgical skill in this particular part of his profession, hut has been silently
performing cures, mauy of them of a remarkable
character.”
Certificates from numerous of his patients
will testify to his successful operations, all of which
may be seen at his office.

fJBP>been

nine

83) EXCHANGE STREET,

tlie

closed.

Orders left at the
and Maine State

counting-room of tbs Daily Press
Tress, head of brat light of stairs,

will be promptly attended to.

entirely

similarly

Tbs office is supplied with

FAST PRESSES AID STEAM POWER,
And It.

**r

•tyle

capacity and fludlltiea for doing work in good
equal lo any in the City or State.

are

V

No. 300 Congress Street, Portland.
dkvtaiT

If. A. FOSTER * CO.
July 17.1M.

dtf

Infirmary.
THE PORTLAND DAILY PBX8S
*

STEAM

Book and Job

POWER

PFinting Office,

No. 821 EXCHANGE STREET,
Fox Block,

Second Floor,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

by
pain

cured.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will be
I»U

No. 6

The

Temple Street,

J B. nunIIFA.
(corner of Middle),

UJF'Send stamp for Circular.

BOOK AMD

been
Tills
that it

testimonials:

spring

We have introduced several of the justly celebrated “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom” to oiir sleeping
apartments. We give this spring bed bottom a deemed preference over any aud all othere we have ever
of them iu the highest terms.
used. Our guests
We recommend their use to all hotel keepers w ho desire the comfort of their guests.
w. d. McLaughlin a son,
Franklin House. Bangor, Me.
May 12,1863.

speak

[From Hon. Josiah II. Drummond.]
'Anderson Spring Bed Bottom.’ and

am using the
am very much

I
I

pleased

with it.

JOSIAH II. DKUMMOND.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
EASTTORT, CALAIS
Change of

recommend it
Augusta, Aug. 5. 1862.

cheerfully

excellent article.
LOT M. MoKKILL.

as an

Having beeoine fully satisfied of the benefit of the
•'Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,” 1 have purchased
three of them at five dollars each, and do most chccrflullv recommend them to the public.
Dk. N. R. BOUTELL.
Waterville. May, 1861.
Mr. D. K. Fro bock has furnished the beds in my
house with the “Andersou Spring Bed Bottom,” and
I take pleasure iu recommending this article as the
most convenient, economical and comfortable thing
of the kind with which 1 am acquainted.
A. 11 ABBOTT.
Principal of Family School, Little Blue, Farmington.
I have had the unspeakable nleasnre of sleeping on
of the "Anderaon Spring Bed Bottoms” for the
la«t three weeks, and must say it far surpasses anything I had anticipated. My wife, who is leeble, has
had no good rest for six mouths till <a*cup'ying one of
these beds. She would not part with it on anr ackkv. John allEn.
count.
Farmington, Feb. 28, 1862.
one

The Bed Bottom I bought of you fully merits my
and is fully up to your high recommendations. I would cheerfully recommend it to all who
to
desire
improve their •ieepiniraparinients.
A! STAPLES.
A. N. WILLIAMS.
Augusta, April 16. 1862.

expectations,

!

Having tested the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,”
I can cheerfully recommend it to all who are iu need
of Mich an article: and 1 believe it to be superior to
anvthing of the kind now iu use.
Rev. E. HAWKS.
Waterville, April 12.1*62.
Testimonial* similar to the above have been received from the proprietors of the following public
housesPenobsot Exchange. Bangor.

Franklin House, Bangor.
Skowhegan House. Skowbegan.
Lewiston House, Lewiston.
Wiutlirop House, Winthrop.

Voting Exists.
prepared
Lists of the legal voters of the several wards, to
THE
the best of their
law, and
required
Board of Aldermen have

Check

knowledge,
by
posteil the same iu Cite- Building—eutrance, tower
door. Myrtle Street. The changes which will bo
found in said Lists this year, occasioned

mainly

bv

change of Ward lines authorized bv vote of the citiat the spring election, renders it imperative that

erery Voter should st*e to it himsttf that his name is
correctly eutered on the Ward List of w hich he is a
Per order,
resident.
S. W. LA RR A BEE, Chairman.
lwd
Portland, Aug. 23d, 1862.

Mh-iIiiikI l*oii).
TloR SALE, by the subscriber, a handsome bay
.T non). level year* oM. weigh* about »■ ** > pounda,
harness, and reliable for children to ride

or

R.

July 24th, 1862.

la

adequate to

do

Fancy Types,

any work demanded la thia State.

Business Curds of Every Variety,
Style and Coat
PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

County.

We also ticket through per steamers and railways
for Windsor, Halifax, Dig by, Erederictim, Sussex,
Moncton, Shediac, Prince Edwards Island, Picton,
Sorlh Shore of Sew Brunswick, Mirtmichi, and
Bay de < halcnr.
August 4.1*3. al2 dtf C. C. EATON, Agent.

Portland and New York Steamers.
The

**

splendid

and

fast

<

BILImHEADft RI LED AND CVT IN
THE NEATEST MANNER.

Steamship

“CHESAPEAKE.” Captain Kwxky

w^^^^Ckoh’vll.
mJEShSSBi as follows:

will autil farther notice

ruu

•

Leave Browns Wharf. Portland, every WEDNESDAY. at 4 P. M., and leave Her 9 North River, New
York, every SATURDAY, at 3 o'clock, P. M.
This vessel is tilted up with tine accommodations far
passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers between New York
and Maine. Passage 95.00, including Fare aud State
Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, East port aud St.

John.
Shippers

are

requested to send their freight to the
M., on the day that she leave*

steamer before 3 P.

Portland.

For Height or passage apply to
EMEKi k FOX. Brown’s Wharf. Portland.
H. 8. ( ROMWELL & CO., No. 80 West Street,
New York.
dtf
June 23. 1*2.

IA3I-CIKKS, MTD. Al» HUS W LAMM.

TAGS MERCED WITH HOLES A GLCTENED
WHEN DESIRED.

Poliolea Printed and

M O NTR EAL.

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S

Weekly

Billets * Circulars la Every Variety of Type.

Bound fbr

Coupaniee.

I insurance

Mail Line.

ONE oft he fallowing first-class, powerful Steamers: HIBERNIAN. NORTH
AMERICAN. NOKWE<. 1AN. Jl RA.
BOHEMIAN. ANGLO SAXON. NOVA SCOTIAN—will sail from Quebec every 8aturdav morning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry.
Passenger* leave Portland |»er Grand Trunk Trains
with United State* mails, every Friday, at 1 15 P. M.,
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday

Deeds, Law Briefs,

Equity Cases,

And other LAW DOCUMENTS executed with

Dispatch.

morning.

Passage to Liverpool. Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third Class. 985. First Class, 977 to 999—according
accommodation,—which includes tickets on Graud
Trunk Railway.
to

aud retnra tickets issued at reduced rates.
Excursion ticket* to the World’s Fair, out aud
back. 91W.
Apply to Edmonstone. Allan k Co., Montreal, or to

Bronze, Colored, and all other kinds of

Prepaid

Printing,
Executed in tute to sail the most flwtidious.

J. L. FARMER.
EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
dtf

WEDDIXG AND ADDRESS CARDS

China House. China.
Frankliu House, Augusta.
Cushnoc House. Augusta
Abbott’s School, Farmington.
Eaton Boys’ Boarding School, Kent’s Hill.
iullTdA wfim

kind in ail
drive.

Book and

Thursday

No. 10
June 23. 1*2.

Elmwo<Mi House, Waterville.
Litchfield Corner House.
Stoddard House, Farmington.
Revere House, Vassalboro.
Hallow ell House, Hallowed.

Day. of Sailing.

the

From and after (fate, until further
notice, the now steamer "Sew Engfaml,” Caft. E. Field, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot State Street, ever) Tuesday and
Friday, at & o'clock. P. M.. for East port, Calais and
St. John.
Returning, will leave St. John, every Monday and
morning, at ft o'clock.
1'’ositivcly no freight received after 4 o’clock
F. M. on the day of sailing.
Through tickets are sold by this line, connecting at
Eastpitrt with stage coaches for Markins, and with
steamer Cjuecn for Hobbinstnn. Calais, St. Stephens
and St. Andrews, and at the latter plane over railway for Canterbury ; from thence per stagecoaches
for Won!stock and Moulton, which is the cheapest
and most expeditious way of reaching the Aroostook

—

can

Their Eatabli.ilmeet ia fkmiahed with ail the
approved modern machinery, and their naaortmaat of

* St. JOHN.

jdPfipw

Portland, July 23, 1862.
(From Hon. Lot M. Morrill.)
Having used Anderson’ Bpring Bi*d Bottom, I

JOB PRINTING!

STEAMBOATS.

happily

Commercial House. Portland. June 16. 1862.
Having introduced the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom" into mv house, alter trial, I pronounce it to be
I am using lev •ml kind*
an easv and health) bad.
of
bed bottoms, hut consider the Anderson
than
the best.
eoual
if
not
better
ftilly
N. J. DAVIS, Proprietor.

of the PonriA *D Daily Pnnaa

Portland.
jull— <14 w3tn3

~~

desirable mechanical arrangement has now
in use a sufficient length of time to show
gives entire satisfaction and actually is the
more valued the more it is used.
This invention is a step in advance of all others in
the Spring Bed department, embracing a little more
of their excelrencaes, and yet
overcoming all
their defects. It is flexible as hair,’ and yet so recuwith
great faciliperative a* to tiring itself into ptace
ty. It is adapted to the invalid, the aged aud old.
and
weakness.
and all who linger in suffering
They
are made of good material w arranted strong and durable, and not liable to get out of order.

Proprietor,

mpectftilly invite attention to their foeilitire for executing, in beautiful .tyle, every demiptioa of

Address

returned if desired.

Notice.
and after the first of July, Postage Stamp*
and Stamped Envelope* will not be charged at
MPf
ths fast OBss.
HOMESTEADS FOR $20.

\V. LORD, Kennebunk Depot.
dim

Oar

Style* sre unsurpassed.

FROM

__

milE MISSOURI LAND COMPANY have pnrX chased from the Hannibal k St. Joseph Railroad
Company a large tract of land in Northern Missouri,
adjoining the flourishing town of Hamilton, ( aid well
County, for farming and manufacturing purpose*,
aud have divided their property into lots and farms.
Thov are offered to subscriber* in shares of 939 each.
Maps, with fall information, can be had by calling on
EDWARD SHAW, Agent.

zens

JOHN L.

Hu

CUSHING,

constitutionally

as

The cities of Bangor, Augusta and Portland, are
•pointed as the places of rendezvous for the dratted
eu and nine months' volunteers.
By order of Israel Washburn, Jr., Governor and

FOSTER Sr

ple

4

ho provisions of the Act of March 18. 18fi2,lfn refto furnishing aid to the families of soldier*
1 extend to the families of drafted militia and nine
nths* volunteers.
FOURTH.

Dyspepsia.

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr Hughes has
his attention to
distm* of a certain class. During his practice he
has treated thousands of case*, ami in no instance
has he met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
and there is no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at his office. 6 Temstreet. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
in all cases.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
Ilis remedies enre disease
w hen all other remedies fail: cures without dieting,
or restriction in the habits of the patient; cures without the disgusting and sickening effects of most other
remedies; cure* new cases in a fvw hours: cures without the dreadful consequent effects of mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the lank ami jHii-onous taint
that the bl<M»d is sure to absorb, unless the proper
remedy is seed. Tin* ingredients are entirely vegetaor
ble. and no injurious effect, either
locatlv, can Is* caused by using them.
YOUN’t* MEN. who are troubled with seminal
bail habits in youth,
weakness, getferally caused
the effects of which are
and dizziness in the
head, forgetfulness, sometime* a ringing in the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or inaauitv if neglected, are speedily and permanently

•*.

nee

PRINTING

E st ablishment

a

ot
mtv

c
v

3011

delicacy.

ta

THIRD.

The effect of this medicine is most wonderful—it
directly upon the bowels and blood, by removing
all obstructions from the internal organs, stimulating
them into healthy action, renovating the fountains of
life, purifying the blood, cleausing it from all humor*
and causing it to course through every part of the
body ; watering the invalid to health aiid usefulness.
They cure and eradicate from the systom, Liver Complaint, that main wheel of so many diseases, Jaundance in its worst forms, all Itillibus Diseases and
foul stomach,
Costiveness, all kinds of Humors, IndigoKtiou, Headache, Dizziness, Piles, Heartburn, Weakness, Pains in the side and bowels. Flatulency, Loss of appetite, and a torpid or diseased Liver, a disordered .Stomach or bad blood, to which all
are more or 1**«* subject in
Spring and Summer.
More than 20,000
person* nave Isvn cured bv this
medicine. It is hignly recommended bv Phvslcians
everywhere. Trv it and von will never regret it.
Sold bv all dealers in Medicine everywhere at only
25 and 38 cents per bottle. < inters addressed to
GEO. C. GOODWIN A CO., Boston.

PRIVATE
for
number of years confined

personal

furnishing

eradicating disease.

acts

Established for the treatnunt of those diseases in
both sexes, ret/uiring Experience, Skill, Honor and

companies

Imped

BOOK

Rhubarb,

Eclectic Medical

»—The drafted men from the different companarriving at the place of rendezvous, will be
and regiments, which will l»e
into
-d as provided by the laws of this State and of
ited States.
-nth -Drafted men may furnish substitutes,
service upou
mot be relieved from
a tine under the laws ot this .State.

Towns and Plantations furnishing their quoble hodied volunteers, enlisting for nine months
upou blanks to be furnished from this offi e
to tl
municipal authorities or militia ottners, and
who tall be enrolled at some place within their city,
towi or plantation, and on their way to the rendezvous »*n or before Wednesday the third of September
nex* will be relieved from their liability to a draft;
said nluntetrs being accepted in lieu of drafted men,
and o draft from such cities and towns, under this
call, rill be made. An\ number oi volunteer*, furnisi
las aforesaid. less than the quota, will be rethev are residents of
ceii i as part thereof.
the
ty. town or plantation furnishing them, and the
will Ik- made tor the residue.
dra
I!
Volunteers, when in cainp, will be formed into
con
anh s ami regiments, and. a- liir as inay lie consist
t with the interi*sts of the service, in accordance
wi» the wishes of the dilt'erent quotas; and companies w ill elect their own officers, subject to the conion of the Commander-in-Chief.
tin
]
In ascertaining the quotas of counties and
tov s. the regulations of the War Deimrtmeut will
>serv
be
i*d, which are as follows:
Uditionn! Hcgula’ious for the Enrolment ami
t
of
Militia:
Di
Ordered, 8th. That in tilling all requ tions for militia, the quotas of the several States
w»
be appointed by the Governors among the seven
counties, and, when praeticuhle, among the subdi
ions of counties, so that allowance shall be made
to icli counties, and subdivisions, for all volunteers
th« etofore ftirnislu'd by them, and mustered into the
m*
ice of the United States, and whose stipulated
te
of service shall not have expired.”
No State or United States bounty will be paid
that cities and
te uch volunteers, and it is
their quota- try voluntary eulistte ns,
m
it. will not disregard the wishes of the General
G
eminent, that nine months* volunteers should l»e
r:
ed without bounties. No Voluutoers will be rec<
ed in lieu of dtufted men from any city or town
tl t shall pav a bounty of more thuu twenty (2«»)
d lars to each volunteer.

COMPOSED

DK. Hl'GIIES*

second.

Cft

THE

of Sarsaparilla. Wild Cherry. Yellow
Dock, Prick ley Ash, Thoroughwort,
Mandrake, Dandelion, Ac., all of which are so compounded as to act in concert, and assist Nature in

A

rugawSSSK)

trains

Langley’s

ROOT AND HERB BITTERS.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Freight

SUMMER MEDICINE,

B LIVD.VESSCt R ED.

appointed

Tei

Dr.

dawtf

non-exempted

ies,

BY THE USE OF THE

GREAT STRING AND

ANDROSCOGGIN'RAILROAD.

Mayor

REMOVAL!

vegetabh^contaiuing

This road is broad ouaok and is
New ami Splendid Sleeping Cars.

by

alphabetical

<

accordingly.

II.—Field officer# of volunteer regiment# raised in
of drafted men for nine months’service, xxill
be elected by the captains and subalterns of the rtnipective companies composing the ftarne.
III.—All men enlisting after this date, whether for
three years’ service or for nine months’, in the place
of drafted men, xxill be credited to the towusin which
they re>ide, and not elsewhere.
Per order of the CouimandeMn-Chief,
JolIN L. HODSDON, Adjutant General.
d3t
August 20.

BUY ME ANI) I’LL DO YOU GOOD !”

Mfi THROUGH TICKETS

provided

8

00 7100 00
00 «on 00
00 pM 00
m a00 irfi
00 (a 14 DO
00 a 12 00
00 a 10 00
45 a
50
on «15 00
00
00
60 rf 8 00
on a 2 25
5n « 3 75
15 n 1 20
37 « 1 (12
00 (a 35 00
4" a 2 50
85 .« 2 45
50 <«■ 1 75
‘25 n 1 35
15 a 1 80
00 («23 no
00 ®10 00

appoint

romt-

By PrrminMinn.
Prea’t Woods, and -Faculty of Bowd. Coll.
J. W. ('bickering, I). L>., Portland.
Charles A. Lord, Esq.,
Rev. Wooster Parker, Belfast.
lion. J. L. Cutler, Augusta.
ju!19MWAS6w

A

1. The Orderly
of the respective comof enrolled militia shall each
a mem|1 ties
of their company to tie Clerk, who snail be sworn
1 ore some Justice*’of the Peace of the County, to
of
i.
ke a true and faithful record of the
ti company at such meetings for
the draft
a> are* hereinafter provided, blauks for w hich appoiutn
it, and certificate of oath aforesaid w ill be seasonal v furnished from this office.
t. The time of meeting of companies bf militia
ft
the purpose of makiug such draft, shall be Wedin
the third day of September next at nine
o' oca in the forenoon, and notice of the time and
p! *e of meeting (the latter to be designated by the
O
erly Sergeant) shall he given in manner and form
as
»r the election of officers, but there shall be at
le: r twenty-fbur hours’ notice given. At such meetthe Orderly Sergeant will
in of said’
c a draft to be made therefrom' In manner folca
io- ng:
> rst—lie will cause a box of suitable size for the
pu hwc to be prepared, and will place therein in
pr« nice of the company, as many slips of paper as
tin
are names on the roll of his company, exclusive
of fticcrs elect, and upon the slips shall be writtei
in letters and not figures, the numbers from
om to that which expresses the entire number of
in the company, each slip having one number
me
w r
flie box shall then be closed, and
en thereon,
the taper* therein thoroughly shaken up, when a
drr
shall be made therefrom under his direction in
the node here prescribed.
£ -ond—The names on the company roll shall then
the Orderly SerIk*
lied in
order
ges t, and each man, as his name is called, shall draw
om
of paper from the box, which be shall pass
to ti ;* Clerk, who shall read aloud the number thereud record the same upon a roll previously preon,
par 1 by him for that purjHise, upon a blank furnished
om this office, opposite the name of the person
dra ing the same, until every slip shall have been
dra u from the box, and in case where an enrolled
mei »>or of the company shall not be present, or shall
nog ct or refuse to draw u|*»n liis name being called,
the
rderly Sergeant shall designate some member
of t e comnnnv to draw for him.
1
rd—When there is more than one company in a
and Aldermen of the city,
city r tow n, the
and lie Selectmen ot'the towrns, are authorized and
reqt «ted, immediately upon receiving information
of t -ir quotas, to apportion the same equally botwe*
the several companies, having respect to the
If such municipal
nun
ers borne upon the rolls.
s
shall neglect or refuse to perform the above
offii,
serv
e iu making the aforesaid apportionment, the
drat- will nevertheless be proceeded with, iu the
man er above described, and notice of the facts
shot I be immediately forwarded to this office by the
Ord ly Sergeant.
F* rth—If the above dutv cannot be performed before
o’clock, !’. M., it will bo continued on the next
day, between the hours of 9 o'clock, A. M., and 5
o'cl* 'i, 1*. M., and from day to day between the
saim hours until the draft is completed.
Vi It—The men w ho shall not be exempt from Hablllt. to enrolment (such exemption to be determined
ash* einaftcr prmided) against whose names ujmn
the
cord thus made by the clerk, shall be found the
lowi
number commencing at one (1) and going unwan
until the quota of the company lias been obtaim
shall constitute the drafted quota of said
com tny, and shall be held accordingly, and thus the
from the lowest numbers
*juot is’to lx* completedmen.
drav
by
Si
h—The following persons, viz:
Tl
Vice President of the United States;
Tl
officers, judicial and executive, of the United
Stat< ;
Th members of both bouses of Congress and their
ive officers; custom house officers and their
resjs
cirri
inspectors of exports; pilots, and mariners
ed in the sea service of auy citizen or merchant
emp'
with
the United States;
l’o masters, iHMtnt postmasters, and their clerks,
post Hcera, post riders, and stage drivers in the care
and
ntveyance of the mail ot the United .States;
fem en employed at anv ferry on the post road;
art it: -rs and workmen iu tlie United State* arsenals
!
|x*rs' s of the denominations of (Quakers and
Shal
-s; justices of the supreme judicial court;
mini *rs of the gospel, regularly ordained accord g to the usages of their denominations, so
long as such relation continues; and officers of
the
ilitia who have been honorably discharged,
are c
-inpted from liability to enrolment and draft;
and, ik»u evideuce furnished the Orderly Sergeant
that
cv come withiu this exemption, lie will cause
the c rfc to draw a line across their name* upon the
recoi
s, but not rendering the names illegible, stating
oppo e, the ground of exemption. A line will also
be di vn across the name* of jiersons claiming exem|»l u from liability On ground* of physical disabilitx who shall establish the validity of such claims
befoi the Orderly Sergeant, by the certificate of any
withiu the comity,
by the Goversurg«
the purjxisc of making such examination,
nor,
whic certificate shall contain a statement of the parground of such disability. The ded9l»ii» of
j ttcuit
the ( Jeriy Sergeant* in this regard will stand good
uulct reversed dv tlie Adjutant Geueral.
Se» uth—Thrcaa days from the draft, exclusive of
that
.v, shall be allowed parties claiming exemption
to fm ish evidence establishing their claim before the
Orde »- Sergeant, and no decision in favor of such
iou shall lx* (riven unless within four day* of
exevn
aft. Immediately upon the exjiiration ot'said
such
perio the name* of the persons drafted, and a certified «
»y of the record made bv the clerk, aforesaid,
shall -/transmitted to the Adjutant General. Tlie
Orde f Sergeant# will notify the drafted men comjirisii his company's onota, to apjx-ar at the place
w hei
he draft was mauc, on the sixth day succeeding w I draft, at 9 o'clock A. M., and from thence he
will j
>cced with them by |iublic conveyance if such
can b
iiad. and if not by the most expeditious and
ecoin
deal method to the place of rendezvous of
whicl notice will be given hereafter. Iu ease of the
resigi tion, absence or neglect of the Orderly Sergoaul to perform the duties herein required, the < ap«ct or either of the Lieutenants in default of
taius
his su -rior officer, w ill officiate in hi* stead.
Kig li— Reasonable compensation will be made for
the )»• inrmance of these duties and necessary ex|x*nibursed.
ces r«
Nil i—one or more eompetent surgeons in each
count will be d«**ignat«*d by the Governor, of whose
appn> ment notice will lx* given, and whose certificate*
disability, and none other* will lx* respected
by Oi *rly .•sergeant* or otliers in authority. When
rsnn
eniulled a* aforesaid, is sick and unable
]
to pr« *nt himself personally before the surgeons aj>I as aforesaid, such surgeon may issue on ceriiica
of exemjition upon the productions before
him • the sworn statements of the jartv iu reference
to th nature and extent of his disability or disease,
and <
a sworn statement in detail concerning the
same. iy a physician or surgeon of good staudiug iu

aity

@ 8 00

Clarine

Sperm Winter.

71

ft!®
46

24
26
75
17

a

63 <3

Oil*.
Cortland Kerosene llluminat'g Oil
Machine.

*g 8 50

2 25
8
3 25
0 00
3 25

Sheathing.
Exchnn|(*

stage connections.

Stages leave Bath daily (Sundays excepted) at 8.00
1*. 31.. on arrival of train from Portland and Boston,
for Wiscasact, Dainariscotta, Waldoboro’, Rockland

proceedings
making

r@

10J

urn.

Oakum, American..

7

12
9
4
60

15 @

••

8 45 A. 31. train for Lowell and Boston.
Leave Portland on Saturdays, at 8.16 P. 31., on arrival of train from Boston, for Bath and Augusta.

FIRST.

12}

22

80
28
88

3

91

tg

Monday Morning and Saturday Keening Traina.
On 31omlay trains leave Augusta at 5.90 A. 31., and
Bath at 0.90 A. 31., for Portland, connecting with the

ENERAL ORDER No. 32.
A requisition having been made upon the Gorernaud Commander-in-Chief, by the President of
e United States, for nine thousand six hundred
d nine (9609) able-bodied men, to be drafted from
e enrolled militia of the State, for the service of
e United States, to serve for nine months unless
oner discharged—it is hereby ordered as follows:

00
50
50
00
50
9

2 00 @
7? w,
3 00 ®
2 50 ®
8 00 <©

Straits, cash.
Plates—
Char. I. C.
I X.
Coke.

General’* Office, )
Augusta, Aug. 16,1862. )

Adjutant

60

6}

If,4 gj
11}®

.Mola «»«*»•

Molasses, cieufugos.
Molasses, Cuba clayed.
Molasses,
tart.
M dosses,
Muscovada.
M«dasses, New Orleans.
Fort land Syrup.hhd*
\niU*

@11
8)@

3Iills with the Penobscot k Kennebec Road for Pittsfield, Newport and liaugor; arriving same night.

QUARTERS,

Sergeants

Pimeuto.
SccdA
Herds Grass.

9

a)

5}

Lianr.
Lime, Rockland, cask.

@14
@16
@14
@13
@16

@
18 @

**

Leave Portland for Bath and Augusta at 1.00P. M.,
connectiug at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
trains for stations on that mad; and at Augusta with
the Somerset & Kennehec Railroad for VVatervillo,
Kendall’s Mills and Skowhegan, and at Kendall's

13 00

Nutmegs.
Pepper,.

10
1 70
l 2ft
1 00
90

15 @

2
1
1
20
2
2
1
1
1
21
8

a

25
25
90
80
20
16

4 38
7 25

a

09

Kngli«h.
Iron, Russia
Iron, Russia im’t.

50
00
50
00
00
60
00
9

Soup. Ixqithc k Gore’s, Trowbridge
ft Smith's Extra No. 1 p lb-...
Soap, Family do.
Soap No. 1.
Soap. Eagle No. 1.
Soap, Star...
Soap, Castile,.
Soap, Crane’s..
S pice*.
Cassia p lb.
Cloves.
Ginger, (Kace).
Ginger.(Africa).
Mac**.

12 ©0 <wn 00
13 00 a 14 00
11 00

Spring.
Iron,

12
14
15
14
13
14
11

Soap.

Saagnr,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar.
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,

Commenced April Wh, 1802.
trains will leave daily, (Sun□ggjjgjSggn aPassenger
vs excepted) as follows:
Augusta lor Hath. Portland and Horton, at 11.16 A.
31., connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Railroad for Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton and

12 00 @14 00

Starch.
Starch, Pearl.
Starch, Potato.
Shut—P 100 lbs..

17 00 «20 00
30 00 v«35 0U

Cast Steel.
German Steel.
Fnglihh Blis. Steel.

>® 1 65
@ 1 55
@ 6 50

“Circulars.“ Ac., please address the Principal,
Parents are cordially invited to visit the school.
WARREN JOHNSON, M. A., Principal.

22

Norway.

1 60
1 60
6 00

_

Health and Strength Secured,.

Farmington.

one

17

Common.
Refined Iron.
Swede.

@ 3 00
(g 3 00

63

ran.

•*

ki:nm;bkc ani> Portland r.r.

50 @ 8 75

94 ®
70
68
60
00

Sort, 1861.

Sheet
Sheet
Shi*et

MAINE.

PRINTING.

_MEDICAL.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

HEAD

Sacks Salt.
Ground Butter Salt.

lliriea 1111H Skin**

Hop*.

STATE OF

00 ® 0 00
50 @
00

W 0ml,

8 00 ®io
8 40 a 3
8 62 « 3
07 ty

**

catapiliar a stone-mason; one
upholsterer, one is a miner, another a
felt-maker; one insect is a grave digger, another Is a burying beetle .and Imrlcs moles, rats,

Lead.
Planter.
l'er ton Soft.
Hard.
Ground.
Provinioan.
Chicago Mess Beef..

Grinrifttonm*

one

an

® 4 00

none

••

bee is

50
37
25
25
12

22 >y
15 ^

cious little fellows listen a bit of clay to the
top of the nest, and then go out am) pick up
laird*
Barrel, D lb.
a glow worm, and stick it on the clay, to illuKcg». |* lb.
minate their dw elling, as if they were about to
Lraihrr.
see company that evening.
Sometimes these !
New York, light.
little fellows arc gayer than usual, and, in that
n»d. wt*.
case, they get three or lour of these glowheavy.
••
slaughter.
worms, or tire-flies, and light up most cheerAmerican Calf Skins.
fully ; and this curious habit is a wise provision
Wax leather.
Slaughter
adapted for their protection, for the Maze of la*nd.
light ill their little cell dazzles the poor hat,
100 !b.
American Mg,
7
whose eyes love darkness rather than light,
7
Foreigu
and
Sheet
9
and thus he is unable to plunder the nest, and
Flpe.
the
Lumber—From
yard.
deprive the parents of their young.
Clear Fine—No. 1.£38
The tailor-hird of lliudostan gathers cotton
No. 2
34
from the shrubs, and spins it into threads by
No. 3. 24
the means of its feet and long bill, and then
No. 4. 14
Shipping Lumber,. 12
using its hill as a cobbler’s awl, it sews the
Spruce. 10
large leaves of an Indian tree together, so as
Hemlock.
8
to protect and conceal the juvenile tailors
Box Shooks, (cash).
that have recently been brought into the
Clapboards, S extra. 13
F
80
world.
2
Shingles, Cedar, extra.
So with ants; one is a mason. another is a
No. 1.
2
is

carpenter;
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Oranges.
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Sort shell.
Shelled.
Currants.
Citron.
Wil. Tea Nuts.
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none
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Feathers*
Feather*, Live fleece p lb.
Feather*, Russia.
Fifth.
Fish, Cod large p quin..
small.
Fish.

44
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Ilyperoic.
Logwood, Campcachy.
Teach

00
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Larwood,.
It nisi I Wood.
Fustic.

Portland Lead, in oil,.
Lewis Load,
Boston Lead,
"
French Zinc,
American Zinc, "
Koc hello, Yellow.
Kug. Yen. Ked.
Ked

Butter.
ft.
Butter, Family
Butter, Store.
Ben as.
lies ns,

3
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lb.

Bread.
100 lbs.
Bread, rilot
Bread, Ship.

And now good bye to you, John,
1 cannot say farewell.
We’ll hope and pray for the best, John,
God’s goodness none can tell.
Be Ills great arm around you. John,
To guard you night and day,
Be our beloved country’s shield
Till the war has paired away.
Then take your gun and go, John,
Take your gun and go,
For Ituili can drive the oxen, John,
And 1 ciiu use the hoe.

Ser

2 75
4

RAILROADS.

OFFICIAL.

Paint*.

Avliei*.

night

The Illness of ('apt. Samuel Smith.
In a recent skirmish before Richmond, (’apt.
Samyuie Sa-mitb, of the famous Mackerel
Brigade, was ordered to command the advance;
but when he heard that the Southern Confederacy had two swivels over their, he was suddenly taken very sick, and cultivated his bedclothes. When the news of the serious illness
ot this valient officer got abroad, there was an
immediate rush of free and enterprising civilian cha|is to his bedside. One was a newsparejmrter who brought a printed form of a
iographical sketch, the blanks to lie tilled up,
which the Chaplaiu generously agreed to do.
Another was a tall, shabhy-looking chap, who
addressed the unhappy captain as follows:
“I’m agent for the great American publishing
house of Kushvm <V Jinks, and desireto know
if you have anything that could I* issued in
book form after your lamented departure. We
could make a handsome 1 'Jinn Imok," says the
shabby chap, persuadingly, “of your literary
remains. Works of a Union Martyr—Eloquent
Writings of a Hero—Should be in every American Library—Take it home to your wife—
Twenty editions ordered in advance of publication—Half-calf H—Send i;i your orders."
Sainyule looked thoughtfully at the publishing chap, and says he:
“I never wrote anything in my life.”
“Oh!” says the chap, pleasantly, “anything
will do—your early poems in the weekly jour-

66 @ 1 00
80 igj
85
1 50 @ 1 60
1 65 @ 1 70
1 05 i> 1 12

—

Coffee, Mocha.

And in our village church, John,
And at our humble board,
Well'll pray that t.od will keep you, John,
And Heavenly aid afford.
While all who lo\e their country’s cause,
Shall love and bless you too;
And
and morning they will pray,
l’or lioedoin and for you.
Then take your gun and go, John, Ac.

Blfc.fd.
Oil.
Oil.
CaoturOil.
Kiatsfuot Oil.

Lard
Olivo

Onion*
per bb!.
do p string.

Corrected for tbo 1’ue*h to Sept. 3d.
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Coflbc, St. Doiuiugo.
Coffee, Rio
John, Ac.
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THE MARKKTvSv

POETRY.

1(2 Middle

Struct, Poutl^jid.

PROGRAMMES,
A!(D

RILLS.

ALL SORTS OF HAND
Fort land, Jsne

K. lfffl.

dsv

CONGRESS STREET SEMINARY,
FOR

YOUNG LADIES AND MISSES.

dtf

June 23.

GRAVESTONES.
ill be given to th«x*e who wish
W to purchase Grax estom s or Monument* of any
call
description. Those who will favor me with aarticle
shall be satisfied that they are buying a good
at the lowest price.
Shop on Forest Avenue, mar Evergreen Cemetery,
Stevens' Plains.

0VOOD

SHOP BILLS,

Bargains

w

jc30—3in

J. II. COOK.

Miss E. L. Whittier,

•

AUTUMN 8E88ION will

Principal.

•

conunenoc

8th. and Continue 15 week*.
THE
21st. lull information
Prior

Sept.

be obtained
34i» emigre** Street. Hoars from
of the
8 »o 1 o’clock, except Saturday*. After that time adplication mav be made at 40 State Street.
lawlOw
1802.
Portland, Juuc

July
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